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STOCKMAN,

A

A Few Good Rente
*
applied for at once.

IF

MATTOCKS & FOX,
88 Middle street.

nov5dtf

STORE
largo brick

A
first

Middle

of

store in the
and Ceurcli

To

(Opposite the Paik.)
Office Hours from 8 to 10 A.
M., and2 to 4 anil 7 to
9 P. M.
del3tf

HENRY F. T. MERRILL,
AT LAW,
IVo. SO

COUNSELOR

Exchange St., Portland
Formerly of the U. $. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courte*n the District
of olumbia,
will

attend to the prosecution of
laims before the
Court of Claims and the
various departments at
octll-tf

&

sturdivant,
COAL

DEALERS

Sole agents i* Maine for the sale and
shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined
by Messrs. Hamn-efct Ncill &
of
Co.,
Philadelphia.
We have also lor sale at lowest market

Λ«>. 47—49 Middle St.
One

of those

more

IN

THE

CONGRESS HALL!
TO

DELAWABB AVENUE,
PHILADELPHIA.
jau3t

—

Apply

AT

CHIEFS AT ALL PRICES.

THE
dersigned.

Boarders Wanted.

A

FEW

A
table
octl8

BOARDERS

be accommodated,
boarders at No. 11 Myrtle Street.

40

For Sale or To
Rooms, Gas and Sebago water.

dtf

To load Lumber at Portland, Bangor,
'Machina. Calais, Montreal, and Southern Ports, for the River Plauc.
Also, To loau Coal, at Pictou, Linzan, and Port
Oteil'trtVi far Hww York. Boston, tha.Buoad porta,
and St John, N.B.
BIRD, PERKINS & JOB.
103 State St., Boston. 27 South St., New York
novH

FOB

d3m

iOAT and Pant makers and Machine Girl, at
CHESLEY'S. 167 Middle et.
»[)2Btf

c

AND

VERY

SAUNDERS,

ZEST Ε W
an

'

unusual variety of

OF

up Stairs

PORTLAND,

College.

Medical

Choice and Beautiful Goods
doth

—

Department.

annual course of Lecture» at the Medical
School of Maine, will commence JANUARY 9th,
and continue TWENTÏT WJiEK8.
Circulars containing full information may be obtained 011 application to the Registrar, D. F. ELUS,

Store and Window Shades made to order.
lmis

BRUNS,

D.,

M.

or

to the

good variety of cases always ready made.
BT-Mr. B., is always ready to obtain employment
for Scandinavian Immigrants. Those desirir
g such
help can apply as above or at No. 10 Elm St.
A

FOR THE

At "Little Bine,"

FOE BOYS,

Farmingten,

BEAUTIFULLY

A LARGE AS-

ELS, DOYLIES, TABLE CLOTHS BY
YARD AND PIECE.

Me.

KINS TO

MATCH IN PINK, BUFF,

To which

ERS.

IN

DRESS GOODS WE HAVE

LARGE STOCK.

WAYS

AN

or if

cessful prosperity will open
THE

II. L. (iltEGG à Co.,

Jannary 1st,

BROKERS,
ASP*

COMMISSION

ACCEPTABLE

PRESENT.

Philadelphia.

1873.

BLANK

Jan22tr

KDIiAlt H.

BROW»,
Counsellor and Attorney at taw !

JOBBERS'

in

our

PRICES,

we can

We this day issue a NEW
CATALOGUE, in which we print our VERY LOWEST
and from which we make no Discounts or
Deviation whatever.

Sell them Lower
than

can

FOR

my28

KID

GLOVES

Banks,

J. I». l AMSM,

—

Counting Booms,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

Insurance Companies,

PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched

get rid of freckles

Marine, Stationary and Portable
STEAM

ENGINES.

Sieam Bailers, Bleach Boilers «£ Rag Dusters, Shafting, Mill bearing and General Machinery. Castings
of every descriplion made to order.
Repailing
promptly attended to.
S^*New and Second-hand 'Engines frr sale.
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.
315 Commercial Street,
W. H. FESSENDEN.
se 1136m
Portland, Me.

Holiday

AT THE

—

—

Eureka Dollar Store.

WORK

of Every Kind

GLASS
—

WARE
IH

New, Choice
just received

IK

hand and made to order at short notice at prîtes
as low as can be furnished by any house in New
England.

a

Specialty

My Bindery is used entirely for the manufacture of
BLANK BOOKS, all of which are made under my
own sui ervinion and satisfaction guaranteed in
every

Bicli Designs,

manufactories in Europe,
without doubt the

BEST MAKE,

AND LARGEST STOCK
EVER OFFERED IN PORTLAND.

large assortment

Ladies and Gents' Dressing Cases,

Should call

at

Exchange

86 MIDDLE
received

elsewhere.

Preble

PROP»IETORS.

CUT

Portland.

Notice·

goods

at

STREET,

CO.'S,

the

well

as

A

W

ONE PRICE ONLY.

des

We have

a

fine assortment to which

dailyef

LOOK

dwT

AT OUK

Bronzes, Swiss Carvings,
Frcncb A Bohemian Novelties.

PICKLES,

ALSO

management
C. Ο. B. KIMBALL.
deci8—lw·

HAYES

&

GOODS,
y

we

OB

read

—

citizens to

a

Pictur

Mantle Ornaments, Wall Pockets, Slipper Base, with or without Embroidery,
J£T GOODS.

specimens at.

and invite our customers to call and examine them.

No· 101 middle Street,
decl8—îw

PORTLAND,

-AND-

»

Cigar Stands,

Something entirely new in the art, which ssrpatse·
beauty anything ever yet introduced.
This new Pictures is especially adaptod to colore,
and is decidedly a Hit.
To he seen is to be appreciated. Please call and

in

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 11th,

Slippers,
Ottomans,

Slipper Case Patterns,

ALABASTER GOODS,

examine

Jewelry,

Wall Pockets

Portfolios,

all very handsome in style and finish, and a very great
variety of articles suitable for gifts of utility and
beauty fir radies and Gentlemen. In addition to the
offer a large an! choice stock of Ladies'
above
Furnishing Goods adapted to the season.

Laces and Linen Goods
RIB

a

Specialty.

RESPECTFULLY,

together with

using every

effort to deceive

it.

M.^To prevent all from purchasing the Checkering Pianos,

these dealers will take off sufficient
their prices within a few dollars of our
prices. Thsy will do this for the love
they bear to the public and from their disinterested desire to save them from
buying» poor piano
Falsehood (philanthropic) No. 2.
We say to the public, the best
to
meet
this is, to produce our
way
price list, and insist upon
having a piano on the same terms! This will test their
manufacturing philanthropy.
The house of Chickering & Sons can stand a
great deal of opposition of this kind. Their
reputation gained by nearly fifty years of honorable and successful
business, has risen superior
to all competition, and has tricmphed both here and in
Europe.
We therefore put the public on their
guard, against the falsifications of

discount to

bring

interested parties.

world.

J. m. DYER &

CO.,

—

Ladies'

VESSELS WANTED.—Coastwise and For-

No. 6 Free Street Block.
deel0d2w

T.

eign.

octOt>

RYAN & KELSEY,
161 Commercial Street,
Portland, Me.

4

per centage of wages, from time to time.
Fifth and lastly. We have not lowered our prices; we have simply taken off the discount
which most purchasers demanded, and have placed our instruments at a
price which affords.us a
fair profit, and throws off the fictitious discouut to the purchasers.
The Chickering Pianos are still the same sterling
instruments, but we have a sstUed price all
over the United States, to those who wish to buy.
And this is, after all, fair and
straight-

PORTLAND.

„
dec3-tf

Fasdeloup is, also, going to cross the Atlantic, and seek his fortune in the West. He will

be accompanied by his célébra ed
orchestra in
this projeoted tour
through the United States.

always

thif country, in such

a

manneer

a

that a

UNSURPASSED IN EUROPE.
These were the first American pianos pitted against those of
European manufacture, at tho
World's Fair in England, in 1851, when, in spite of
prejudice and competition, they took the
medal. The Chickeuino Pianos revealed to the makers there the
system, first introduced by
this firm, of the complete iron frame; which was
highly approved of, and gave rise to the expression of "Pianos made after the American plao."
It was at this Exhibition that the plan of
"over-stringing" was first
into notioe

CO.,

NO. 10 CLAPP'S BLOCK.
lw

in

Chickering & Sobs first jised the large scales for Square Pianos, from which has sprung all the
present excellence of that class of instruments.
Chickering & Sons have manufactured over 42,000 (forty-two thousand) Pianos, and it is call
culated by those curious on such subjects that this House has
supplied one-quarter of the instrumente in the United States. We claim for the
CHICKERINGS'. A conclusive proof of their WORTH, after the
test of half

that

acen-

PIANOS,

they
BEST,
LASTING, and consequently, THE CHEAPEST.
Every per
desires to get the fullest equitable value for their
money—wo say emphatically that no other
Piano manufactured in the world will bring its cost if a
person desires to sell, as
quick a»
century of public criticism.
are

the

MOST

son

BAILEY &

found at

&

brought

Russian Pianos.

CHICKERING

—

to bo

touching inscription, Par-

Paul newspaper thus
rings oat the
epizootic: Weluome once more the reign of the
rein, the return to duty of our equine
friends,
and the era of
gaiety, and sprightly runaways
for which we havo pined.
A disconsolate editor
recommended
who was in training for a foot race to

ning a daily
time, sayiug
and steam
tive.

NOYES,

GENERAL AGENTS
EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND,
D0T2(

friend
try run-

a

paper ία a .small town for a short
that if that didn't take the wind
out of him, he must be a locomo~~■

y-

There is nothing so dear

to the NewKnglandno matter what of.
Here
the Bosto'i Traveller gives: "One
to-day the Grand Duke Alexis went
Cambridge to visit Harvard." What a

as an
is one which
venr ago
out to

er

anniversary,

thrilling remembrance!—Inter-Ocean
a

late

wis

wedding

in

Philadelphia a calcium

thrown ort the bride

as soon as she
left the church, and was so
managed as to
flood the carriage with
light, and thus exhibit
the beauty and the toilet of the
blushing bride
aid groom to an
multitude.

A

Pennsylvania Dutchman proposes a posthumous joke. He has a cooss more than sixty-yean old, and he proposes that this goose
shall be killed and eaten at his funeral dinner.
If there are going to be
many poor relatione
at that dinner
they will petition the old'man
to drop off as
speedily «s possible.
Scranton is full of

HIE.
Ifcwflmi·

ingenuity.

The other day
observed sliding down an
>lley, and enjoying himself hugely. He would
coax a big dog up the alley, and then when the
animal ran back, the lad would grab hold of its
tail and slido down most
beautifully. In playing this game, it is always best to select a good
natured dog—one that doesn't take much pride
iu his tail.
a

Scranton youth

was

A letter from Dallas, Toxas, to the Housten
Age, saye that twelve "Indian" cattle thieves
were lately caught in one of the western counties and hung to the limb of a tree, because
there was no "limb of the law" to
plead for
them. Before hanging them their faces were
scrubbed and eleven of the twelve did not
pan
out as Indians—they being unprotected or-

phans from Kansas mostly.
Mrs.

Daniels,

Mr. Fortner

a

of

note

Shawnee, Kansas, wrote
inviting bim to meet her by

moonlight alone, there or thereabouts. Mr.
Daniels got hold of the note, but had it delivered, and then weut and kept the tryst instead
of his wife. Mr. Fortner immediately sent for
the

doctor, who at once went to exploring that
gentleman's anatomy in search of a lead mine.
His official report of the exploration places the
number of buck-shot at
thir^-eight.
Few rightly estimate t"ho worth
Of Joy» that spring and flu)· on earth.
Thoy are not wee<l» we ahould deipi*e.
They are not irult· of Paradise,
But wild flower· ou the pilgrim'· way
Which eheer but not protract hi· atay,
Whti'h he may not too fondly clasp
Leat they ihould perish in his grasp,
Bat yet may touch and wisely lore,
As types and proofs of Joys above.

BUYERS.

Their uniform success has been due to legitimate eauses.
Inventive talent, thoroughness in
every detail of work, the use of the best materials, constant attention to the latest advances of
the applied sciences, liberality in the pay of competent workmen and
in the purchase of stock
and a long accumulated experience, have accounted for the success
of the CHICKERINGS
These, more than the deserved honors bestowed at the French Exposition, have contributed
to
build up and sustain the
confidence which is everywhere felt in the CHICKERING Pianos.
is for thii reason that not only have
exceptional instruments taken prizes innumerable on both sides
of the Atlantic, but that uuinstracted
purchasers feel such a degree of assurance in the splendid
and enduring qualities of any instrument which bears the name of so
trustworthy a house.
We have thus expressed our estimuU! of the CHICK EKING
Pianos, because the prices of these
instruments have just been reduced. Instead of yielding
slowly to the "beati ng down" of individual purchasers, as is generally done, they have established a fixed
scale of prioes decidedly
ower than have obtained for several years.
This will save both the time and the
patience of
buyer and seller alike, and will be much more satisfactory to both parties. Those who want the
best Pianos that can be produced and who may favor us with an order
by letter, can rely upon
being served promptly, and upon the same terms as though they were present and made their
selections in person.

—

AND

DAVIS
««14

TO PIANO

ceutury been identified with the manufacture of
history of the operations of the house would give
a fair record of the history of American
Piano-making. They were the first to make Pianos in
America? they have always stood first in the successive improvements which have rendered ths
American Pianos famous in the Old World, and
to-day enjoy in both hemispheres the same
prominence which they have always held.

FANCY GOODS

LOBENSTEIN,

Deering Block, Congress Street,

OF

Furnishing
—

are

FOR
at short notice.

In

Factory every portion of the Piano Eorte is made, so that CHICKERING & SONS pay no
middleman's profit, but take advantage of the first cost of everything.
Second, AU the labor-saving machines which modern ingenuity has devised, have a
place in
our Factory, so that all the parts of our instruments aro
produced at the lowest cost.

long

a

have applied

admiring

say we make cheap Pianos. This is true. Jiut they mean
by "cheap;" inferior
This is false, for all our instruments are
thoroughly made, in the largest manufactory
in the World, by the moat
accomplished workmen, and of tho finest ajd long seasoned materials
Falsehood No. 1.

Perfect Assortment

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER !
Ships, Railroad Cars, Bridges, Factories, and
other building purposes, furnished by the cargo

tlje

the greatest

Lace Sleeves,

Glove and Handkerchief Boxe·;

NEW.

A. JTI. McKENNEY,

Dec. 9, 1872.

please

All the great artists who have visited America have used the Chickerino
Pianos. Thalberg,
piano virtuoso, pronounced them UNEQUALLED IN THIS COUNTRY AND

Lace Collars,

•i

Work Boxes,

PEARL CRAYON,

shall have

READY FOR EXHIBITION

our

Handkerchiefs, Boxes,

Ladies' and Gentlemen'· NeccMariee,

Writing Desks,
Wc invite tho;attention of
called

CLOUDS,

—

holidays, consisting ot

DOUGLASS.
d3w

SOMETHING

SHAWLS,

Jewelrv Caskets,

Wholesale and Retail.

decl3

—

—

MITTENS,

I am happy to inform my friends and the general
public of my return from New York with a very
elegant and large assortment at goods adapted to the

CHILDREN'S MKTS AKTD TOYS,
all sort* at

OF

Wednesday, Dec. 4, 1872.

BASKETS,
KNIVES.

OF CHOICE

SHADES !

BREAKFAST

HOLIDAY GOODS,

—SUCH AS—

1872. CHRISTMAS 1872.

which

They

The name of CHICKERING has for half

KID GLOYES,

OPENING
—

CASTORS,
CAKE

HOLIDAY

adopting

A WORD

the

women

burg.

forward dealings.

invoice of

new

Str

PORTLAND.

havd a good assortment of

are

a

Congress

GREAT

PLATED GOODS !

VARIETY

.

MERINO UNDERGARMENTS,

We

dim

others, will be the

all

as

GAMTLET GLOVES
345

adding

we are

Mantel and Table Ornaments.

great variety to pleaee purcliassers, who
invited to call and examine,

GREAT

1st.

are

will

Thousands of people about now are asking how it is that CHICKERING &
SONS can sell the
Piano Forte to-day for $475, which a few weeks
ago ruled at §600?
The reasons are many and sufficient:
Firit, We have the largest and most complete Factory in America—indeed in the

—

DESIRABLE

Ladies' Furnishing Store,

Fine China and Glassware

WARE.—FRENCH CLOCKS.

a

Checkering Piano
following.

Pianos.

FICHUS,

BLOCK,

d«cll

A FINE STOCK OF SILVER PLATED

■with

THE

in all

fine assortment of

in Grand Trunk

my
Dining
HAVING
Hall, Portland, to W. W. Brown I shall have
from this date.
to do with ite
Dec. 7th, 1873.

our

OF

LOWEST

A. M. PEABODY'S

style of Silver War», after tli. Japanese
attera, very popular.
Nankin Kings, Silver and Plated.

tdec25

and Basted, fitting graceful and
easy. New
Patterns constantly reçoive.I,
Samples shown
and goods sent for from any of the leading Houses in
Boston aud New York. Suits and CloakB madj to
order.
No. 2 Modistes Building. Elm street.

nothing

MORTON

a new

—

Ladies Dresses and Cloak

interest

these goods,

TO

NELSON &

.Silver Ware.

House.

LIKÛIëLD & CO.,

uov4d2m

usual assortmeut of

Just above Preble Honse.

the

Congress Street,

sold

St.

Gold and Silver Watches, Cflnins
of all kinds, Jewelery and

Eureka Dollar Store

docO
dec?

a

a

Other manufacturers bitterly oppose onr
one-price system, and
tlie public in regard to its operations, and otber reasons for

pianos in

4w

—

purchasing

on

Furnishing9 Goods.

We offer

FORKS, &c.,

Useful and Ornamental Presents

H.

DAYIS,

We have just received from New York

Persons looking for

Opposite

Ladies'

our

&C.

Three hundred y»ung

to avail themselves of the
permission accorded
to their sex to
study medicine in St Peters-

light

same

VARIETY,

five

young man.

•

Third, On the several acres of land attached to our Factory, we have stored a two years's
supply
o£lumber, and as wo deal direct by contract with the lumbermen, we give them time to cu'
!
and
Manufacturers
Importers
the wood at their convenience, and to ship it when
freight is at its lowest price. In this we have
|»a vast advantage ovei other manufacturers.
OUR PRICES
Fourth, As "strikes" are not recognised in Boston, we do not suffer from enforoed increased
«

See,, «re.,

OPERA GLASSES!

Furs, &C-, &c., Ac.

284

together with

Scotch and White-Wood Good»,

GERRISH& PEARSON,

of

Hats, Caps, Umbrellas, Travelling Bags,
Baskets, Pictures, Fancy Boxes, Silver Ware, Jewelry, Table Cutlery, Toys, Ladies and Gents'
Underclothing, Children's

before

FANS,

BOXES,

GO

Christmas Presents!

Also

GREATEST VARIETY,

a

No. 53

GREAT

—

,

LOWEST CASH PRICES.

HALL L.

have

from the best

Also

Jewelry

and

The Reasons Why.

PURCHASED

&C., &Ca,

Please Call and Examine before Par·

decl3

RIBBONS,

WRITING DESKS,

particular.

—

and

IN"

All who desire to purchase

—

HOLIDAYS,
(COLLAR AND CUFFS)

—

Vases, Toilet Setts, Silver Glass Ware,
Glass Setts, Goblets, &e.,
—

Jewelry,

*

on

Blank Books

TO THE

—

splendid line of

A

and Jet

manufactured,

SYSTEM,

ADAPTED

Embroidered Linen Setts,

GLOYES AND HANDKERCHIEF BOXES,

chasing:.

Presents

ARTICLES

!

PARTICULARLY

PORTHONIES,

Corporations

PORTLAND
(EOEMEBLY C. STAPLES t SON,)

Filling

for

be

this

moderate

MACHINE WORKS

Worsteds

Ornamental

and

—

Whitby, Rubber

Company,
tf

Useful

Patterns

Slipper

AND

MITTENS,

Mills
and
%·

may 20

&

Cor. Congress and Brown Sts.

»

Railroads,

moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
at

VELVETEENS

decl4

With

V

Street·

work
Aim to Pleanc.

WEAR.

(TIIER ARTICLES TOO NUMEROUS TO MEN-

HOSIERY!

Ladies & Gents Handker'fs,

Cities,

lyr

Price*.

CHILDREN'S

LARGE VARIETY.

Covell

PAINTER, Counties,
MAINE.

we

IN

FOR

FOR CLOAKS AND TRIMMING, WITH» MANY

BLANK BOOKS

PRICE

ALSO A NICE ASSORTMENT

TION.

KEILER,

process

AT COST.

CLOAKINGS

—AND—

PORTLAND,

new

NICE ASSORTMENT WHICH WE SHALL

NUBIAS

bonght elsewhere.

be

OF

GLOVES

dollars,

At

A

MITTENS.)

(KID

can

PRICES,

IMPORTANT CAUTION.
SELL

is invited to my stock which is oue of the largest in
the State, comprising all the different sizes and style·
of binding. Having had many years of experience,
and employing the best workmen in every department I reel confident of giving satisfaction in every

Order Slate at 0. M. & E. P. Brooks, 333
Congress Street.
5^"All orders promptly attended to.

card, by which

SCARFS,

MITTENS.

and will

The Fairbanks, scale
manufacturers, borrowed five dollars to make their
first scale, and
are now worth
$3,000,000. Go and borrow

boiled.

this to be the proper course, which will
secure JUSTICE to the
purchaser, and establish a STANDARD PRICE for the
Pianos of the Chickering manufacture, wherever
they may
be offered for sale.

WE HAVE

BLANK BOOKS

paid to collecting.

Ko. 152 Middle

NJJBIAS,

Mr.

Snygross,a banker of Constantinople,has
secured a contract for
lighting the streets of
Athens with gas. What a
subject for Diogenes!

A mau in Kansas
accidentally fell into a vat
boilng water and was killed. His bereaved
ehildren erected a tombstone to his
memory,
with the brief but

believing

hands at

respect.

No. 80 MIDDLE STREET.

FRESCO

placed

to com-

Tilton's assertion that Mr.
Greeley

on

"peerless among his peers."

was

ot

Being convinced that the prevailing system among Manufacturers ef and
Dealers in Musical
instruments to charge very High Prices, and make
Large Discounts, is wholly wrong and unjust, we have adopted the

SHAWLS

suitable for the season, consisting of

The special attention of purchasers of

UN EXCHANGE ST.

attention

were

and

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

I.

BOOKS !

These goods

J. B. Hahel, Jr.

J. G. CLOlJIiMAai,

W.

WEDNESDAY,

INVITE YOUR SPECIAL ATTENTION.

Piano-forte Manufactory,

Our object is to furnish to onr Patrons the
very best Pianos which
at the very Lowest Prices which will
yield us a fair rémunération.

SHAWLS

appears in a
want wash-

A Saint

ONE
suc-

MERCHANTS !

108 Walnut St.,
li. L. Gregg,
lan?3-ly

(^"Particular
jan24-Iy

of its

All the comforts of Home combined with the school in which are found the ablest
teachers.
ALDffiN J". Β IlETHTÎN", Α.. M.·
dec6d2m
IPrincipal.

Successors to Warren & Gregg.

SHIP

on

vear

& SONS'

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST.

jun2Geod6m

WINTER division of the 32d

UPEIGHT

unable from lack of ttmeor convenience, send for the

NICE DRESS IS AL-

A

AND

following advertisement

Only classical squibbers are expected

CHICKERINU3 INSTRUMENT,

FELT SKIRTS FOR LADIES AND

Choice Selection of Goods

we

The

ment

EMBROIDERED

EMBOSSED AND PRINTED TABLE COV-

1873.

by purchasing a

*

IN 1823.

All Persons who intend to Purchase a
PIANOFORTE dnring the present season should visit the Warerooms of
Messrs. BAILEY & NOYES,
of PORTLAND, and see the

BEAUTIFUL

—

HOLIDAYS,

William, who is an undersized clerk in a
dry
goods store, objects to
being referred to as
"that little dry goods Bill."
provincial newspaper: "Two sisters
ing. Address
."

is larger, by nearly
one-third, than any piano-forte manufactory iu America, and more than
double as large as any in
Europe. It occupies four sides of an entire block. There are no
private
houses or buildings oi any kind
except their own, on the entire square, which comprises an area
of five acres. The
length of the front on Tremont Street is 275 feet The length of each
wing
is 262 feet. The entire
building is five stories high. The depth of the main building, and also o*
each wing is 52 feet.

HOLIDAYS

ABBOTT
FAMILY SCHOOL

CHICKERING

SORTMENT OF NAPKINS, TOW-

A

dMW&F6wWHw50

MANUFACTURER,

19 1-2 market Sqr. (up Stairs.)

—

Secretaty.
C. F. BRACKETT, M. T>., Secretaiy.

dell

IN

MADE HANDKERCHIEF AND

—

We have prepared ourselves for the

SONS.

PIANO-FORTES.
»

ASSORT-

ÛËCKTIES

GLOVE BOXES.

USEFUL· A YD ORNAMENTAL·,
r*

King of Sweden is an accomplished
and takes great interest in
the musical affairs at Stockholm.
new

Detroit bas a girl nine years
old, who can tell
lie a minute for a full hour.
She alto steals,
and is obstinate.

*

SOME NEW AND ELEGANT

CHILDREN.

THE

ηονϋδ

BEST

STYLES.

1872

YEAR'S

φ

The

musician,

a

'

ALSO

PORTLAND, COMPRISING

IDE.

Residence No. 6 Bradford Street.

*

GREEN AND DRAB.

NEW

—

AU»

*

GRAND, SQUARE

FRENCH TABLE CLOTHS AND NAP—

Warerooms,

MANUFACTURERSJOF

EMBROIDERED

THE

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

CHRISTMAS

ESTABLISHED

A

LINEN SETTS.

EDUCATIONAL.

Bowdoin

ALSO

LARGE ASSORTMENT

West.

wants to go

janSl

YORK

tf

HALL.)

owner

Gr

a

sweetness.

PENSIVE PRESENT.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

liaye ju»t received from

Organ

CHICKERIN
-«•b

SPRINGVALE.
We

and

NOYES

AGENTS EOH

FOR AN INEX-

TEBBETS" HOUSE,

witli

&

ARE

HANDSOME

the first pair that ata
the

The Kins of Italy was snubbed
by an Amerwoman, to whom be attempted to talk

£X€HAHG£ STREET, PORTLAND.

CASES

HOLLYWOOD
St.

MENT OF

1872. Holiday Goods. 1872.

—

Forte

WE

FOR SALE !

As the

νUNDER

No. 34 Plum

FOR SALE Î

modern improvements.

del3

GILLESPiE,

opera

can

IN SCOTCH AND

.Let,

Said house is one of the best locations on
on the street; fine neighborhood.
Consists or'
amtvο storv framed House and ell, containing ten
highly finished rooms; painted walls throughout;
gas ; good cellar and heated by furnace ; large brick cis- !
One of the most desitern, filtered ; well drained.
rable and convenient houses in the city; close to
Spring street liue of cars ; can be seen from S to S P.
M. Terms easy. Euquire on the preini&s.
June 19.
dtt

Wanted.

CONGRESS STREET.

353

to E. H.

Piano

HAND-

House No. 24 Emery St., head ot
Cusbman Street.

Vessels Wanted·

Ml

Apply

sep!3-tf

BAILEY

HAVE SPOOL AND
NEEDLE

new

Another Kenturkian touched a buzz saw
two since to see if it movecft It
did.

BOXES.

KERCHIEFS.

St. Lawrence House.

also

can

sRl'TO

ALSO

brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.
sep!9-tf

PLEASANT Parlor tc let with board in a private family ; also rooms with board for single
geutlemen. Withiu five minutes walk'ol the City
Buildiug. Address E. O., Box 1903, Portland P. O.
nov6
tî

ELEGANT

was

a

day or

GENTLEMAN'S HANDKER-

Street, occupied by the unhouse is thoroughly built of

State
This

Odd again—It
first apple.

VERY PRETTY THING IN INI-

For Sale.
on

Amhruise Thomas is
completing
entitled "Franceses di Eimini."

DOZEN EACH AT ALL PRICES. A

UPIN

lately discovered ar-

iug opera-house of Italy.

KERCHIEFS WE HAVE BOXES OF j

TIAL HANDKERCHIEFS PUT

a

Secretary Boutwell has a sister who i»
E»
sculptress and slic is
going to Rome.
The star system is to
be abolished at the lead

DAY PRESENTS. IN LADIES' HAND-

TWO-STORY HOUSE, 6 rooms, in good order,
Sebago water, situated in the vicinity of City
Hall. Will be let to a small family for $200.
Apply to Real GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
dec5eod2w
Estate and Mortgage Brokers,
house

African peau ut flour id
ticle of food.

RIETY OF USEFUL GOODS FOR HOLI-

A

Found·

Uo»»lpan<l Gleanings.

OUR EXTENSIVE STOCK A LARGE VA-

For Rent.

P. S. & P. R. R. a SILVER WATCH,
The owner can have the same by calling on the
Ticket Master of the P. S. & P., proving property
and paying char es.
dec3tf

FRIDAY MORNINU, DEC.
20, 1872.

1873

BARGAINS TO PURCHASERS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT. WE HAVE ALSO ADDED TO

the 1"remises, for $500 per annum.
GEORGE R. DAVIS & CO.,
dec!2eo<I2w
Real Estate Mortgage Brokers.

the

THE PRESS.

ALL OUR PRICES, AND WE OFFER
GREAT

on

to

just,

PAINTER,

fcHOW CASE

Commercial Street,

LET.

»

all

SOUTH

M. IV.

A
stable

PORTLAND, ME.

del7

TEEMS $8.00 PEE ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

A DECIDED REDUCTION HAS BEEN MADE
IN

Furnished House for
Rent·
GENTEEL 2J story brick residence on Congress
12
street,
rooms, modern improvements, witli

Co.,

LET.

If applied for
Immediately will be let low
Inquire of MBH. Π. E. THOMPSON,
Lowell, Mass.,
Or,
SHEPAUD & COMPANY, name block,
J. C. PROCTER,
-'3dtf
j
;i3 Exchange «t.
To Let.
No. 92 Middle street, recently
occupied by
ltoyt, Fogg & Breed.
Je3-}f
MATTOCKS & FOX, 88 Middle st.

C. B.

ST.,

West

Hatch

1872

Partially

Boarders Wanted.

BLOCK,

Having been recently refurnished and fitted up

COMHISSIOS IVIERCUAMT,

134 MIDDLE

A

By Portland 'Star

BULLETIN.
$20,000 to Loan ! ! !
We are prepared to loan money in mmi
from 9100 to any amount desired, on first
class mortage» in Portland Cape Elisabeth, Westbrook, or Deering. Parties desirous of building can also be accommoda
tod with loans.
GEO. K. DAVIS & CO,,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.
tf
«Φ24

Parties, Concerts, Lectures &c.

BROKER,

FRESCO

WANTED.
BOOM and bed-room to accommodate an aged
couple, in a bouse with some quiet family ; rent
not to cxcocd $5.00 per month.
Any person
such roomi to let may hear of a customer fey having
calling at
or addressing No. 63 Cumberland street.
Possession
wanted March 1, lfc>73, but rent
may begin when the
rooms are engaged.
dec11eod2w*

large and commodious stores

THOMPSON
TO

price,

Warren & Gregg.)

«Lu. υ.

MARK WIGGIN,
on tb· premises.

Store and Basement

ASC

t

13

TO _LET.

and

CHAS. A. WARREN,
(Formerly

FOUK

Let.

Portland, Sept. 4th, 1872.

Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the
tranportatlon of coals from
port of shipmentt any point desired.
tfapr27

SHIP

Rackleff Block, corner
streets—baeemiBit and

STORE

179 Commercial St., Portland.

Wilkeebarre, Scrautou, Lackawanna,

Holiday Presents,

Enquire of

Contres*·; Street,

ross

Geo. R. Davis & €o/e

Girls Wanted,

bonne No. 80 Clark sreet, contalnltg
BRICK
rooms, Willi modern Improvements.

has removed to

WHOLESALE

Carpenter's Wanted.
OE FIVE CAE CARPENTERS wanted to
go to Asplnwall. Apply to
aociedlw
PORTLAND COMPANY.

septlldtf

M. D.,

Washington.

MISCELLANEOUS.

LET.

TO

floor, elegantft finished and adaptci to jobbing
dry jcoods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
No. 207

TAYLOR.

For lient.
FIRST CLASS residence, centrally located, con13
taining
rooms, bath room, «sc., stable on
premises. Particularly suited for a physician.
novl3tf
Apply to GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

BUSINESS CARDS.

REAL ESTATE.

neat

on

no

1872.

I

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

To Let·
PLEASANT rent of 7 rooms,
Wilmot
A 161Congress
Street. For particulars call
f

DECEMBER 20,

A

funny

man

tells how he

discouraged

a

horsc-car conductor. The latter asked him to
"Make a little room, sir?" Says I "You want
to make
"Yes I do."

me

a

little room, do you?"

Say· 1, "What kind of

Says he,

room do
bath room or a billiard room?"
"Says he, "Sir, there is room for eleveu on this
seat" Says X, "Sir, there isn't,"
Says be,
"There are eleven on the other side." Says I,
"I see it, and there are ten ou this aide
now,
and you tell me there is room for eleven more '*
Says he, "1 mean there is room for one more."
Says I, -'Weil why in thunder didn't you say
ko? One isn't eleven." He smiled with snoh

you want,

a

a

an expression of entire woe that the
driver
shouted whoa to his horses.

Railway Disasters

ox the

Pkaibies.—A

newspaper correspondent "out West'Ms responsible for the following:
"I came across a garrulous old
lumberman
last evening who was telling over and
over
again to a crowd of astonished passengers his
on a
car
that
experience
sleeping
capsized in
Wisconsin the night before.
"Taint nuthin', he exclaimed, with a
deprecating gesture; to a youngster who had remarked that he shmtid think he'd be scared.
'Taint nutbin' wJien you're used to it. This
makes three times I've upsot. There's a sudden jerk and a snap. You know you are
loose,
aud suddenly feel as you do when vou'r· falling down a well, or dropçin' from the top of a
steeple. You seize the tirst thing that comes
bandy. I chin to my boots which I had
under mjr pillar, and when we flew off into put
the
air I said as well as I could—Thunderatiou!—
Sow I lay me—Our Father in—H
ope we ain't on
the Winom* bridge—by
Jupiter! Be you huit,
Joseph? says I to my frieud opposite. The
darned thing had gone clear over, and I found
myself settin, a-straddle of the big brass lamp,
right down in the roof of the car. The lamp
was burnin' wrong side side
up, the stoves
stuck to the upper ceiling of the car, and the
berths just folded up together aud smash^l
the folks in the upper t er, for they was at the
bottom. Be you hurt. Joseph? says L No,
He
says he, but byllghtnin X*ye got my man
sat there and laucbed while the other fellow
flrst
rate
Oet
οβ
groan.
beneath performed a
you swiue, I «marked to Joseph, and he dumb
The car was alive with screams
down doWD
AU old man was gronin' around the
v-ns
lamp and said he feared he'd lost his spectaThe lights suddenly went out. I rescued
1(.s
a woman and deposited her on the ground, and
she
then
gave notice that she'd lost her baby!
I crept back along the pajiel of the car, and
rooted among the bed clothes of that bunk.
Nary infant! She must 'dropped it out the
window. Not any nowheres. Says 1 to the
mother, gentle like, Ή ain't;' and she swooned
aud toppled over. She come to pretly sion,
aud after a while she discovered that infant in
the luticu basket, right aside of her, as comfortable as a clam. No! There wan t nobody
hurt—course not—don't hurt auybody to be
spilt on these prairies. I jest's likes be scattered once α week! You can ouly feel a little
bruised n?xt day—as when you have beeu Ik a:
on

an

election."

the γn mes.
FRIDAY M0RXI30, DEC. 20, 1872.
Every regular attache of tho Press is furnished
T.
with a card certificate countersigned by Stanley
and lu tel
Fallen, Editor. All railway, steamboat
us by demanJing
managers will confer a favor u|>on
to represent our
credentials of every person claiming
several "bumas we have information tliat

journal,

name of tho
mers" are seeking courtesies in the
io be, even pasPress, and we have no disposition
sively, a party to such fraud.

reai anonymous letters and communiThe name and address of the writer are in

versatile as dating, and obtained a posidriver 011 the tow-path of the Mahoning
L'anal, afterward being promoted to the more
lionorable position of clerk on a river «teamboat, whero she was quite a favorite .from
with
which
she
and
eaao
Iho
grace
and
swear
make
could
sinob®, chew,
love. She went under the name of J. P.
Golesborougli at oue time, and afterward assumed to fit the occasion with the more common ones of Charles Smith and Frank Belden.
She tempted fortune once too much by stealing
the gold chronometer of a railway conductor
who had allowed her to sleep in a caboose car,
and now languishes in jail.
.·

Our Washington tetter.
Washington D. C., Des 17th, 1872.
A HARD CASE.

cations.
all oases In lis pensable, not necessarily for
but as a guaranty of good faith.

undertake to return
munications that are not j^ed.
Wo cannot

publication

preservtf

or

com-

papers startles the public
with the announcement that the recent appointment of Justice of the Supreme Court
One of our

city

will have to be continued by the Senate !
An Augusta correspondent predicts
the railioad contest of the last session of the
Legislature will be renewed in the present
body. This war with the contest over the
venerable "porgie" will not leave much time
for the consideration of the educational question which the Bangor Whig aud Lewiston
so

must feel after

er
a

warmly urge.

A buBal Democratic editor betrays a painful bewilderment when he frantically asks :
"Is the Democratic party dead ?" We would
deal gently with our grief-stricken friend but
our well known regard for the truth compels
us say that those who seek for the party above
referred to will save time and useless search
by taking the shortest route to the graveyard
of the past. Indeed the "mouldy society"
is directing its attention to that curious fos■11.
The demand for the collection of the industiial statistics of Msine is again made by
several newspapers. The expenditure of a
few hundred dollars in that direction would
profit the State much more than the thousands recklessly put out in certain other ways.

Legislature will be too
much taken up with railroads to listen to a
scheme for the promotion of the general good.
Who wa9 the member that said last year,
when the subject was agitated, that he
"shouldn't know an industrial statistic If he
should chance to meet it any where" ?
But probably the

more

scrubbing

around here a half

that the Press which reaches him next morn,
ing, and printed two days before, contains all
that is worth reading of the news be has labored so hard to collect. It is easier t· writ· for a

It is announced that

a lobby has been orWashington to secure the passage
of a measure refunding the tax collected on
cotton during the years 1865, 1866 and 1867,
amounting to $70,000,000. A lot of speculators have swept the tax receipts together
and hope to i*aliM something handsome out
ot the speculation. As the tax was just to
many cents a pound added to the nominal
price, and as the consumer had in the end to
pay this tax, there is no possible reason for
refunding it to the producer or to the lobby

_

which

at

owns

the claims.
had 110 railroads or tele-

If the ancients

graph lines, they could congratulate themselves that they had no small pox either.
This disease is said to have taken its rise in

Mahomet, in the
last half of the sixth century. Inoculation,
by placing a minute portion of the true small
pox virus under the skin, was practiced beArabia about the time of

fore

discovered vaccination. It is
of communicating

Jenner

curious that this method

small pox protected the patient from the severity of the disease when communicated by
the atmosphere. When taken in the latter
way small pox killed one fourth or one fifth
of those whom it attacked, but when taken

only one in six or seven hunMary Wortley Montagu introduced
inoculation in England, but it haa now been
wholly supplanted by vaccination.

by

inoculation

dred.

We

fully appreciate the benefits .which

derive from the Associated Press

patience with the
against it. Nevertheless
no

and have

constant

carpings

not blind to

we are

the faults of some of its

we

employees.

For

Justice of the Su-

Tuesday night,
preme Court was appointed
instance :

a

at Augusta—a
people were interested in—but the agent at that point did
not deem it of sufficient importanee to send
*o the press. Wednesday night, a recipe
peddler arrived in Augusta, and this very
matter that several thousand

curious agent sent the newspapers a hundred
words announcing that fact ; in short, a first

advertisement.

class

who knows

Berry,

We

just

trust

what the

that

public

Mr.
want

and is so careful to provide for it, will teach
this Augusta fellow wherein the difference
lies between

important

and

news

nauseating

puffs.
The plan proposed by Gen.

Signal Service,

Myers of the
general distri-

for the more

bution of the weather

reports, is a most important matter, During the past ye'ar a very
large percentage of the weather predictions
have proved their accuracy and every violent
storm has been announced twenty-four hours
In advance
will

be
east

These reports

advent.

of immense

al sections.

tory

of its

value to agriculturplan is to divide the territhe Mississippi into districts

The
of

about two hundred miles in diameter each of
which is to have a distributing point near .its
centre from which two copies of the "probabilities" are to be mailed daily to all the post
offices that e in be reache.l by six o'clock the
same evening.
One of these the postmaster is to

immediately post up in a frame for
In view of
public.
this beneficent arrangement we shall not
much longer bear neighbors as they meet,
express the self-evident fact that the day is
fine

or

stormy, cold

or

hot

practical prophecy
by Gen. Myers' predictions.
two, the intelligent farmer

but the more
indicated

of to-morrow as

In a
as

year or
he returns

from the post office with his Pbess will say
to the boys : "That hay must be got in by
11:15 to-morrow as it will rain by that time
or

"that wood must be

piled

up

ihall have 9J inches of snow by

to-day
noon

as

we

to-mor-

row.

CREDIT MOBILIER.

Perlty gave:—The Credit Mobilier tcandal ig
feting made the most of by sjusationalistg, who
profess to be able to give full reports of the lecret eessiou of the Committee, and who are rebashing the printed political scurrilities of the
last campaign. It appeared in the published
report of a trial, and was then retailed in ruany
different way·, that at least twenty Senators
and Representatives, some of them men of
wealth, were original stockholders in this Credit Mobilier, and the only thing which does not
look well about this connection is the positive
denial of some that they had thus invested, and
the alleged retention by the mauagere of the
profits of the shares returnee to them by others.
But there are a dozen gentlemen accused
of having owned Credit Mobilier stock, as
though that were a crime, whose past lives are
go many guarantees that they could not have
intended deing anything wrong. It will not be
long before the reading public will be placed in
possession of all the facts as elicited by the
Committee, and I do not believe that the reputation of alleged stockholders, who are well
known and esteemed citizens, will suffer.
Such men as Henry Wilson. Samuel Hooper,
Moses H. Griunell and John A. Dix cannot be
classed with the tricksters whose operations
will soon £e exposed. Judge Black, who is doing his level best to givo this investigation political importance, offered noTonger ago than
last Saturday to silence his bitterness if Oaken
Ames would give Col. McComb the profits of
certain shares about which there has been a
dispute. But Mr. Ames, who stoutly persists
in asserting that he has done
nothing wrong,
declined to thus hush the matter
up. He has
carefully kept account of those gentlemen in
and
out
of
Congress
Congress to whom he offered the stock of the Créait Mobilier
Company,
and has been able to inform the committee who
declined to take the offered shares, who did not
take them, and when they paid fur
them, and
when they paid for them, and who returned
them and had their money refunded. If
any
of the gentlemen who did thus accept the stock
bave 8('(Hi tit to deny it, they must explain their
oonfluct as they best can, and not seek to make
Mr. Ames their scape-goat. He has
enough to
stagger under without carrying their burdens.

NAME

City of Paris

Adriatic
City of Antwerp

...

Mandingo
Ootario

Manhattan

Abyssinia
Nestorian
Oceanic

NEW

Sun rises
Sunsets

removed their Dffice to Rooms over George W.
Whittier's Dru^ Store, Congress Square.
Dr. Macalaster is now
ready at his new office to
wait on those requiring his proiessional services.
Entrance to Dental Rooms,
Have

39J Congress Street and 95 Free Street,

Gents' Kid Gloves, lined For Tops,
Gent's Cloth Gloves,

Forest City Temple of Honor, No. 1.
Notice it hereby givon that there will bfe an adjourned meeting of this Order Tuesday evening,
Dec. 24th, at the usual hour. All members are requested to be present, as business of special interest
will come before them.
Per opder,
decLO—<n3t

W.

..

December SO.

7.27 I Moon rises
4.30 I High water

9.55 PM
2.45 PM

ïvX-A_ïtI!N"E

Portland, Dec. 14th, 1872.
Mr. Frank Kinsman,
Dear Sir:—Our sales for Adamson's Balsam inincreaie every week. Pleane send us five gross. If
the sales continue to increase in the future as they
have in tho past three months, we shall have to
buy
ten gross a month.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Thursday, Dee. 10.

gers and mdse to John Porteous.
Steamer New Brunswick, Pike,

and St John, NB.

Boston for Eastport

from Portland,

Maine.

Balsam.

Henry Trickey, 33 Paris Street, Portland; F»anfc

Booiiy, Westbrook; Geo. Hodson, 31 Paris Street,
Portland; W. P. Mansfield, Portland.
For sale by ail Druggiats.
decl8—sneodtf
H.

PARLOR
The

beautiful then any other.
2d—More durable then any other.
3d—Lower in price then pure Lead and Oil.
4th—To be all ready for use.
5th—To require no thinning or drier.
6th—The best wood preservative ever discovered.
7th—Bain (before dry) does not wash it.

buildings

both

public

and

Br brig Kate, Archibald, from Maitland, NS, foY
Portland, with plaster, was seized by the U S cutter
J C Dobbin in Fox Island Thoroughfare 16th, for being without a manifast, and was taken to Castine to
await^orders.

MEMORANDA.
Brig Ernest, (of Portland) Hodgdon, from Rio Janeiro lor St Thomas, with 4300 bags coffee for orders,
into Bahia Nov -, with cargo damaged and would
ischarge for repairs.
Sch Arboreer, Clark, from Ellsworth tor Portland,
before reported missing, arrived at Salem 17th. She
was blown off in the gale of the 30th and the
captain
had his feet badly frost-bitten.
Barque G M Tucker, before reported ashore near
Hull, was bilged and full of water on the 3d inst.
S bip Othello, (of Wiscasset,) Greeulief, from Havre
for Savannah, is ashore at Revelle, near Barfleur.
Ship American Union. Delano, from New York for
London, is reported by cable dispatches of the 17th,
to be ashore at New Haven, Eng, and a total wreck.
She had a cargo of rosin, oil cake, tobacco, wheat,
wooden ware, sewing machines, &c. The vessel registered 1423 tons, was built at Damariscotta in 1851,
and hailed trom New York.
Sch Ruth H Baker, Collins, at Phlladelphi»rfrom
Portland, reports. 5th inst, 20 miles S ot Barnegat,
encountered a very heavy Ν W gale lasting 40 hours,
during which parted spring stay, lost maiutopmast, *
sprung mainmast, and received other damage; was
blown ott to lat 37 20, Ion 72 10.
Sch Neilson, which recently got ashore at
Ragged
Island, has become a total wreck.
Brig Η Β Emery, Small, from Liverpool for Havana
which put back for repairs after being in collision, has
been run into again by a steamer and this time sent
to bottom. Crew saved. The vessel registered 365
tons; was built at Castine in 1857, rebuilt in 1866, and
hailed from Boston.

Sut

A SCAR·.

The weather here is certainly the best I have
experienced in Washington at this season
of the year, and but for the prevalence of small
pox flags it would be pleasant for out door
recreation—"We can't have everything to
please us."
Minot.
ever

News and Other Items.
law in

American colleges.
A Connecticut minister has
resigned because
his flock didn't want him to
play croquet.

Stephens,

Ben Hill, Gen. Gordon and
Herschel V. Johnson are the prominent candidates for Georgia Senator.
A colored man at an Atlanta prayer-meet-

in;; had his devotions curtailed by kneeling
down with a pistol in hi· pocket.
Mr. Pancake, of Columbus, Ind., was one of
the ten who drew the 875,000 prize in th·
Louisville lottery, which isn't bad
iweetcniog

private,

Kb

-LiSUHlDg,
Mich., in which the groom was 80 and the
bride 76. He had been a widower for four
month· and she a widow for forty^six yean.
The vote of Oregon for President:
Grant,

11,818; Greeley, 7745, O'Conor, 687.
The city of Manchester, Ν. H., has incrcaied
the Mayor's salary from 81000 to $3000
per
becoming much

excited over the
rapid spread of small pox witfhin its limits.
A wholesale slaughter of buffaloes is
going
on at the West.
A Kansas paper says there
are, south of the Arkansas and west of Witchita, from one to two thousand men, shooting
buffaloes for their hides alone.
A married couple from Nova Scotia arrived
in Lowell on Saturday, and while the wife
waited in the ladies' room at the station for a

thews,
S Γ< >NIN<iTON—Ar 18th. sehs Ε C
Gatet, Turner,
and Starlight, Hopkins, Calais.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 171i, brig Oeean Eagle,
Pascagoula; sch Mansfield, Açhorn, New York.Foley,
Below 18th, schs Annie Murchio, Merrill, and H G
Fay, Philbrook, from Calais.
WARREN, RI —Ar 18th, sch Lnnet, (new) Hinds,
Calais.
VINEYARD HAVEN-Ar 18th, sch Thomas Fish,
Young. Savannah 10 days for Bath; Ivy Bell»Cox,
Port Johnson i'or Lynn.
Sid 18t.h, sch Trenton, for
Chilmark, to load for
Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 18th, ship Garden Reach, Gilmore,
Calcutta; schs Warrington, Thomas, Calais; A G
Brooks, Smallage, Gouldsboro: Cameo, Stevens, and
Orion, from Belfast; Bostou Light. Davis, Camden ;
Exeter, Pendleton, Rockland ; Sinbad, Perry, do;
Coquette, Merry,Wiscasset; Lookout, Johnson, Portland.
Ar 10th, sch A Κ Woodward,
Woodward, Phila-

carriage, the husband left her to shift for herself, minm 8800 belonging to her, and whieh
the faithless husband took with him.
Gambling.—The Gardiner Journal is responsible for.the following:
"We got two nice turkeys for fifty cents last
night," said a young man whose father goes to
prayer meeting and takes stock therein.—
''Cheap," said 8-.roggins, in reply. "Where
did you get'em?"
"Raffled for'em, at Bings," replied the
boy
of the religious parents'.
"But," said
"does the aged parsilts approve of gambling for
turkeys?"
"Tliey do not know how I sot 'em, and if
they lind out I've got a good thing on 'em, for
I tell 'em it's no worse than lotteries and guess
;akes at levees."
Scroggins was silent, and concluded that the
joy "had got the old man," as be said,

delphia.

SALEM—Ar 17th, schs Caroline C, Norwood, Calais; Arboreer, Clark, Ellsworth for Portland; ML
Varney, Eastman, Batli.
Ar 18th, schs Harvest, Miller, and
Joeephlne Mc-

Scrogçins,

Kown, Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 18!h,

brig

NEWS.

ANDKOSCOGGIN COUNTY.

been

inlargfd the past year, so that they now conain nearly fifty acres. When, graded and
idorned. as they ultimately will be, no college

1
I

McLarcn,
Boston.
Ar at St Jago 2d ult, brig Lizzie
Wyman, Hopkins,
sîew York.
Ar at Havana 12th inet,
brig Charlotte Buck, Blohm
iew Orleans; tchs Kalph
Carlton, Patten, Pascagoua; Ada Ames, Adams, Wilmington.
Cld 12th, brig Mary A Chase. Dolan.
New York;
eh Β F Waite, Aylward, Pensacola.
Sid fm Matanzas 11th
ult, sch Alruna, Mitchell, for
ifobile.

[Latest by European steamers.]
Calcutta—Sid fm Saugor Nov 6,
Montebello, Kellcy
Dundee.
Ar at Cadiz 28th
ult, David Bugbee, Staples, from
] Tew York.
Sid fui Havre 2d
ult, Ne Plus Ultra, Kirby.NYork;
fart ha McNeil,
Watts, and Alexander,
for New Orj gans.
Cld 2d, Ada Carter,
Savannah
Niehole,
; 3d, Arlingt >n, Costello, New Orleans.
|

>r

Ladies' Silk Ties & half Ilandk'fs,
Setts Collars and Cuffs.
Handk'f and Clove Boxes,
Fans and Jewelry,

Perfumery,
Fancy Boxes,
AT

—

Belts,

FRESH
Whittier, Druggist,

„

Bargains for
p. m.

Card £ases,
Lace Collari,

Ladies'

prepared
having

—

a

a

cure

for

feits.

CATTL £

AT

1 ο

COAT, PANTS

BLOCK.

HOLIDAYS !

French

|

AND

NEW

JEWELRY 1

JUHT RECEIVED FROM

BOYS' WATCHES,

Gold, Optr.

nml

I.eonliui

Chain·,

«oil! .Jewelry in Sen·.

Large atocîi of

Studs,

Sleeve Buttons, Seal

Rings,

SOI.ID RINGS, NECK
CHAINS, Ac.
Hair Jewelry made to order in large
variety of

ityle:-.

GEO. A. HARMON,
317 CONGRESS
STREET,
doc»

niTNICIPAL

& REAL·
SECURITIES !

ESTATE

BONDS of Towns and Cities, and MORTGAGES
f Improved Real Estate in the
west, bearing 10 per
ent. interest, payable in the o»st, for Hale
by
CHARLES M. HAWKES,
28 Exchange st., Portland.
eep28sm f
____

TO
Tbc Front Office

BE
on

LET.

the second floor in the Canal

rational Bank Building, recently occupied by Matjcks & Fox.
Also rooms in the Third Rtory.
lank.

Color,

Immediate Application.

Enquire at the
decîsntf

a

yL

Al. packet schooner, BELLE HARDY,
For freight or parage apply
J. NICKERSON,
133 Commercial Street.
(Iecl9d3t

to

β

FOR

THE

Gallery,

Lubke

HOLIDAYS !

Closing

History

Sculpture,

of

Schiller and Goethe

Out Sale

Gallery, Tennyson'sjj

—OF—

Idyll's

STOCK

of the

King,
Don

—AT—

BOOKS !

Quixote,

other works illustrated by Dore.

and

Greatly Reduced Prices.

fine line of

a

JUVENILES AND TOY BOOKS,

EDITIONS Loring, Short

CHOICE
—OF

decl9

Standard Poets & Novelists.
An

&

Harmon,

Under Falmouth Hotel.

THK—

"FL A NNEI

Elegant Assortment
«

HOLIDAY

Now is the time to

GIFT

BOOKS

SECURE BARGAINS
A

many beautifully illustrated by

and

Prayer Books
LARGE INVOICE

A

which

Photograph A'bums
THE

Books, &c.,

Coun-

notice is hereby given that the Annual
otingof tli* Corporation known as Bosworth Post
No. 2, Department of Maine, G. A. R., will be held
at Grand Arrfiy Hall (Mechanics' Building), Portland
on FRIDAY, bee. 27tli, 1872, at 7J P. M.
Business—The election of officers for the ensuing
Public

Inkstands

«

«

»

7-8 60

'<

"

"

44
44

IN A FEW WEEKS,
and stock to be moved to Baltimore.
Sy Goods selling without regard to eost for

days cnly.

dec5d&wly«

AVENUE

The public

are

interruption of business at

of the late fire.

POWDER,
SHOT.

CAPS.
BUY THEM AT 51 EXCHANGE ST.,

was

To Let
commodious four storied Briek Store, No. 57
Commercial St..—immediate nosewion given.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO
Inquire of
No. 80 Commercial St.
Or oi
W. W. THSOMAS, Canal National Bank.
septl2«ntf

few

this

that

there is

Hetel

portion
already

on acc unt
of our house

in process of

DARLING, GRISWOLD & CO., Proprietors.
York, Dec. 18th, 1872.
dec20—3t

more

that

JOHN C. PROCTER'S,
96 Exchange Street.

Wallet Found.
the Store
Owner can have

LEFT

THE

in

dec20d3t*

A

a

time ago, a WALLET
by proving property

short

same

ANDERSON'S,'
3

Wanted
COOK. Inquire at
dec20tf

cotton & wool

3-4 35

45

44

44

4-4 40

44

50

Deering Block.

NO. 2 GRAY STREET.

(Just

above

Useful

&

CO.,

Preble House.)

lw

Presents !

Worsted Jackets for Ladies and
Children, Scarfs, Sashes and Belts,
Nubias, and mittens, Kid Mittens
and
Gauntlets,
Handkerchiefs,
Neck Ties, Setts of Collars und

Cnfls, ITndersleeves, Ac. Jewelry,
Perfumery, Fancy Boxes, Ilandkerchiet and Gloye Boxes, Ladies'
Companions, Bolls,
Toys, Toy
Books and Games.

Skirts, Hosiery,

Everything marked down and salo to continue until after the holidays.
Don't fail to call and examine before purchasing.

HALL L.

C. C.

DAVIS,
~

1872

rit

CHRISTMAS.

1

1872

Corset»,

79 Middle

Toys will

be

Street.

sold at less than
decl9ecxl2w

Jewelry.

Foreign
which

we

American Watches

Call and See Us.

&

Co.,

139 middle Street·
MERRILL,

is

A. KEITH.

declSdlw

_

C. G. C
A Sinking School under the auspices of the

CADET GLEE CLIIB

Will commence Tuesday ni ht at ABC ANA HA LL.
The course <20 lessons) will be for the purpose ot
thoroughly learning the rudiments of mus*c,under the
instruction of Mr. Fitch.
Tickets, admmitting gentleman and lady. 95; Sindecl2tf
lady $2.
gle tickets, gentleman
«.

larger

Chas. Day, Jr.. & Co.,
94 Exchange St.
w4T_

n.v2tdeod*tdec25

SLIPPER'S

offer at moderate prices.

A. Merrill

GOODS,

tlian ever.) an.1 hav« taken rooms
overonr store for WHOIWH» TBADK
exclusively, which we otter at New lork ρ ces.

We have on hand a full line of
goods usually fou ud
a firs-class Watch and
Jewelry Establishment,
embracing many of the newest aud choicest pattern *
of Jewelry;
very fine ^

and

AT WHOLESALE.

*Wc have just received direct from tho Importers and
Manufacturers, our stock of

(which

in

J. A.

ami

CHRISTMAS

Diamonds,
Silver AVare,

_

WELCH,

jy"our Dolls
usual prices.

"Watch.es,

J.

Gloves,

Underwear, Dress
Trimmings,
Fringes, Gimps, Laces,Velvets, Ac.

FANC^^DSAND TOYS
Exchange Street.
fan

53
dec!8

DWELLING HOUSE AND LOT,
trom <2000 to $10,000, at

dec20-lw

14

"

The above is lu addition to oar usual stock of
Super Tinted and the
iVillinery, Fancy Goods, Ifhop
Parisian Grand Quadrille.

desirable present to make to

FAMILY OB FRIBirn

a GOOD
call be had

Than

85

4-4 65

Piries Ex

Holiday Presents.
[AT

Fancy Stationery
—including—

HOTEL,

New

J. B. LUCAS.

5 Cafaoon Block· opposite City Ilall,
AT REDUCED PBTCKS eomly
my!7

Buta small
and the same is

injured,

renovation.

WH
PIANOS. "WEBER" and other emiPIANOS.
nent makers,
PIANOS. Sold by ED. B. ROBINSON,

Plain &

YORK,

respectfutly informed

75
80

"

decl4

Portmonies,

49

NEW
no

guns;

a

119 EXCHANGE STREET.
FIFTH

"

"

MORTGN BLOCK,

Chess, &c.,
Russia feather

KINO,

TO BE CLOSED

legally

all wool,white 8-4 55

NÈLS0N

Backgammon

Colby's Book Store,

mi

and the transaction of such otber business as
come before the meeting.
Per order,
HENRY C. HOUSTON,
Poet AdjU and Clerk of Corporation.
decllendtd

Standi if

to whom

CHARLES MCCARTHY, JR.,
SAM'L S. RICH,
HENRTC. NEWHALL,
JOHN F. RANDALL,
Committee on Laying Out New Street·.
did

dec20

Λ ΡΒββΙΝβ»

Worcester* h i Γ β' S a u C e

following

.55 worth 75

Boards,

refered the petition oi N. C. Bice, and other·
praying that that part of Summer street lying between the track of the Boston and Maine Railroad
and West Commercial street, be discontinued as per
plan in City Civil Engineers office, will meet at
Summer street at its juuetion with West Commercial street, on Saturday the 28th iust, at 3J o'clock P.
M. to hear all parties interested and then determine
and adjudge whether public convenience requires that
that part of Summer street should be discontinued,
and if they should so adjudge will then and there discontinue that part of Summer street and fix the damages as required by law.
BENJ KINGSBURY, Jr.,
F.

the

to bo found In Portland.

PORTLAND.

MARQUIS

at

Gilbert's best Opera all colors

—OF—

Library

shall sell

we

Low Prices!

&c.

BEST ASSORTMENT

Office.

new

—

FLANNELS

"

Glasses

OF

Very Fine Une

was

sn

Sept 18-mtf

Gallery, Kaffaelle

Capt. Baker.

/f\

Juvenile Toy

lWjj

D. M. YEOMANS,
General Eastern Agent,
83 Commercial St. Portland.

•

sn3w

!

Itosworth Post No. 2, Department
of Maine, Ο. Λ. R.

Under Mechanics' Ball.

Kent's

Endymian, Landseer,

For Raltimore.

4 EXCHANGE ST.

JOHN DUNCAN'S SON®, New York,
Agents for the United States.
octl6
eodsnly

year
may

Characters,

—

de20

on

WHITE

1LEA

Street.

decl9—lw

FARLEY'S,

CITY OF

DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ECONOMICAL.

se28-eodtf

Co.,

Caps,

i· hereby given that the J lint
NOTICE
Committe
Street·
laying ont

are cautioned to avoid the numerous
NEWIORK. 'Buyers
terfeits and Imitations ottered for sale.

LADIES' GOLD WATCH FS,
GENTS' GOLD WATCHES,
Gold Vcit Chain·,

for

ΓοπΙΪλϊΙ?
\jctlllilOIl

STOCK

Post

Opera

C. Η.

Tin

or

SOLD By The GALLON ONLY

W. N. GOOLD.

Portland, June 24th, 1872.
jun23newlt then sn tf

WATCHES

Prepared

&

195 and .177 Commercial

C Η Ε Α. 1?

Ac.

AND
or

Books,

Goethe's Female

Twitchell, Champlin

Writing Desks,

Manufacturers of

Auy Deaired Shade

Illustrated

In all Sizes and Styles.

Umbrellas,

Opposite
decfO—dtjan2

as5-eodtf sn

PUREST

Sugar,

WE HAVE A

Averill Chemical Paint Co.,

990 & 291 Congress Street.

In Great Variety.

—OF—

GLASSES,

t,

Loaf

MAHER & CO.'S.,

en3w

He
land.

Shakespeare,

FOS SALE BY

Also a Flae Assortment of all the Late·]
fttjl·· of Hata and Cape for Men and Boys
Wear at

GOODS 1

Photograph

Cnt

fine assortment of

Lined Kid Gloves and Mitts

JEWELRY !

nicc

Goethe and

lw

Silk

go to A M. McKenny,'s 161 Middle Street.
warrents them as good as can be made in Port-

WORK.

BANK OF PORTLAND.
0nv and after this date, the undersigned will carry
on a strictly
Banking business, at the Banking
Rooms now occupied by the Second National
Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the
style of the "BANK
OF PORTLAND" and as
will receive
such,
Deposits
and make
Discounts, in the regular course of the
Banking Business.

Patent

UNDER MECHANICS' HALL.
want a

Carlyle, Schiller,

Standard* Crushed,

in Kid Gloves

[Indigo Blue Color.]

Type?

ORIN HAWKES & CO.,

goods:

Scotch, Havalock

Fancy Cutlery, Arc.,

dec7

READY HADE

assortment uf

de20

R. B. SWIFF,

MAKERS WANTED

good

Ladiea and Gent·' Portmonies,

If you

Ruskin,

Quincy,

Also

BLANKETS, QUILTS, TABLE
DAiHASK, TOWELS, and
DOMESTIC GOODS,
At Reduced Prices.

CLOCKS IN GREAT VARIETY

AMD VEST

De

NEW YORK

Turbans, Jockey, Alpine

ηΐΒβΒΕΤΕ JEWELRT,
WMlTBÏ JEWELRY,
RUBBER JEWELRY,

ο

of

Plato, Josephus,

Orleans Molasses,

New

^

OPERA

Dialogues

wa'er, good drainage.
Also, a good privât" stable, containing two stalls,
carriage house, harness room, water, &c. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
deo20-3w
96 Exchange Street.

RETAIL

FROST,

Spécial Bargain·

Real Jet and Imitation Bracelets,

sntf

A
and soft

For Ladies' and Gents'Wear.

FA^CY

going south pa» Dover street.
dec20F<SM

ΓΙ.--"—MX

Gr L Ο VE S

choice lot of

JEWELRY

cars

For Rent.
GOOD Dwelling House, No. 24 High Street, containing 13 finished rooms, well arranged, hard

AND

THE

Rome and
φ

DALZIEL AND DORE.

CHRISTMAS CiOODST

Brewery,·
IQcGLINCBY, Prop.

EfAU horse

popular price· for the Holidayi
splendid assortment of French
English Dress Goods,

AT—

FOR

tories of the Jews,

Corner Shawmut Avenue
and Dover Street.

MAHER&CO.

sntf

PRESENTS

Millman's His-

B7"*We still hope for a continuance of the patronage so generously bestowed at our late store, 46
SUnniB STREET,

Holidays.

Scarfs, Ties,
Fichus, Gloves,
Handkerchiefs, Hemstitched, Em
broidered, and Initial.

assortment of

<lecl6

decl8sn#lw

FOR

button, $1 00; 2 button $2 00 ;
button, $2 25 ; 4 button, $2 50;
β button, $2 75; Misses' 2 button, f 1 75.

LONC AND SQUARE

ANDERSON'S,

A

Parknian's Histories;

1

Holidays, FUR SEAL CAPS Bibles

PEERINC

Cooper's Novels;

3

and

A

—AT—

3

and

to CLOSE at groat BARGAINS.

LOWEST PRICES

VERY

Thackeray
in

to make

UEtlFFEBED—

the

During

VACCINE.
is receiving fresh Vaccine,

Use the SnufiT

regular

our

|

SHAWLS:

Furnishing Goods,
—WILL

Catarrh, also the Moss Oil for Consumption. (W.
MORSE, No. 4#asco St., Portland, Me., General
Agent for Cumberland County. Beware of Counter-

novMsntf

Linens and

Macauley's Histories;

KID GLOVES REDUCED.

CASHMERE AND PAISLEY,

m

mother Noble's Remedies.
Now,'tie the time to keep your blood purified to prevent you from taking disease. Mother
Noble's Healing Syrup is the best blood
purifier

OS

«

department are REAL BARGAINS
Towels, Table Cloths,
Napkins, Quilts, Doylies,
Striped and Checked Nainsooks, Linens, etc.

Middle Street, Portland,

AND A GREAT VARIETY OF OTHEH

which together with

the

Fj> ncy

Aprons,
Ottaman Patterns,
Slipper Patterns,
Gaiters, Buskins,
Needle Books,
Spool Boxes,

fresh from the cow. Aleo vaccine crusts (humanized)
6ne remove from the animal. Every point
and crust
is warrentcd reliable and
physicians can use them
with confidence. Orders
by telegraph or mail
promptly attended to.
GEO. W. WHITTLES,
des!7sn
400 Congress Street.

delO

Housekeeping Goods,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW HOLIDAY GOODS,

THE HOLIDAYS.
The Holidays will soon be here,
Sweet "Merry Christmas" and "New Year"
Parents and friends are looking round,
To see where "Presents" may be foutrtl.
The Boys who wish for something nice,
Which they can get at moderate price,
Had better call at George Fen no's,
And buy a "Suit of "Winter Clothes,"
And let them not make too much racket.
While looking at his "Breakfast Jacket,"
Designed to make their "dress" complete,
Corner of Beach and Washington street.
decl7—lwsn

PATRICK

Froude's and

mar25-dlv

mi

Sept21eodsnti

FEED

Library Editions;

Llama and Thread Shawls.
Real Camel's Hair $6— formerly $9.

or

A

Sleeve Battons,

83 Commercial St., Portland.

known to the world.

Embroidered Flannel Under Skirts.

Powdered

Seminal Weakness, and all otbei
arising from the errors of youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature years. Th;s is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have beer
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest ana best medical worl
ever published, and the only one on this class of ilh
worth readiug. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth
Price only $1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt c;
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTIprice.
TUTE, No. 4 Buliinch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Pliysiciam Ν. B. Tin
author may be consulted on the above as well as αϊ
diseases requiring skill and expedience.

is

and Illustrated

Injpits' Robes, Blankets, etc.
Striped and Filled Centre India Shawls.

And

Physical Debility ,Hyi>ochondria, Impotency,

122

Children's Wool Hose, all'kinds,
Cents' Wool and merino Ηοκ,

D. M. YEOMANS,
General Eastern Agent,

Haskell, Philadelphia; schs Abbie, Cleaves, NYork;
Lucy Amelia, Waite, Machias.

foreign"port».

—

3 DEEBING BLOCK.

ackin^.as any other paint.

Josie A Devcreux,

Ar at Havre 1st inst, ship S S
Thomas, Curtis, from
Dallao via Queenstown.
Cld 2d, barque Mary G Reed. Welt, New Orleans.
Ar at Goree 4th ult,
brig Arthur Egglesso, Peak,
Boston.
Cld at Seville 27th ult,
brig Mary C Comery, Qrosier, New York.
At Messina 28th ult.
J Ε Holbrook, Leavit,
barques
or New York. Idg; Almoner,
Averill, for Boston, do:
>rig Maria W Norwood, Washbnru, for New Orleans!
Sid fm Demarara 29th ult, sch
Irvine,

AT

aud

Globe

Nunnery-made Under Clothing.

usual.

A Book lor Every Man.
"SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION," a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure ol
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, Nervous

Riverside,

this department we are soiling very much under
price the folio wi υ g CHOICE GOODS :

48 EXCHANGE STREET.

Spermatorrhoea
diseases

Dickens' in Household,

In

The

ANDERSON'S,

it

No. 7 Fore Street, Opposite PortGas Works.

Thompson, Mayaguez.
#
Cld 14th. brig M C Rosevclt, Roberts, Baltimore.
BALTIMORE- Ar 15th, schs Abbie Pitman, Lambert, Portland ; Saigent S Day, McFarland, Belfast ;
Willie Riee, Pressey, New York.
Cld 16th, sch Aldanah Rokes, Rhoadee, Weet Indies
Arl7th, brig Anita Owen, Pettengill, Matan as;
sch George & Emily. Richards, Portland.
Sid 16th, brig MansoD. for St Thomas.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 17th, sch Delhi, Emerson,
Portland.
Ar 17th, sen Ontara, Sprague, St John. NB.
Cld 17tli. sch Susanna, Woodman, Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 17th, schs Mary Louisa,Simpson,
Gardiner; Saarbruck, Clark,
; Franklin, Moou,
Maine; Nellie Belle, Stahl, Portland; Ella Hodedon,
Nickerson, Bangor; Wm McLoon, Spear,and pillow,
Aiey, Rockland ; Defiance, Parker, do; HT Townsend, Hersey, Calais; Julia & Martha. Lunt, Fall
River; L Τ Knight, Maint ire, Bangor; Dolly Varden,
Mosquito Inlet; Victor. Wass, from Addison ; Olive,
Brown, Bangor; H M Condon. Condon, do for Washington ; G M Partridge. Bunker, Rockland for Norfolk; leaser, Hadlock,Portland; Kate Walker,MatLaneville.

■

as

Centenary Edition;

LADIES' FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

single pair*.

G. L. BAILEY,
dec9su3w

Ladies' merino Underwear,
Children's Merino Underwear,
Seamless and Felt Skirts,
Children's Cashmere Hoods,
Nubias and Cashmere Scarfs,
Children's Worsted Jackets,

this country, north, south, east, and west, giving universal satisfaction, and in all cises has
pfoved it
£ ear to be fully twice as long, without chalking oi

Casco

DOMESTIC PORTS.
KEY WEST—Sid 11th, brig Rio Grande, McLellan,
for Pensacola.
S ΑλΓ ANN AH—Ar 17th, ship Bombay.
Jordan, Liverpool ; 'brig Gipsey Queen, York, Havana ; sch Matthew Kinney, Ogier, New York ; Jas
Wall,
Grover,
New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 15th, sch Ella L Trefethen,

and Sporting Goods

Guns

Waverly Novels,

cents.

Knives, Razors,
in seta and

and Cloth

BINDINGS.

Ladles', Gents and Children's Hosiery.
Real "Dent" Glove», 1 and 2 buttons.
Dogskin, Castor and Woolen Gloves.
Job Lot Real Balbriggan Hose.
Manufactured to our own order, 50 cents—worth 75

Acme Club and Common Skates, Pocket
SciMors

Morocco, Calf, library

HOLIDAY GIFTS.

SKATES.

Hoop Skirts and Corsets,
French Paniers and Bustles,
Ladies' all Wool ât merino Hose,

—

Launched—At Belfast 18th inst, from the yard of
C Ρ Carter & Co, a doule-decked three-masted schr
of 350 tons, named Florida, intended for the Southern
trade and to be commanded by Capt Fred Gilmore.

BATi HELOB'S HAIR DYE.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; nodisappointment; no ridiculous
tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
Batchelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., Λ. Y.
Octl
s Ν
d&w
Lyr

3 DEEBING BLOCK.

chalk.

un or

BUCKNAM & BAILEY,

—

3 DEERING BLOCK.

—

market, nnd fer

in the

Children's Fancy Haudkt's,
AT

STOVES!

No. 199 Fore St., between Exchange and
Plum Streets.

Embroidered &■ Lace Handkl's,
Cents' Handkl's in boxes,
—

sntf

■ale at Lew Price· by

ANDERSON'S,

more

will not

Very Bent

Ilaudker'S;

Ladies' Linen ilaudk'ts in boxes,
Motto and Initial Haudki's,

—

WILL PEOVE ITSELF.

ρ

Sch J C Roker, Taylor. Boston—Chas Sawyer.
SAILED Barques Tatay, Daring; brigs Carrie
Winslow, J Bickmore, Frontier, and others.

3 DEEB1NG BLOCK.

The Averill Chemical Paint

CLEARED.
Steamer Dirigo, Johnson, New York—Henry Fox.
Brig Frontier, Morgan, Savannah.
Sch John Mqpduui, Willard, Charleston—Ε Free-

man.

ANDERSON'8,

ANDERSON'S,

W. Kinsman, Esq., Auguste, Me.
Dear Sir
I was attacked with a lung fevei
which left m-3 with a most distressing cough, such as
I never had before. I could get no'rest day nor
night.* I tried many remedies but could get no relief. A friend advised me to use Adamson s Botanic
Cough Balsam. 1 took but a few doses before it effected a thorough cure. I can safely recommend it
to every one afflicted with a cough.
W. H. To γ m an.
(Signea)
We, the undersigned, having known Mr. W. H.
Totman for several .*ears would certify that his ease
was considered a very critical one, and that he waï
cured by that most excellent remedy, Adamson's

est villas and

Steamship Prussian, (Br) Dutton, Liverpool 5th
inst—passengers and mdse to H & A Allan.
Steamer Carlotta, Mulligan, Halifax, NS,—passen-

-AT~

REWARD

Is Offered for a better Remedy.

1st—Far

BOOKS.

HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR.

octlO-sntf

Mittens for Boys' &, Girls',
l adies' Berlin Gauntlets,

Linen Ltcin Stitched

of W. F Phillips & Co.,
)
Wholesale Druggists,
S
136
and 138 Middle Street.
131,
)

9th—It is positively water and fire prool.
10th—Covers old work as well as new.
11th—Superior for covering brick.
12th—The best paint for iron buildings.
This paint has been, and is being used upon the fin-

3STEWS.

Gents' Kid Mittens,
Children's Cloth Gloves,

C. T.

Offiee

$5,000,00

PORTLAND, ME.

nov7

AT—

—

has a real and substantial value.
ISf^TSet Advertisefntnt "Something worth knowde20snlw
ing," in another column.

8th—It

institutions and certaialy so more
be found the proper room than
buildings of Portland. The act also
deserves public recognition, and I hope will be
the means of inducing others to "go and do
likewise."

A Career.—A young woman is now in jail
at Columbus, O., whose
career, considering her
:auipus in New England will be more spacious
ind attractive.
sex, has keen somewhat remarkable, though alin
low life. At the age of 23 she doffed
The Journal names J. D.
ways
Pulsifer, Esq., the
veil-known stenographer, as candidate for Refeminine apparal and assumed the garb of the
>orter of Decisions.
sterner sex as well as the character.
Making |
FRANKLIN COUNTY.
progress in her new role she became bar-tender
|
Capt. Ebenezer Childs of Farmington, 85
in a Columbus
saloon, and mixed toddy as well ; ears
of age, who was a captain in the !)th U.
as the most
accomplished vender of vile drinks t Infantry, received a bayonet wound
totally
in the place. At
last, however, the anpropriat- V nfitting him for labot, Sept. 17,1S14, for which
ed SiOO of her
life pension of $20 a month.
e was granted a
employer's money and went to
Cincinnati, where she accepted the
his pension he had drawn for more than half
place of
waiter in a saloon. Her
Ï'3 50.century, making an aggregate sum of 813,Its were too much for her manly drinking hablong continuance in
that capacity, and she wentto
The Chronicle learns that W. Norton,
Cleveland, where
the made violent love to
Kitty O'Neal and then ο Ε Strong, the efficient Town Treasurer,Esq.,
is
'.aft the poor girl to die of a broken
heart. Sht <1 angerouslyill.

Ki<l Mittens,
Kid Gloves,
Otter Fur Top Kid Oloves,
Caster Oauntlcts,
Ladies Doeskin Gauntlets,
Buck Gauntlets,

3 DEEB1NG BLOCK.

YORK.

BROS.,

DENTISTS,

It

DATE
Dec 21
Dec 21
New York. .Liverpool
Dec 21
.New York.. Liverpool
Dec 21
New York. .Demarara
Dec 23
New York. .Rio Janeiro ....Dec 23
New York. .Liverpool
Dcc 25
New York..Liverpool
Dec 25
Portland
Dec 28
Liverpool
New York. Liverpool
Dec 28

miniature Almanac

publio

have

rson's,

ANDERSON'S,

ANCE COMPANY,

FOR

FROM

Portland... .Liverpool..
New York. .Liverpool

Prussian

fitting place can

College grounds

make to his family, or a Young Man
a LIFE POLICY with the

Testimonial

in

White Goods.

3 DEEBIIVG BLOCK.

GREAT MUTIAL LIFE INSUR-

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

the city

Bates

man can

to his friend, is

Tatay,

prominent
men connected with our
early history, that they
should secure their preservation for the good of
future generations by placing them in the care

The

THE BEST HOLIDAY GIFT !

MACALASTER

STAN DARD

Embroidered and Lace Handkerchiefs.
Point Applique and Val. Lace Sets.
Lvlies', tient»' and Children'» Hemmed {Handkerchiefs.
Lace Collar», Veil», Barbe·, etc.
All marked at LOW price», suitable for

REMOVAL.

λ.ν d ε

Pocket Book·
great-rariety, et very moderate rate·.
dec20—lwsn
m

Any

"NOTICE:

DENTAL

S.

Κ*

In this

lu

In barque
for Buenos Ayres—John Pierce of
FrankfooL· Jas W alker and Miss McFarlaue of Boston, Mrsvvm H Vane and son of Rosario, SA.
In the Prussian, trom Liverpool—A W Jones, Mrs
Johnson and three children, Mrs J D Purdy, G S
Purdy, Thos Dockray. Mr and Mrs Hutchinson, John
Glover. W Brock, Mr Cuttwell, J Walker, A Shahan.
H Holmes, wife and two children, Gapt S Β Soûle,
Capt J Baker, Η Β Jones.

of Portland a very fine portait of hie father
who was th« first printer in Maine and tbe
first Baptist minister in Portland. The portrait is a copy by Brumidi, the well known
artist whose works adorn the walls and ceilings
of the Capitol, and is from an original portrait
by Badger of Boston in 1826. Mr. T. has also
presented one of Hon. William Pitt Fessenden
painted by Max Neyl, a young and very promising artist of this city. This generous act on
tlie part of Mr. Titcomb is a valuable
suggestion to persons owning portraits of

STATE

PRESENTS

BaiktU,

Wallet·,

PASSENGERS.

city

year.
Taunton is

—

FANCY ARTICLES

AND

HOLIDAY

Shawl Strap·,

ARRIVED.

JJliiUO

USEFUL·

splendid line of

F.

Moses Titcomb, Esq., Superintendent of the
Senate document room has 'presented to tbe

fcuu*.

OF

Shopping Bag·,

In Augusta. Dec. 18, Mies Eunice Weeks, aged 85
years II months.
(Funeral services on Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
at the residence of J. F. Weeks, No. 5 India street.
Burial at the convenience of the family. Relatives
and Mends are invited to attend.
In Rockland, Nov. 28, Mrs. Abby, widow ot the late
Joshua Swift, aged 69 years.

▲ WORTHY EXAMPLE.

uiauia|D icuouuj

inevitable result.
Schenck's Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck's Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulation of the blood. When the bowels are costive, skin
shallow, and the patient is of a billions habit,
Schenck's Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepaired by Dr. J. H.
SCHENCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia. Penn., and tor Bale by
QEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College place, New York,
sale by Druggists generally.
sept3sneodtf

GRAND OPENING

Iiespectfully^ours,Phillips & Co.

holidays, but there will be a great rush as soon
as they reassemble.

λ

APOTHECARIES,
303 Cougrcme Street, Portland, Maine·
decl7
sntf

CO.,

Satchel·,

DIED.

for him.

Washington Met ter ι.

&

Travelling Bag·,

BlcknelT,

the holiday adjournment takes
place. The recess will continue until Monday,
January 6th—so there can be only a small
amount of legislation accomplished before the

A. H.

DURAN

GIFT.

Elegant Trunks, In New Designs,

In this city. Dee. 18, by Rev. Geo. W.
Edward N. Cobb and Mrs. Judith S. Cobb, both of
Port aiid.
In fpccarappa,Dec. 18. by Rev. S.L. Bowler, Frederick walker of Portland and Mis· Mary Anna Libby
of Westbrook.
In Paris, Dec. 19, by Rev. Geo. L. Hunt, (brother of
the bride,) W. L. Warren ot Weetbrook and Ml·· Isa
L. Cnmmings of Paris.
In Jamaica Plain. Dec. 16, by Rev. Dr. Balkam of
Lewiston, H. B. Stepliecson of Boston and Miu Mary M. Wiennan of Washington, D. C.

Friday

studying

R.

A

MARRIED.

TH« RECESS.

are

BEST

Holiday Groods,

The Times saye that a peddler Is celling diamond glasses at 55.50 a pair that jewellers say
He is called a fraud.
are worth $3 a dozen.
Mrs. Livermore lectured in Biddeford Wednesday evening on Marriage vs. Free Love. She
denominated true marriage as a golden stairway leading up to God, but free love marriage
as leading down to misery and unhappiuess.

CREDIT MODILIBB.

women

els sometimes cbstive and sometimes to loose, tongue
coated, paiu in the shoulder blade, feeling sometimes
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that is taken lies heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. These symptoms usually originate irom a disordered condit ion of
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons to affected, if
they take one or two heavy colds, and if the cough in
these cases be euddenly stopped, the lunge, liyer and
stomach clog, -and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, arfd death is the

YORK COUNTY.

itrosperous,

hundred

Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thirds of the cases of consumption. Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the bow-

and a very large variety of Domestic Cigars, all of
which are to be sold at very greatly reduced
prices,
far below the usual
rates{ making it au object for any
smoker to supply liimselt at our «tore. To those purchasing cigars by the box we are prepared to offer
especial inducements.

171 niDDLE STREET,

WALDO COUNTY.

Hon. James Brooks of New York, has found
it necessary to rise to a personal explanation
to soften the anticipated blow of tbe Credit
Mobilier investigation upon the Democratic
side of tbe lower House. Mr. Brooks is entirely innocent of any ownership in that corporation or any other "unclean thing" if his ows
personal explanation is true, and who ebal'
say that it is not? For one, I see no reason to
believe that be has ever exceeded tbe honest
rights of any American citixen in his business
relations. His speech though of a personal
character, contained many well put points of
general interest and importance, which are well
worth the careful consideration of his Democratic friends in Maine who hare so studiously
circulated and so implicitly believed (or pretended to believe) the story of Mr. Blaine's
having been bribed'by present of fabulous
amounts of this same Credit Mobilier stock.
There is a certain class of men, and rich men
too, who know of no other way to accumulate
wealth but to acquire it dishonestly, and of
course they have only to learn that a man is
to believe him a thief.
They aiso
tnow no other way for themselves to maintain even a tolerable comparative rank in social or public life but by striving to degrade
other reputations to a level with their own.
On this ground only can we account for the
action of many apparently candid men who
bave labored without ceasing to fasten these
absurd charges upon some of our best men,
even when they bad no better evidence of the
truth of those charges than the statements of
tbe New York Sun or some other equally slanderous publication. I would respectfully call
their attention now to the position to which
their howlings have driven «heir friends, and
ask them to read the speech of Hon. James
Brooks—Democrat—of New York, delivered
to-day in the House of Representatives, and
make al|least one effort to profit by the lesson
it affords them. This slander is a Democratic
missile, and is rebounding with undiminished
force on the political friends of those who first
kurled it. Let them "stand from under."

One

Figaros,
Conchas,
Panetelas,

Espaniolas,
Operas,

Offer purchasers of

The Belfast Journal says that Carter & Co.,
have laid the keel for a three-masted schooner
for parties in that city, to be commanded by
Capt. James Perkins.
The same paper learns that twelve young
men of Belfast intend
poing from Stockton to
the far West in the spring, to take up and settle on government land. One hundred and sixty acres of laud are given to every Union soldier who served in the late war

Sherman and Tharman. The fate of this
just measure is much in doubt as there is much
opposition to it in the West.

the information of the

THE

J.

Whig says that

THE FRENCH SPOLIATION BILL·.

of

Regalia Britanica.
Cabana's,

ο

Ο

R

All^New Goods

Pulmonary

cure

Β

EMBROIDERED SETS.

Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will ofteu occasion the death of the patient. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of the very*
organs that caused the cough.

A. G. SCIILOTTERBECK * CO.,

Capt. Buckland's engineering party, iiow surveying a route for the
Shore Line Bailroad, have reached a point
thirteen miles from Bangor.
They have followed in the main the Ellsworth road, and have
found a practicable and easy route thus far.
The corporators of the Northern Aroostook
railroad will hold a meeting at the E. tr. N. A.
railway offices in Bangor on Tuesday, Deoember 31st.

This bill lists boen thoroughly discussed the
past week by Messrs. Cameron, Vickers' and
Morrill of Maine in favor, and opposed by Sen-

On

Henry Clay,
Par tafias,
Brevas,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The

Are the only medicincs that will
consumption.

L

We have opened afrfull line of

é

SCHENCK'S MANDBAIlE PILLS,

ottered for sale in this city, comprising the fol-

—

deal of small
pox into a Washington letter just now, but
your readers don't want that. Or I might tell
how they conduct public executions here, and
how earnestly the physician endeavors to sustain the criminal by the Juse of whiskey'and
camphor, while the priest administers the last
dose of religious consolation and the hangman
adjusts the noose, and how the stimulants both
spiritual and spirituous, fail of their purpose
aud the assistants hold the poor wretch in position until the preparations are completed and
the trap sprung. Or how our idiotic negro is
judicially choked to death without having his
nock broken and how his long eontinued contortions amused the cheering and jeering crowd
in the jail yard and on the adjacent house tops;
but I would ratlier have the small pox than die
in that way so I will spare the reader the paiu
of an infliction. Last Sabbath several of our
preachers alluded to the recent executions in
their sermons, some in opposition and some in
support of the enforcement ·1 the death penalty; but even the supporters felt constrained to
apologize for that part of the proceedings connected therewith, in which religion is made a
farcei, and banging not only respectable but even desirable, as the best possible assurance,
that the dying man can have, of a speedy and
safe entrance into the "'land of pure delight."

TUB

ever

Ο

J|

MCHENCK'8 SEAWEED TONIC,

lowing brands :

ble.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

ator·

ganized

Just received tlie finest assortment of

SCHENCK'S PULMONIC SYRUP,

CIGARS

MISCELLANEOUS.

NEW advertisements.

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

CHOICE IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC

veign against medicinal stimulation as they vend
their acid poisons; whilo others offer their lixuid
compounds of ''forty rod rum" and condemned
drugs under the sham names of "Eye Openers,"
"Morning Glories," "Cobweb Cutters," and the like.
Beware of them all, for they are deadly and desta-

The Gardiner Journal sajp that the house of
Peter Doyle in Wh tefield, was burned on Monday—losing furniture and everything.

good

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NOTICES.

ATTENTION SMOKERS!

Sick.

the

In shape, color and smell the toadstool closely resembles the mushroom, yet the one is a poisonous
iungus, the other a wholesome vegetable. Many of
;be advertised and unadvertised slops which unjcrupuluous speculators are trying io persuade the
credulous are "as good as Hostetter's Bitters" bear
like superficial resemblance to that inestimoble
vegetable restorative. Quite a number of these
iangereus fungi have started up within the last two
Fears, and and doubtless many worthy people have
been poisoned by them. Some of these wolves wei ο
the sheep's clothing of pretended morality, and in-

KNOX COUNTY.

or

less enterprising paper.
It is true, I might put a

Daping

The Rockland Free Press says that Marshal
Bramhall seized large qualities of liquors at the
Eastern Express office and on Atlantic wharf,
last week, valued at $1000.
The Belfast tournai saj» that the Camden
Htrald was fragrant last week. A man advertised in it for a thousand skunk skins.

less, in search of items for a letwhich he mails in the evening, only to find

day

ter

that

Journal

It is no easy task to collect material for a letter to a live paper like the Press, in these
times of telegraphs and press associations. A
correspondent is of course expected to write
a moment of renews, and it will require only
fleetion on the part of the reader to understand
the discouragements that a.poor quill-driv-

SPECIAL

Nov 2. lafc tû N, Ion 30 10 \V, brig Clara Jenkin.·»,
rom Bantror for Buenos Ayrcs.
Nov 11, lat 9 S, loo 34 15 W, ship Samuel G Reed,
rom New York for San Francisco.

The Journal says that on Saturday, G. W.
Crowell of Gardiner, was dangerously injured.
He was riding over the Burnham bridge, over
the Cobbossee, wlicn the horse shied at a hole
in the bridge, and ran against the railing,
which broke. The horse fell off the bridge ana
The
weut through the ice and was drowned.
sleigh threw Mr. Crowell about two feet from
where the horse went down. He struck on his
left temple on the ice, and lay there as if dead.
The Journal says there is to be a grand reunion in Augusta, of the employees of the old
Portland and Kennebec and Maine Central
Kailway. The festivities will be held in Meonian Hall on the evening of January 1st, and
will consist of banquet, toasts, speeches, music and a grand ball.
Cony Brothers have
been contracted with to provide the supper,and
&
Fales'
Band
will
famish the music.
Cony
The Augusta Standard says that in one town
four girls were m irried at the same hour, about
eighteen months ago. Two of them have separated from their husbands, and the other two
are trying for divorcee.

as

We do not

SPOKEN.

KENNEBBO COl'NTV,

as as

tion

For Men, Women and Children.
XUE |,ABGEST,
NICEST AND
ever

offered 111 i.Ms city.

BEST STOCK

M. G. PALMÛR,
STo. 33a Middle Sireet.
eodSw
drcie

FOR

^ALwK.

second hand ejtra seated sieijhs,
ALBEK1 CHASE,
X 2* Preble Street.
cU'"
dec 1»

-| NEW

Pune.

2

THE PEESS.
FMDAY MORNING, DIC. 20, 1872.

CITY AND VICINITY.
Tun s'ki;ss
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Br.>s., Marquis, Robinson, Br well & Co.
Andrews, Wentwortίι, Clendenning Moses. Henderson, an I Clifc'.iolm Bros., ou all trains that run out of
the city.
At Biddefu* l,
ofPillabury.
At Saco of L,
Hodgdon·
At
At
At
At

Watervillo, of J. S. Carter.
Gorham, ο» News Agent.

ot' W. Ι·'. Stan wood,

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Forest City Temple of Honor, No 1.
The Best Holiday Gift—Great Mutual Life Ins. Co.
The Best Gift—J. R. Dur an & Co.
*
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Bargains for the Holidays—P. M. Frost.
Maher & Co—Fur Seal Caps and Gloves.
City of Portland—Notice.
Wanted—A Cook.
Wallet Found—Anderson's.
Colby's Book S lore.
French Opera Glasses—C. H. Farley's.
Fifth Avenue Hotel, New York.
Hoolbrook'p.
Holiday Presents—Julin C. Proctor.
For Rent—Jonn C. Proctor.
U. 8. District Court.
JUDGE FOX.

Thursday .-^Jantes White et al vs. schooner Mary
In admiralty. Libel for collision. The Mary C
run down the Sarah Buck.
Defence, that they were
close hauled on a wind and it was not their fault. On
trial.
Webb.
Strout.
A question came up in regard to who was entitled
to the informer's share in some
smuggling cases. Decision reserved.
lton vs. Ricker. Suit on a bail bond. Decision
C.

ved.
tnam.
irt

S. C. Strout.

adjourned

over

till Monday.

SYMOND8.

BEFORE JUDGE

Thursday.—Hannah

M.

Walsh

Michael Sulli-

vs.

van.
This is an action under the statute to recover
double damages for injuries received by the plaintiff
from the bite of a dog kept and owned by defendant.
Damages claimed $200.

Defence,

plaintiff was injured very slightly
first provoked the dog, who was in de-

that

and that she

As the holidays approach
the crowd of Christmas gift purchaser» grows
linger, and many anxious inquiries are made

for the best stocks and most reasonable prices.

fendant's do >r-yard, by striking him with

have a choice line of admirably illustrated
gift books in all style· of binding. Many
books on painting and ^sculpture, an extremely
fi ne line of Bibles, a large stock of photograph
albums, backgammon, cribbage aud chess

boards,

all {lie standard English works bound
in full calf and in cloth, Dickens's works in
all shapes and styles, a full line of juveniles,
choice monogram, tinted and plain stationery,
elegant library inkstands, Russia leather good·,
tartan goods, historic woods, and in fact all
the article· usually kept at a first class book
store are to be found at this establishment.
COGIA HASSAN

has

immense stock of useful and fancy articles which he is selling at his usual reduced
prices. This year he lias added to his stock a
line of nicer and higher-priced goods thau it has
an

been his wont to

a cane.

Testimony all oat.
Motley for plff.
Howard & Cleaves for deft.

Brief Jotting*.
Tucker issues to-day in neat style the Memorial Tablet, in connection with the Payson
Memorial church fair. The name of the paper
-is felicitous, for it records valuable facts in
reference to the past history aud present state
of the enterprise, which will be read with interest.
It is sold at the fair in City Hall.
Mr. James Bailey has placed two handsome
stained glass windows in the new vestry of St.
his

daughter,

The choir boys of St. Luke's Cathedral are
practicing some fine music which they received
from New York. It is expected that it will be
sung Christmas.
The Rockland Free frees says a club of the
Portland Sunday School Union will give a dramatic entertainment under tlio auspices of the
Rev. Father McSweeney, at Farwell & Amei'
Hall in that city, on Friday evening, December 27th.

To-day is observed by the Episcopal church
as a day of intercession to the Lord for the outpouring of the Holy Spirit upon missions.
The anniversary exercises of the Y. M. C. A.
take place at Free street church Sunday evening.
There were several runaways yesterday, but
no serious injuries received.
Dr. Stebbins lias declined the call from Cam-

bridge.
Deputy Marshal Gribbin's family re
it §800 from the Odd Fellows' Mutual
î

:iety.
H.
^ a.uu

pastor of the First

late

Bailey,

^rcietv, has entered upon his duties at

Marblehead.
Don't forget the
siah this evening.

Haydn

rehearsal of the Mes-

We understand that Collector Washburn's
is better.
A horse fainted in front of the Old City Hall
yesterday afternoon. He fell down unconscious
and they hacf to rub him with snow to bring
son

articles heaped upon the many counters aud
stowed away in the upper rooms. We advise
eur readers to go and look for themselves.
covell & CO.

have a big line of new styles and shade· in
ribbous for the neck and hair, very nice and
pretty, a choice lot of handkerchiefs, with cor-

initials, put
spool-boxes very neatly
ner-worked

up in eltgant boxes,
gotten up and filled
with thread, novel needle papers aud cases, an
elegant assortment of embroidered collars and
cuffs, table cloths in wine, buff, pink, green

up in neat little ornamental boxes.
SCHLOTTRRBECK

in addition to his usual full stock of brushes,
oils, perfumery and other articles pertaining to
his line of busiuess, has recently laid in a largo
and very choice lot of all noted brands of
cigars^
such as the Heirry Clays. Partagas (light and

heavy) Conchas, Figaros, Panatellas, Principes and others, which he is selling at exceptionally low prices, charging but one cent profit
cigar.

the corner
They
gas light
putting
of High and Commercial streets and a fire
alarm box on the corner of Park and Commercial streets.
The packet barque Tata^seailed from this port
for Buenos Ayres yesterday, carrying five pasin

on

a

sengers.
The question of the past -"How's
your
horse?" The question of to-day—"How's your
arm.

Christmas brush still continues for sale on
the streets,
Hutchins and Stubbs, have by consent of the
owners given up the contract for the 2000 ton

ship that was

be built at Yarmouth.
The fair at the India Street TTniversalist
church is open to all in the afternoon, no admission fee being cuarged. At that time the
sale of fancy articles takes place. The attendance last

article» is well worthy the attention of purchasers of holiday presents.
Warm fur-lineil kid gloves and inittens for
ladies, gents and children. Ladies' and gents'

handkerchiefs in'tasty
initial handkerchiefs,

to

evening was

very

good.

A very in-

teresting entertainment take% plaee to-night,
for the particulars of which we refer our readto the advertisemnt.
A lady lias telegraphed from Montreal for a
wedding cake which sho brought from Europe
It was
to this city, and which was then lost.
ers

for her sister who is to marry a distinguished
clergyman of Montreal.
A drunkes man jumped into a sleigh in front
Whittier's drug store last evening, and
prepared to drive off. Mr. Whittier stepped
out, collared the man and dragged him from
the sleigh before he executed his design. The
team belonged to Dr. Greene.
F. O. Bailey & Co., open an auction sale today of holiday and fancy goods at No. 82 Middle street^tinder the St. Julian Hotel.
Frateiînitt Entertainment.—The entertainment for to-morrow (Saturday)evening will
take place as usual at their hall on Congress
street. At the earnest request of the commit„tee, the young ladies of the first class in the
High School, who gave such a pleasing rendition of the "Bed Chignons," on the last general exercise day, will repeat the same for the
benefit of the Fraternity. At the last appearance of the "Red Chignons," they were greeted with shouts of laughter, and we doubt not
they will be heartily received again. In addiion, Mr. McLellan of Bath, Messrs. Shaw and
Morgan, Miss Annie J. Ayres and Miss Hattie
Weeks have ■indly volunteered their aid, and
the kind
a more delightful entertainment of
lias not boen offered to the Portland public this
The friend» of this institution should
season.

'crowd the hall.

boxes, embroidered and
woolen, merino, under

wear, felt skirts, ladies and children's neck
ties and silk handkerchiefs in a variety of elegant colors.
Jewelry, spool boxes, needle
i>ooks, work boxes, perfumery, sets of collars
md cuffs in boxes, and a host of other goods

making

display of useful

articles from which
;he most fastidious can make selection.
a

Lient. Charlen R. Todd.

At a joint meeting of the members of the
Portland Light Infantly anl Portland Cadets,
3apt. Mattocks and Lt. Fessenden of the Inantry and Capt. Anderson and Lt. Eaton of
.he Cadets, were appointed a Committee to
prepare resolutions.
They accordingly submitted the following:
RESOLUTIONS.

Whereas, Charles B. Todd, 2d Lieutenant of the
Portland Ligbt Infantry, and honorary member of
he Portland Cadets, wlio departed tÙ6 life on the
1th day of December, 1872, bavin? by his long and

inluous service and gallant deeds during the late
>var, won the esteem of all true friends of liberty,
md more recently having, by his fidelity and rare
Military qualities endeared himself to the members
if those two companies ; be it
Resolved, That in the death of Lieut. Todd, the
3tate Militia and all true friends of tbo militia system have lost a noble example of the true American
soldier; one whose houorable scars bore evidence of
bis bravery upon tbo field of battl·; and whose
worth and goodness as a citizon fully attested by the
irare number of sorrowing friends who mourn Ids
loss.
Resolved, That the bereaved relatives of the deceased have the sincere and heartfelt sympathies of
.he members of the Portland Light Infantry and
Portland Cadets.
Resolved, That these Resolutions be forwarded to
l:o bereaved relatives of the deceased, and published
η the Portland papers and
a
copy appropriatly
'ramed be euspeuded in the armories of our companies.

FoundDbowned.—Yesterday morning some
the Boston & Maine extension
iiscovered the body of a man near the new
railroad bridge. Tho body was ascertained to
be that of Mr. J. H. Horr, draw-tender of the

workmen

on

bridge. He evidently caine to his death by
ilrowning. Mr. Horr has been missing since
Tuesday night. His age was about fifty years.
Pox.—One

Small
pox

was

new

case

of

small

a man
named
Oxford street, and who

reported yesterday,

Nickerson, who lives

him to himself.
are

he

display of useful

MORRIS PRESIDING.

THUR8DAv.—Catharine Clark, intoxication. Thirty days. Execution of sentence suspended.
Patrick Leonard, intoxication. Thirty days.
Jedediah Graffam, single sale. Discharged.
Fox.
Cobb & Rey.
^

memory of

goods

Almost everyin the way of Christmas gifts and of articles suitable for the season are to be found at
his establishment. It would be impossible to
enumerate within our brief space a tithe ôf the

iTluuieipul Court.

Stephens church, jn
Mattie L. Bailey.

and to these

thing

on a

JUDGE

keep,

invites particular attention.

&»., with napkins to match, shawls aud dress
goods in all varieties, pocket books and fancy
boxes, and a large lot of little necessities put

Superior Court·
DECEMBER TERM,

City Editor.
nearer aod nearei

LORENU, SHORT & HARMON

AUCTION COLUMN.
Fine Parlor Suits—F. O. BaileyAc Co.
Doors, Blinds, Sash, &c.—F. 0. Bailey & Co.
Holiday Goods at Auction.—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Assignees SalS of Fine Colts.—F. O. Bailey & Co.
ENTEUTA1NMENT COLU Μ Ν.
Grand Cluistmae Ball—Fluent Hall.

BEFtRE

oiïering to give a notice or "puff" in this papei
in return for a
gift, is an unmitigated "fraud'
and should be treated
accordingly.]

PitESS.

Ailrprliwuivut* To-Day.

New

on

has been recently nursing a small pox patient
in Boston, was taken down by the disease,
This
He has been removed to the hospital,
makes nine cases at that institution.
Appointments by the Governor.—The
Governor on Tuesday made the following nominations :
To Solemnize Marriar/es throughout the State—
Rev. Alex. F. Samuels, Oldtown ; lie v. George
A. Perkins,.Portland: Rev. Α. V. Tilton, Augusta; Rev. J. B. Davis, Buxton; Rev. Isaac
J. Mead, Augusta; Rev. B. F. Leavitt, Portland ; Rev. Leonard Z. Ferris, Gorham.
Justices of the Peace and Quorum—Roswell
Silsby, Aurora; John F. Emery, South Tliomaston; Josiah Morrill, Vienna; P. C. Fickett,
West Paris; Cyrus Hutchins, Jr., Canton; S.
R. Hutchins, Rumford; D. L. Austin, Gilead;
Geo. N. Hammond, Paris; Ephraim Flint,
Dover; Lee Strickland, Livermore; S. L. Hill,
Webster; Levi Murch, Bangor; Joseph P.

Bass, Bangor.

Xotaries Public
Eugene W. Whitehouse,
Augusta; Michael Gfnigan, Bangor.
Coroner—John N. Foster, Wilton.
—

A

typographical

error

in the

special

notice

Adamsou's Cough Balsam made W. F. Phillips & Co. say that they
zhould "have to buy a gross a month" of the
the Balsam. It should have been ten gross at
a
a mont'i as one gross-would be
vory insufficient quantity to meet the growing demand for

yesterday morning of

Maine druggist, Mr. F. W. Kinsman of Augusta, who is a
good fellow as well as" a first, class medicine
this

popular remedy, prepared by

a

man.

lIISCKt,I.AIVEOlJ» NOTICES.
The late fire in the Fifth Avenue Hotel,
New York, caused do suspension of business.
Subscribers to the Mechanics' Private Assemblies are reminded tliat the first Assembly
takes place at Lancaster Hall this evening.

Trotterb.—"Wonder!" "Honest Shaker!"

"Lucy Lightning!" and other
ters comprise the livery itock
stables, and alio

sleighs ever

seen

some

in this

well known trotat Plum Street

'of the

molt

elegant

vicinity.

Master Your Cocon at

once

with Halt't

Honey of Horehou^d and Tar. Every affection
of the lungs, chest or throat tending to consumption, is not only relieved but absolutely
obliterated by this wonderful vegetable pulmonic. Sold by all Druggists.
dec20eodlw&wlt

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods for Christpresent», cheap at Burleigh's, 89 Middle

mas

Mus. Jarley.—This evening the famous
Mrs. Jarley gives an exhibition of her wax
works at City Hall under the auspices of the
ladies of the Second Parish on the occasion of
their Christmas Fair and Festival. A large
variety of articles for holiday presents, flowers
and refreshments will be for sale this afternoon
and evening. On Saturday evening there will
be a fancy zouave drill by four members of the
said to be very
Portland Cadets. This drill is
fine. The supper to bo served up by the ladies
of High and State street churches this evening
will eommence at 6 o'clock.
Peruvian. —The Allan
Mail Steamship Peruvian, Capt. W. H. Smith,
from Liverpool the 7th inst., arrived at this

Arrival

port

at

one

passage

suffered

op

tue

o'clock

was a

yesterday afternoon.

stormy

one,

The

the vessel
brought 23 cabin

but the

Street.
The
in the

Largest stock
city, is at

of Toilet Sets

and Vases

Kand & Thomes, 2 Deering Block.

decl9-2t
The cheat st and best Paint in tha world is
the Averill Chemical.
For sale at 83, Commercial St., Portland, tf
All kinds Clothing for Men aud Roys
Burleigh's, 89 Middle Street.

at

Paintings at J. S. Bailey's & Co.—The
sale of Paintings will be continued to-day at
2 1-2 and 7 o'clock. Those sold brought prices
that could not fail to meet the views of all in
want of good Pictures. No better opportunity
has ever been offered in this city. Some of the
fi nest remain to be sold.

damage. She
passengers, 14 intermediate and 101 steerage,
and a cargo of general merchandise. We are
indebted to the purser for the latest files of
foreign papeis.

Sate your buildings by painting them be
fore winter comes on, with the Averill Chemlcal Paint.
For sale at 83 Commercial St., Portland, tf

Assault.—Yesterday afternoon an Irishman
named Daniel Hasty was arrested
by offieer

Burleigh'

no

Seth Sterling for an assault on his wife. The
affair occurred on Summer Street. It seems he
struck his wife on the head with some instru-

ment, inflicting

ugly looking gash and injuring her severely. When the offlctr arrived
the floor was covered with blood. The wife
with most womanly and idiotic devotion, decline) to prosecute.
an

!

WASHINGTON.

Chaffed Hand·, face, rough skin, plraplet,
ringworm, salt-rheum and other cutianeous af! fections cured, and tho skin made soft and
[ smooth, by using the Juniper Tar Soap,made
"perquisites"
Be
any description aru expected in return, ant ! by Caswell, Hazard ifc Co., New York.
!
Done will be
sure to get tho Juniper Tar Soap, as there are
accepted if offered. Auy persoi:

We can safely recommend to our readers all
those establishments which advertise in the

Bath, of J. O. Shaw.

Lewistou,

Oar Chrlttmn· Tree.
wish it distinctly understood that cu
Chrl'tmas notices arc Christmas gift» to ou:
No presents or
a ivertisers.
Ό

(We

Elmwood and all other best
89 Middle Street.

style cellars,

at

F. O. Bailey & Co. sell to-day, at 10 o'clock
the Furniture οξ ar
a. m., at their salesroom,
At 11 o'clefl
estate, by order of Administrator.
the $M)le, Horses, Carts, Sleds, Harnesses,

&c of E. Scammon, opposite Boston Depot.—
At 21-2 and 7 1-2 a large stock of Shells, Toyi
Holiday Goods, &c. at store 92 Middle street
*
under St. Julian Hotel.

C'olfax*nuil

XLIID CONGRESS.

2 I

Tribune.
SKNATE.
Washington·, Dec. 1:».—The New York re*
port that Vico President Colfax has accepte·
Washington, Dec. 19.
He
the editorship of the Tribune is erroneous.
A hill for the relict of S. B. Elliott was
has to-day replied to many inquiries that t!r
passed.
many worthless imitations made with common
negotiation:; ou the-eubject have not resulted in
The House bill, amendatory of the postal
tar.
novl4-12w
auy agreement, and that yesterday, by mutual
code, with amendments, was reported and
were regarded as terminated. He
consent,
they
passed.
The Purest and Sweetest Cod-Liveb Oil
leaves to· morrow to spend the holiday recess
The bill allowing women ill territories to vote
is Hazard's and Caswell's, made on tho seawith his family in the West.
and hold office, was reported adversely from
The Postal Telegraph Bill.
the Judiciary Committee and placed on the
shore. from fresh selected livers, by Caswell,
calendar.
"Hazard & Co., New York.
The Postal Telegraph bill reported by SenaIt is absolutely
A bill relating to the judgment of the Frotor Ramsey is the Hubbard bill with sundry
pure aud xvoect. Patients who have once taken
visional Court of Louisiana was reported admodifications. The Postmaster General is reit prefer it to all others.* Physicians have dea
televersely and indefinitely postponed.
quired as soon as practicable to establish
cided it superior to any of the other oils iu
Mr. Sherman, from the Finance Committee,
graph office at the post offices oil the telegraph
market
novl4-12w
circuits, at others within ten miles of those reported a substitute for the bill prohibiting the
sale
of liquors in the District of Columbia and
where the salary is at least £300 per auiium
other territories.
and other places where the wants of Ifbsiness
How Unnecessary the Anguish, many
Mr. Edwards said he intended to call up the
require it.
persons undergo from rheumatism, gout, neujoint resolution adverse to the erasure of the
The charge for transmission is not to exceed
names
of battles from the flags and army regtoothache
and
earache. We say unnecone cect per wwrd for circuits of 250 miles,
ralgia,
ister, but refrained as he understood that Mr.
counting the address and signature, **jth no Sumner
essary because the application of Mexican
was too unwell to speak.
rate less than twenty-five cents except in cost
Mustang Liniment to the affected part, or a
A resolution was adopted extending the time
of night messages, for which 'one thousand
few drops in the ear or tooth, affords instanfor receiving models for the Farragut statue
miles shall be a circuit. The tolls are prepaid
taneous, aud what is better, permanent relief.
by stamps. Delivery within oue mile of the thirty days
The bill authorizing the exchange of regisoffice is to be free and Above one mile rate is to
For cuts, wounds, bruises, swellings aud all
tered for coupon bonds was taken up, and an
be fixed by the Postmaster General.
injuries or diseases which require treatment
and
amendment
to
have
Government messages
adopted that its operation shall
priority
externally, this liniment is everywhere regard- are to be sent at rates fixed by the Postmaster not increase the public debt nor the rate of interest on bonds.
General. Press reports are to be 75 ceuts per
ed as the mo3t potent and reliable healing
The bill was briefly discussed and then laid
liO words not exceeding 500 miles at night, aud
agent in existence. For all external injuries one dollar
over.
at
intermerates
with
drop
by day
or ailments of horses and
Mr. Ramsey, from the Postal Committee, rediate offices of fifty ceuts at night and seventycattle, it is infallible.
The rates for the press
ported the postal telegraph bill.
five cents in the day.
decl6-eodlw&wlt
now
The
consideration of the French spoliation
exceed
those
associations are not to
paid
Λ Succeufnl Compuny.
hill was resumed.
aud five cents postage is tô be paid on each
Mr. Morton offered an afniendmeut that none
It is agreeable to hear our Lif« Insurance
press despatch.
of the money be paid to Insurance companies
Fourth Assistant Postmaster General is
Companies well spoken of, but we feel much to The
or
other represeetatives or assignees, which readministration
the
to
be appointed
supervise
pride in the remarks of the New York Insur- »f the telegraph. The Postmaster General is ceived war premiums upon risks for which loss
ance Commissioner, regarding our most enteralso authorized to contia -t with the Postal
they paiu compensation, nor to any person repof
resenting claims, in whole or in part, paid bv
prising company—Th· Equitable Life Assur- Telegraph Company for theastransmission
teu
of
lnsnrance
his
Companies to the Extent of such
agent
carrespondence by telegraph,
ance Society—which, he says, "marks and disclaims paid by the compauies.
years, according to the provisions of this act,
Mr. Wright offered a substitute for the foretinguishes the cqpimencement of the recent aswith the right to contract and provide lines on
all post routes and to all postal telegraph offices
going, more restrictive upou claimants, which
tounding progress in the business of Life inof
was
of
same
in
case
ordered printed.
the
take
and
may
possession
iurance."
failure to perform the service, and contract with
Pendingj,the action the Senate went into exThe Equitable Society took its position at the
ecutive session and seon adjournd.
oflier parties therefor, charging said company
The capital stock of the comhead of Jour companies some three or four
with the loss.
HOUSE.
of
value
shares
of
will
consist
par
1(7,000
pany
years ago, and ha» since anuually transacted
A resolution was adopted that the Banking
cash paid up, to be increased by the
$100
Committee inquire whether unlawful combinanlore now business than any other company in
amount equal at par value to the cost of the
tions for locking up gold and money exist,
the world. It has no longer an equal competilines purclised or constructed thereafter.
causing commercial stringency, and report
The telegraph companies in actual operation
tor.
Its proud position is due not only to its
whether
legislation is necessary to prevent and
are a lowed to sell to this company at valuation
usefulae^s, security, wealth and liberality, but which will be fixed by five disinterested perpunish such unlawful combinations.
Mr. Hooper of Massachusetts reported from
to the good will of the people, whose prefersons, two to be named by the Postmaster Genthe Investigating Committee on the charges
eral aud two by tha sellers and one by the four
ence it has gained because it lia» answered
the 10th National Bank of New York,
against
previously selected. The company is also au- of
their requirements most completely in everyits locking up currency with the view of prothorized to establish offices independent of
a
ducing money panic.
thing that pertains to Life Insurance.
those established by the Postmaster Geueral.
The committee recommend the passage of a
Any Postmaster may act as au operator „with bill prohibiting national banks from locking
up
the assent of the Postmaster Gen. The company
currency and that any officer of such banks
may make special contracts with railroads,
abetting such action be fined $10,000 and imuse of the wires.
for
the
associations
or
persons
prisoned five years.
The Government reserves the right to renew
A resolution was adopted appointing a comcontract or annul franchises for neglect or failmittee of three to examine the cause of the loss
ure of the company.
MASSACHUSETTS.
of stamps from the Assistant Treasurer's cffice
at New York.
Tbe postal code bill as amended by the SenA bill giving American register to
the
to
one
rate
cent
Accepted.
on seeds, &c.,
ate reduces the
sohooner N. J. Miller passed.
and
or less
that
all
ounces
of
aldermen
tofor
two
bill
the
Dee.
19.—The
board
A
provides
Boson,
expense of the Mexican
paying
day accepted the legislative acts empowering mail matter of the third class must be fully Commission passed.
the city to issue fire bonds to the amount of
The diplomatic appropriatipn bill (appropriprepaid.
The Louisiana Committee Malie α Slaloating SI,832,000) reported was made a special
$20,000,000.
ment to the President·
order for January.
Dad Accident to η Portlnnd Man.
The House went into Committee ofthe Whole
Louisiana
Citizens
Comthe
This aftcri.oon
D. B. Stevens,contractor for the construction
After debate the bill
on the deficiency bill.
mittee in accordance with a previous arrangeof the Woburn Water Works, met with a painwas reported to the House with an amendment
ment through Attorney General Williams, had
ful if not fatal accident at Horn Pond this afthe
hoard
of
forbidding
public works of the
an interview with President Grant in the Exeternoon
having one of his arms drawn into cutive
District of Columbia from incurring indebtedMansion. Jud^e Campbell explained
the gearing of the machinery employed in
ness for the United States beyond the amounts
pumping, and so badly crushed as to render the purpose of their visit to Washington and
appropriated by Congres.
1 i is jaw was broken
gave a brief account of the condition of affairs
amputation necessary.
The bill passed, 109 against 45.
in Louisiana, in consequence of which, comanil his neck badly lacerated.
He formerly reMr. Banks' (of Massachusetts) bill appropriand
trade
affected
was
genersided in Portland, and is a brother of W. E.
merce
seriously
ating S100.0C0 in aid of the American exhibitors
Stevens, who is editorally connected with the
ally so injured that the people were dismayed.
at
the Vienna Exposition, was amended on the
Boston Journal. He was removed to the hosThis unfavorable condition of affairs not only
Hoar, by providing for an appital.
injured that State but other States having close motion of Mr.
pointment of a Commission of twelve skilled
business relations with Louisiana.
citizens to attend the exposition and report
As there was no prospect of a just and satisNEW YORK.
to the President.
factory solution of the present trouble by means their observations
The Senate bill extending the time to present
of theagency now at work, the people, through
models for the Farragut statue was passed.
the committee, asked that in the exigency assoErie
Gould.
The Speaker appoiuted Messrs. Merriam,Cotciate Justiee Bradley of the Supreme Court of
and Dox a select committee on the loss of
ton
aud
Woods
of
the
the United States,
Ju.lge
revenue stamps in the Assistant Treasieer's
Circuit Court of tbe United States, may take
He comes down to the tune of
charge of the judicial administration of the office in New York.
Leave of absence was granted a great many
Circuit Court sitting in New Orleans.
$7,000,000.
members.
Judge Campbell said thatwheu he occupied
Several bills were introduced and referred.—
a seat ou the bench of the Supreme Court of
Robbery.
the United States he was twice requested by
Adjourned,
tlie chief magistrate to perform such duty in
New Yoek, Dec. 19.—While Prof. Tyndall
Exploii·· of aa Ei;iar.
was lecturing Tuesday night, his
power and influence of the
baggage was order that the force,
LataYiifTn, Iud., Dec. 19.—About 5 o'clock
aud
should be felt aud respected,
court
rifled at the hotel of three hundred dollars and
this mofning the switch engine Rover, 011 the
he also went there twice at his own instance.
other valuables.
Louisville, New Albany and Chicago Railroad,
He did not know of a more serious condition
The new Erie management completed to-day
exploded while itanding at the corner of 5th
of affairs tliau that which now existed in
the most notable of its undertaking.
The
and Union streets. Only two persons were on
Louisiana, and could see no relief except in the
spécial committee appointed to take into conthe engine, namely, David McNarv, the enginthe judges whom he
manner now suggested
sideration the proposal made by Jay Gould,
and a youth named Kilgore. The engineer
eer,
and
mentioned, having greater power
indepenlooking to a settlement of the suits instituted
was found de*l
about lifty feet from the endence than the Judge who now presided in the
against him by the Erie Company was submitg.ne, and Kilgore was blown some distance
Circuit Court. The courso he bad indicated
ted.
but will
recover.
and
badly
injured,
The report presented was very long, comprispromised a solution of the difficulties so far as The houses 011 either tide ofprobably
the street were
the judicial question was concerned.
ing the full terms of the offer made by Gould
completely riddled. There were numerous hair
In the secon<t place the President of the
and copcluding with a recommendation that it
breadth escapes.
The most prominent were
United Scales living 1300 miles distant from
be accepted.
those o£ Kr. McGilbury and wife, living oil the
a
be
to
have
New Orleans could not
expected
The re pott was adopted. The result will be
The windows
corner opposite the explosion.
the withdrawal of the suits pending against
knowledge of all the facts.
and doors were blown to fragments. A large
What the people of Louisiana wanted, what
Gould upon his surrender to the board of dithe
wheel
fell
house
of
driving
through the
the President wanted, and what all good citirectors of the securities amounting at par value
were and on to the bed where they were they
zens desired was the right of this matter about
to 89,030,000, which sum, according to the opinpiece sleeping. Their room was literally torn
which there were conflicting statements and
ion of members of the special committee will
to
pieces, and still they escaped without sorious
cover the total amount for which the various
criminating remarks.
injury.
the
The people of that State represented by
suits have been brought. The terms of settlecommission also ask theExecutive of the United
ment iuclude the transfer of 60,000 shares of
HCcpublfran C'ouvcatioai.
States-to send to New Orleans three independthe Erie stock the Grand Opera House and a
Manchester, Dec. 19.—The Republicans of
to
make
a
nud
just men,
number of lots of valuable land amounting to
ward four elected delegates this evening to the
ent, impartial- learned
facts, to take testimony and State and Congressional conventions. Lively infully ?7,000,000 at current value. It i= mated full inquiry into all the
situatiou. They desired
thoroughly explore
that before this thing was consummated Gould
tereit is felt as regards the Congressional nomthat all the facts be reported, to tbe President.
was allowed to bid
up all the Erie shares he
inee, aud it is understood a strenuous effort
was
a
wanted
that
what
clear,
they
will be made to redeem this Congressionel
possibly could in this market and at bond, and Unrepealed
that lié is now the owner of something like
exact, truthful, honest investigation into all district. The Scate convention will he held at
200,000 shares, on which he expects to make matters involved, aud they also asked that the Concord, Jan. 14th and the Congressional conPresident submit their memorial to Congress,
more money than he surrendered to the
comvention in this city .Tau. 15th. The delegates to
together with tbe result of the investigation, iu the Congressional convention are in favor of
pauy. This statement was confirmed by Gould
This memorial conthe manner indicated.
himself thiaefternoon, who also said there was
the nomination af Hon. A. F Pike of Franktained the signatures of many of the wealthiest
an understanding that he was to be consulted on
lin
It is probable that the other Republican
and best mon to be found in Louisiana, aud
matters of importance in connection with the
candidates of last year will be re-nominated.
His
in
stake
who
have
the
apsociety.
largest
of
the
road.
He thinks the arrangebusiness
The Democratic State convention will be held
ments now made will enable the company to
prehension was that, things have gone beyond at Concord, Jan. 8th.
either the local or Slate power, but in advance
lay the third rail on the Erie road to make a
Λ Pratesti
through route with the Lake Shore Kailroad.— of any appeal to Cougress, they asked the
President to make a candid examination of
It is also stated on other authority that the
Oeeyennk, W. T., Dec. 19.—Recreation Hall
their condition through three of the best men of
was filled last evening with the most prominent
money derived from the sale of these securities
the land, and submit the subject to Congress
is to used in laying a third rail whereby· the
citizens, who met to make a unanimous protest
necesif
this
should
becoAe
for
determination,
narrow gauge roads of the West may have anagaiust the dismemberment of Wyoming Terother outlet to New York without breaking
sary. But it may η %^>e so.
ritory. Resolutions were passed requesting our
President Grant in reply said he supposed delegate, William L. Jones, Hon. W. S. Kelley
bulk: and further, it is reported that Gould will
Court
that it was competent for (fee Supreme
throw his influence in the North Western Co.
of Pennsylvania, aud other friends in Congress
to designate any one of its members to proceed
in favor of bringing its traffic over the Erie
of our pioneers to resist with all their strength
to Louisiana, but he did not think it would be
when |the third rail is laid. There is a large
the projected movement.
short interest in the Erie shares, and it is susquite proper for hi ui to make the request of
nETGOROLOfilCAL.
them. Congress had the power to investigate
pected on the street tbat Gould will work the
the facts in the case presented, but he did not
1'HOBABILITIES FOB Til H NEXT TWENTÏ-FOUK
Erie as ho did the Northwestern common, and
affairs in
HOURS.
eventually twist the operators on the bear propose to iuterfere with the oflocal
officers or anthat State by putting one set
Wab Dep't, Office Chief Signal )
side.
numerous
in
other
>
telegrams,
S. L. M. Barlow stated that the property surpower, although
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
No acletters anil papers say ne lias done so.
Dec. 19. (8.00 P.
rendered by Gorld is estimated to be of an action was taken by the administration until the
I11 the north-west and thence over the upper
tual eash value of six to seven millions, and
decree of the U. S. Court was attempted to be
lakes and southward to the Missouri and lower
worth to the Erie Kailroad Company the full
set aside or resisted by the last Governor of
Ohio valley,north-east to north-westerly winds,
amount of its claim.
the State, then the U. S. Marshal was simply
Barlow said Mr. Gould received no equivalent
cloudy weather, enow and rain, followed by a
instructed to-see that the decree of the Federal
whatever except the abandonment of the claim
rising barometer and cold, partly cloudy and
forces
Court was sustained and the military
clearing weather to-morrow; in the Gulf States
against him by the company.
were to be used if necessary to support the
Various opinions are given as to the cause
an<l Teunessee, brisk south-easterly and southfederal authority. He would not feel at liberty
which led to Gould's surrender, some believing
westerly winds, increasing pressure and conto make the request that Judge Bradley go to
tinued rain, and lower temperatures to-morrow;
that he had no other resource and others that
as
is
wanted
hero
he
New Orleans, particularly
in the South Atlantic States, falling baromeit is part of a deeply laid plan to regain some
while the court is ill session, although if the
of his lost influence over Erie. Friends of the
ter, warm threatening weather and rain, with
court sbttUd make the request it would meet
road declare the semi-annual dividend on prebrisk northerly aud westerly winds; 011 the
with his approbation.
lower lakes and thence over the Middle and
ferred stock will be paid as usual.
was
no
said
there
authority
Eastern States, higher temperature aud falling
Judge Campbell
JLne Irnh rriai.
under the constitution and laws of the United
barometer, with brisk northerly and easterly
The trial of Lucius B. Irish for the poisoning
States for a federal court to interfere with the
winds, threatening snow and rain, extending
of Assessor Anderson, was continued to-iay.
affairs of a State, such a3 had taken place iu
to Canada.
Warning signals have been orderJustice Pratt decided that Mrs. Anderson was
to
the
deeree
he
alluded
and
ed for Galveston, New Orleaus, Mobile, WilLouisiana;
briefly
not a conmetent witness and excluded her tesof the courts and its effect in seating and unmington, Norfolk, Buffalo, Cape May and New
tinony. It was given to prove that Anderson
York.
seating persons elected to office.
occasionally drank to excess, and that he had
The President during a colloquy with Judge
attempted to jump overboard from a ferry boat. Campbell said his understanding of the subject
The Postal Telegraph.
( ) Κ Κ
was that the court merely decided who were
In an interview last evening with Postmaster
legal canvassers. Even if as is stated in the
General Creswell, at Washiugton, he maincase tho court exceeded its authority, its decisThe Great Flood in
tained that his statistics concerning the postal
ion will have to be respected until the decision
telegraph had been obtained after an expensive
is set aside bv a superior court. It would oe
with
authorities
correspondence
telegraph
dangerous for the President toofset a precedent G-reatDestruction of
abroad, and were substantially correct reports of
courts.
-interfering with decisions
to the contrary notwithstanding. He added
Judge Campbell remarked, that if Judge
erty.
that he should ask Congress for the appointCarter, Chief Justice of tbe Supreme Court of
ment of an impartial con.mitee to thoroughly
the District of Columbia should undertake to
investigate the subject.
couut votes of the President and the Vice PresParis, Dec. 19.—The river Seine is overflow
Cuban Ncwe.
ident, and declare who were elected to these ed, and the water is spreading on both sides, lu
Heuderson, the Herald's returning Cuban office* with the power of the government to this city the quays are flooded The stores near
oorrespondent, publishes twelve columns of his
support him, it would be no more legal than them are closed and all traffic in that quarter
experiences. There are still 12,000 insurgents the course pursued iu Louisiana, under tbe are carried on boats. Beyond Bercy, a suburb
bank of the Seine, the bouses in
in the field who nssert that they will never
opinion of the court supported by the federal on the right of
the river are standing in one
the vicinity
surrender. President Cespedes told him that if
power. The committee did not ask the Presilake
of
water.
vast
there were sufficient arms there would be 40,000
asked
him
dent to decide anything. They only
The insurgents have plenty of
Brussels, Deo. l'J.—Despatches from Ghent
more troops.
to investigate the matter and communicate to
ammunition but not the guns to use it. From
report that the streams in that section of BelCongress the report of the three honest men seall tli?.t ho has seen, Henderson concludes the
lected by him for that purpose.
gium have risen above the embankment and
the country inundated.· The city of Ghent is
The President said he could not, without tlie
struggle will be prolonged indefinitely unless
flooded and in some streets the water is three
outside parties interfere.
actum of Congress, employ and compensate
Eric.
feet deep.
such men.
Λ St. John fSereliam iu Limbo.
sam
aaia
mere was so mucu
S. L. Barlow states in an interview last night
uuuge ^ampDen
St. John, Ν. B., Nov. 19.—An invesstigainvolved
the
would
trust
that if tU%Erie Company accepted any proposipatriotism
gentlemen
tion was opened to-day in the case of JnoO.
to Congress for compensation.
tions from Jay Gould for the settlement of
The President repeated, lhat without Conclaims against bim, it would not be for a less
Brown, a merchant who became insolvent a
weeks ago, when it was found that he was
few
such
committee
could
not
sum than nine million dollars.
gressional authority
indebted to the customs to an unknown exadminister oaths or compel the attendance of
9£acape of α Wemail from Pritoii.
tent. He was a heavy importer of West India
Sophie Lyons, under sentence for shoplifting, witnesses.
Judge Campbell said the committee could and Mediterranean goods. A criminal suit has
escaped this evening from the State prison at
been
instituted by the Deputy Commissioner of
communicate
with
those
all
with
aequainted
Siug Sing in a carriage. Her husband, Ed. the
Customs against him fsr fraudulently removing
circumstances, and, learning the facts, reLyons, alias Hapgood, escaped from the same
port the truth. What they wanted was a re- goods without na.ying the duty thereby defraudplace on the 4th imet.
ing the Government to the extent of $30,000.
enquiry by men whom everybody
The] Harlem Conrt Honsc Investigation. sponsible
Brown has been apprehended and admitted to
knew would tell the truth.
The continuation of the Harlem Court House
bail in $16,000.
The President repeated that such committee
investigation, yesterday, revealed additional should have authority by law to send for perfrauds.
John Kelley, stone cutter, testified
MINOR fKI.KGBAJI».
sons and papers,
and examine witnesses on
that lie cut marble slabs at the Court House for
Gen. John McAithui has been appointed
oath.
house.
Genet
was
Judge McQuade's
present,
Judge Campbell asked whether the President Postmaster at Chicago.
but was not examined. S. B. Pike, counsel to
The sehooner Arhoreer arrivee at Salem,
would receive from tho committee the law and
"
safe" man, testified
McBride liavidsou the
December 17th, having been blown off iu the
facts in the case. They did not wish to go outthat Genet came to his client last summer, afside of them.
gale of Nov. 30th.
ter the newspaper disclosure, and wanted to
The Equitable Insurance Co. of Providence,
The Presideut replied that they would be expay over the money for the transactions about
R. I., will continue business, its capital having
was
amined by the Attorney General, if it
the Court House, but Davidson, at his (Pikes's)
been made up to $200,000.
thought proper to do so.
advice, refused to take it or to have anything
The London Times assizes columu of ThursThe committee hold another meeting toto do with the matter.
The probable programme is
day morning contain six verdicts of murder
morrow morniuif.
Fire and I.on· of Life.
with the sentences of death passed upon the
that a sub committee of live members will reClements & Bloodgood's grocery was burned
maiu here in charge of the subject, and that
culprits.
at Flushing last night, and the business portion
The President has approved of the act authe remainder of the committee will visit tbo
of the t<jwn threatened with destruction. At
thorizing the free transportation of a naval
great ceuters of trade where they havo .busimonument from Rome to the United States.
midnight the fiâmes were still ragingk and five ness relations.
The lire at Flushing burned about 800,000 of
buildings had been demolished to arrest the I
Alabama Lcginlntarc.
conflagration. One mail was killed and a boy
property yesterday morning.
a falling cbimney.
The small-pox has appeared at Bridgeport,
Senate
by
Dec.
19.—The
Montgomery,
yesterinjured
Sale of Telegraph Stock.
day organized permanently and clected Dem- Cape Breton, and II fatal cases are reported.
The name of M. Roein, a distinguished memofficer*. This was brought about by
Yesterday Cyrus W. Field thought out the in- ocratic
ber of the French Assembly, has been struck
mutual conseut, by which the election of a
terest of a considerable number of holders of
from
the jury list because he does not believe
from
one district and a Republican
Democrat
stock in the New York, Newfoundland and
iu the existance of a God.
from auother were permanently settled, and
London Telegraph Company, amounting to
The London Times eulogizes Horace Greeley
one Republican and one Democrat were perabout three million dollars. The price paid ia
and says he died in houer.
mitted to contest their seats in the usual way.
90 cents on the par value of the stock.
The master» of the Blackburn cotton mills in
In the House, despite the furions opposition
Credit JTIobilier.
of colored members, the certified members
England have compromised with the operatives
a
has
communiallowed
to
enroll
their
from Marengo were
Gen. F. W. Bird, of Boston,
by allowing three-fourths of wages demanded.
The Fair of the Odd Fellows at Lowell,Mass.,
cation in the Tribune to-day, concerning the
names to-day. Attempts were made by RepubCredit Mobilier business. He says the investilicans to disorganize the Senate by denying the
promises to be a success.
Incendiaries attempted to fire Salt Lake City
gating committee should yield to the public right to organize permanently on any other basis
demand for au open investigation, The follow- : than a strict and literal compliance with the
Wednesday night, but the fire was checked.—
One arrest has been made.
ing is an extract from his letter: "If it were terms proposed by Attorney General Williams.
Gen. D. L. Stanton, late collector of internal
The Republican members of the House conproper I would appeal to one member of the
committee who is well known here, who can of
revenue in the 5th Maryland district, has been
tinue to meet at the Court House as well a-ι the
liis own knowledge bear testimony to the fact 1
withis
feared
contemplate
acquitted of the charge of embezzling $19,000
Capitol, and it
that the Credit Mobilier stock was offered at
drawiug from the temporary organization and of government funds.
least 'o one member of Congress (for that memThe Western Union Telegraph Compauy
establishing a separate one.
ber was himself), and that be a man of iucorhave entered a suit in the Unitad States Court
to recover
Trouble.
ruptable integrity, as he is known to be, de$3000 frain Hamilton County,
clined to receive it.
Ohi», that emu being taxes on its gross receipts
San Fkancisco, Dec. 19.—The office of the
Varioaa natter*.
in Cincinnati.
United States shipping commissioner is still
The machine shops of the Evansville, Terre
Riotous
Judge Blatcbforrl decides that the preferred under the protectio n of the police.
Haute & CrawforJsville Railroad, in Terre
stock of the Erie liailroad is not entitled to a
demonstrations are made daily, but ships condividend in preference to any classes of its
Haute, were burned
Thursday eveniug. Los·
tinue to take crews through the commissioners
"
$20.000.
office. It is geuerally believed that the old
mortgage bonds.
Three
Nine jurors have been obtained for the Stokes
inches of snow fell at St. Louis, Thure"ring" of boarding house masters will bo com
trial
pletely broken up. Weather remarkably cold. ; flay.

Foreign Imports.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Peruvian—158 pkgsmdse
to Canadian tx Co; 54 bales do to C M Bailey: 130
plates iron to order, 1 case mdee to J F Slierry ; 1 do do
to J Κ Beverldge; 17 pkgs do, 18 ca'es do, 15 boxes Y
M sheathing, b82 boiler tubes,2 casks nails,23 hiuls su-

ilie

gar, lot machinery, to II ά A Allan; 707 rails, 1 case
mdse, to Grand Trunk R R Co; 26g boxes oranges to
Hart Marion & Co; 168 cases mdse, 9 cylinders to
Goorge Stephens & Co; 10 cas»*s mdse to JE Primlle;
I do do to Pattrn MFg Co.
HALIFAX. NS. SteamerCarlotta—5 boxes mdse, 3
casks
6 do and 6 crates skin», 14 pkgs mdse,
164 bbls fish, 3 do partridges to John Porteoui.

I

BY TELEGRAPH.

against Jay

F

IGHNJ.

VA1VCIAL AND COiTIMEttCUL.

poultry,

Kttceipls by
•

Steamboat*

FAIR AND

AUCTION SALES.

ENTERTAINMENT.

Br JT. β. RAILEV & CO., AaciitiMn.

The ladies connected with the INDIA ST. UNI*
VEliSALIST SOCIETY will hold a FAIR AND
ENTERTAINMENT in the Vestry of the Church,

ADMINISTRATOR'S
—

commencing
Monday, the 10th iu»tv
And continued
through the week. The adles of the
Parish have been
making special effort to make thi3
F;iir attractive, and
will have for sale
articles, both

Fine

useful and ornamental.
There will also be a

Pla^,

126}

stringent,

The Portland Mechanic

loans as high as § per cent, per day, closing at i and
interest, though after bank hours some loans were at
7 per ceut. coin to 1-32. Sterling Exchange firmer at
109} ior long and llOf for short sight. Gold firmer,
advancing fr m 111} to lilg, closing at 111J {g 111 J;
loans at 1-64 per cent, to flat for use, and 1 (g) 7 per
cent, and 1 32 for carrying. The clearances wore $70,000,000. Treasury disbursements $102,000. The Treasury sold $1,000,000 Gold at 111 56-100. Governments
rather lower and dull.
State bonds firm and in
moderate îequest. lu Stocks Erie and Pacific Mail

Stocks:

Western Union Telegraph Co
80ft
Pacific Mail.
7l,
Ν. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated
97*
Erie
57}
Erie preferred
78
The following were the quotations for Pacisfa· Railroad securities:
φ
Central Pacific bonds
102|
Γ
Uuion Pacific do
89.'
Union Pacific stock
37
Union Pacific land grants
78
Union Pacific iucome bonds
61

3

Domestic Market*.
York, Dec. 19—Evening—Cotton is } @ }c
higher; sales 2529 bales; Middling uplands at 20$.
Flour dull and unchauzed; sales 8800 bbls; State 5 65
Round hoop Ohio 7 00 @9 25; Western 5 65
8 65; Southern 7 10 @12 00.
Wheat dull, heavy
and nominally 1 @ 2c lower; sales 36,000 bush ; No 1
Spring 1 59 @ 1 63: No 2 do 1 46 (g 1 54; No 3 at 140
@ 1 45 ; Wiuter Red Western 1 65 (α» 1 80 ; White M icbigan 1 75 (§} 220. Corn ouiet and steady ; sales 44,000
bush ; steamer Mixed Western 66 @ 67. Oats lc better and in fair demand; sales 55,000 bush ; new White
49 @ 51c; old 53c. Beef quiet. Pork dull : new mess
14 00. Lard lower at 7| (Q 8}c. Butter active; State
21 @ 30c. Whiskey firm at 1 00. Rice quiet at 3@
8}c. Sugar quiet ; Muscovado 9 @ 9}c ; refining 94 &
9}c. Coffee quiet ; Rio at 15@ 184#iu Gold. Molasses
Naval Stores—Spirits
quiet ; New Orleans 57 @ 68.
Turpentine firm at 69c ; Rosin firm at 3 75. Petroleum irregular; crude lljc; refined at 27}c.
Tallow
ψ

Nkw

§785;

at 5$c.
Freights to Liverpool steady;

active

Corn 8s per sail.
Chicago Dec. 19.—Flour quiet and unchanged.
Wheat steady ; No 1 Spring at 1 20 ; No 2 do 1131 °n
spot : do Jan at 114 ; No 3 do at 1 00} @ 102 ; rejected
nt 91c. Corn quiet: and weak ; No 2 Mixed at 30}c on
spot, and 30} Jan ; rejected at 29c. Oats dull and declining; No 2 at 23}e; rejected at 22c. Rye firm and
in good demand;
scarce ; No 2 at 64 @ 64}c.
No 2 Fall 634c. Provisions unsettled and generally
lower. Pork at 11 65 011 spot. Green haras firm at
6} @ 8}c. according to average. Green meats—shoulders at 3}c ; short clear sides 3J. Bulk meats quiet
and unchanged. Whiskey is easier and quiet at 9lc.
aoledo, Uqe. 19.—Flour is dull and unchanged.
Wheat dull; Amber Michigan 1 60; do Dec 1 60; do
Jan 1 60} @ 1 61 ; No 1 Amber Illinois 1 75; No 1 Red
165; No 2 do 156; do Dec 155; do Jau 1 57. Corn
dull ; high Mixed new 36}c; new low do 30} @ 37c.—
Oats dull and low*r; No 2 at 33c.
Wheat dull and
Detroit, Dec. 19.—Flour
ft sjiade lower; extra at 1 81 ; No 1 White 1 69@ 1 69}.

Barley

steady.

Corn dull ançLlower; new Mixed 41@41}c. Oats
dull at 34c.
Cincinnati, Dec. 19.—Provisions dull and heavy.
Pork nominal. Lard—kettle 7}
7gc; sales 1200 tes
steam at 7Jc; buyers at ihe close ottered 7c.
Bulk
Mclîs are quiet ; shoulders at 3} ; clear sides 5} @ 5|c ;
all 12 days in salt ; considerable sales on spot and future
delivery. Bacon steady ; shoulders at 4} @ 5c ;
clear rib sides Xc ; clear sides 8} @ 8}c ; jobbing sales
only. Green Meats quiet ; shoulders at 3 25 @ 3 30 ^
cwt; sales of clear rib delivered at 5 10. Hams at 6}
@ 84c. Live Hogs quiet and weak at 3 60 @3 75;
most of the sales at, 3 65 @3 70.
^Vhiskey»in fair
demand and lower at 89c.

HURRAH FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

AT

>EW

CITY

Presents.

Get them at

COLESWORTHY'S
No,

Exchange Street.

92 and 96

Chromos

Framed.

AND

—

The largest and choicest st^ck in the city, îanging
from 50 cts. to §30. 00. What is more beautiful than
a nice Framen Picture hangiu? gracefully on the
walls ot a quiet aud cosy home! What more appropriate present can ne give another?
*'ull line of PRAttU* C1IBOJIOS, very
beautiful. Also a large stock of

Albums, Bibles,
Stationery, Fancy
Articles aud Toys.
WITH—

in all the Latest

Styles.

Remember 03 & 96 Exchange St.
declS

d2w

Λ

HE4D

OF

SANTA

CLAUS!
a

large stock of

*

Rocking Horses,
Sleds,
Bolls ol all Kinds,
of every description, in large

Variety.

J. A. D Α Υ

,

103 JHIDDLE ST.
Plum

<12w

81.)

1872.

77 middle Street.
All Styles of Swiss and American

Mnsic

Hunry

Raymond's

■

Elegaut Solid

ON

and 2 1-2 P. M., at store No. 92 Middle street,
under St. Julian Hotel, we shall seil to close up the
business of a retail house. Solid Silver Table and Tea
Si>oons, Knives, Forks, Ice Cream Setts, Preserve,
Sugar, Salt and Mustard Spoons, Child's Setts,

Call and

FINGER RINGS,

at 3

exhibition
F.

course

of

twelve lee-

Spoons, Forks, Napkin Rings, Fruit Knives, Pocket
Knives, Cake Baskets, Castors, Butter Dishes. Cards
Receivers, Vases, &c. Also optical goods. All styles

JEg^All

SECOND PARISH

FAIR

&

THK—

HALL.

with great

These works have been prepared
and cannot fail to please.
On Saturday evening there will be

Plush. The above
fore the sale.

be

can

seen on

Monday,

be-

Cottage House, Land and Furniture at Auctiou
FIUDAY, Dec. 27tU, at 11 o'clock, A. M„ will
ONbe soil at public sale, Hou e »:nd Lot. No. 8
We*t Walnut Street. House in good order and con-

tains si* rooms. Lot 75 feet i'rout, 50 feet to rear
line. A desirable location for a mechanic, laboring
man, or for investment. Terms liberal and made
known at saie. The Furniture will be sold immediately after the sftle of House and Land, consisting
ill part of Feather Beds, Sheets, Pillow Cases, Table
Covers, Bedsteads, Pailor aud Comm η Chairs,
Sofa, Secretary, Time Pieces, Centre and Conmu n
Tables, C rpcts, Toilet Table, Light Stand, Chi d's

Carriage, Mirrors, Pictures,
Kitchen Drapery, Ac., Ac.
decld

;

Crockery, Glassware,

BUBOES, Auctioaer.

a. 9.

td

Doors, Blinds,

Weight, Ate.,

Sasli

at

Auction.

"THËMESSIAH !"

FRIDAY, Dec. 27, at 11 o'clock, at Freight
Depot of G. T. Railway, we shall sell for account of A. H. Harris far non-pavmeut of bill, 122
Pieces Sash, 110 Pieces Blinds, 67 Doors, 254 pounds
Chain, 2275 pounds Iron Window Weights.
By order of GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
By ¥. O. BAVLUY 4c CO., Anciiou.r.
dec 20
td

ON

This Grand Oratorio of Handel's will be présente 1
the

J. S. BAILEY A CO.,

CITY

The

goods

By BURGE§ & CO.) Anctionfeai.

care

ever exhibited in the State.
Afternoon admission free. Evening admission to
the Fair and Entertainment—Adults 25 cents, Children 15 cents.
Tickets may be had at Hovt. Fogg & Breed's, Nelson & Co.'s, Ο. M. & E. P. "Brooks' and at the door.
Exhibibious commence at 8 o'clock.

ON"

sball sell 1 fine

By F. O. BAILE¥ & C»., Aaclitnera.
dec20
td

the kind

—

we

Dec.
at 12 M., we nh.ll nil
at
under St. Julian
Hotel, 1 Pailor Suit in Black Wain it and Green
Kept., 1 Parlor Suit in Black Walnut and French

Fancy Zouave Drill

public by

sale,

21th,
ON TUESDAY,
store No. 92 Middle street,

a

Commission Merchants,
7

A

—

—AJiD—

Performers comprise

AUCTIONEERS

a

NO. 2* EXCHANGE STBEfcf.

Grand

Chorus

of

200

Voices,

Next below Merchants'

JOSEPH S. BAILEY,

The Germania Orchestra,
and the following talent

as

Exchange.

OEO. \V. PAKKER.

References— Messrs. H. J. Libby & υο., and Hon
Charles P. KImb.il for I m 1, Me.; Messre. Leonard
& Co., and Lee & Shepard,
apilt

soloists:

Bogton.

Mr». Π. N. WET he: KB EE, Soprano,
xTIrs. IIA BEL· BITRXHAM Soprano,
Hire. FLORA E. BARRY, Contralto,
iVr. 8. THUR9 ΓΟΧ, Tenore,

BONDS.

»
ί Portland City
O's
Rockland
6'»
S
City
Mr. J. L·. SHAW· Bauo,
Bath City
β'*
Pianiwt, Mrs. JULIA N. OOSSE,
C isductor, Ulr, Hermann Kotzechmar.
6's
St. Louis City
Tickets of admission 75 cts., for sale at Hawes &
Leeds & Farmington, (Guaranteed,) β'β
Cragin's, Ira C. St >ckbri lge's. and Abner Lowell's.
Maine Central, Consolidated.
7's
The sale ot reserved seats at $1.00 each, will commence at 1. C. Stockbridgo's on Thursday, Dec. 19.
-7's
j Cook Connty, Illinois,
Doors open at 6} ; Performance commence at ÎJ.
7's
dec!6vitd
Clay Connty, Illinois,
-7'·
Iowa Central, Gold,
SANTA CLAUS.
7.30'e
! Northern Pacific Gold, «
7'e
! West Wisconsin E.U., Gold,
HOLIDAY PRESENTS
Exchange on England, Scotland and Ire·
land.
Cheap as the Cheapest.

Mr. C. Η.

McLELLAIV, Baritone,

j

WEof goods: prepared
arc now

to show

the following line

Gold and Silver Watches, Ladles' Gold Opera Chains,
Neck Chains, Lockets, Charms, Gents' Gold Vqgt
Chains, Amethyst Rings. Seal Kings, Childrens' Gold Kings, Golu 4fer Kings and
Pins, Plated Setts, Gold and Plated
Sleeve Buttons and Studs, Gold
and

Plated

GLASSES,

dira

Notice.
members of the Cumberland County Agricultural Society, are hereby notified that their
annual meeting, for the election of officers, ard the
transaction of any othrr business that irtHy properly
come before them, will be held at the office of Frank
Noyes, Esq., Portland Savings Bank Building, Portland, Tuesday, December 31st, 1872, at 10 o'clock A.

THE

SAMUEL DINGLEY, See'y.

del9d&wtd51
Sebago Lake,
18th,
10 Per Cent. Bunds of Otoe Co., Neb.

nnd

Plated

RECEIVED THIS

Fork and Spoons in sets, Writing
Desks, Work Boxes. Handkerchief and
Glove Boxes in Russia Leather, Cuff and
Collar Boxes. Russia Leather Bags with Belts.
Bracketts, Wall Bracket ts, Ladies' Work Stands,
Checker Boards, Wallets, Pen Knives, fcciseors in
cases, Pearl Card Cases, Opera Glasses. Fino

•

—

—

MUFFS
MUCH

—

decltklt24tli.

The subscriber offers for sale

a large

Books, Cutlery, Games, Dolls
Toys of all kinds suitable

and

L

for Presents.
Also

a

large

stock

UNDER REGULAR PRICES.

assortment of

LADIES

of

Confectionery for Christ£3^~A11

mas '·
offered at low priees.

please caltUnd examine

ΟΙΑ». E. BUTTON,

No.

del2

our

goods.

of which will be

BOTTOIH

312 Congress st. (2d, door from Brown St.)

PRICES !

2w·

BURT'S

Also Kansas and Nebraska Bridge and School
Bonds, and other choice investment securities for sale
at prices that willpny over 12 per cent, on the amowt
THOS. P. ELLIS & CO., Bankers,
invested.
No. 11 Pine Street, New York.
decl7d&wlm w51

Also

III WES & CRAGIN !

Slipncr». A full assortment of Overshoe· for
women and cliildrcn at 33a Mid'H" St.

wiïstteh
—

FOR

boots
—

154 MIDDLE STREET.

·

LADIES

Α..

dec 13

GERIHAN CELT BOTTOM Boot» *n<l

—

(leciedeodSw

BUTLER.
tf

HOLIDAY

GOODS!

great variety, selected from tlie BEST STOCKS
New York, just opended at

in

lor Sale.

LOWELL'S,

discharging
"LINDA STEWAHT··
and in good order.
this port 234 tons
For particulars inquire or
CHAULES H. CHASE & CO.

BARK

Β.

men,

M. G. PALMER.

Vessel

of til

Imo

CONEY

early

UEBBASXA CITY NAT'L BASK.

77 MIDDLE STBEE T.

AS Ό

Boards.
It would be impossible to enumerate our TOY DEPARTMENT. We have a great many new Toys just
to avuiJ the rush. Our Hollow
opened. Call
Plated Ware, which we warrant to be the best qualiclose
at
COST.
shall
ty, we

Value of Property, S15.000.000.

kinds, Music Books, Folios, and Sheet Music
large variety for Sauta Claus to deal out in the

men-

ASTRACHAN

Tivoli

noes.

DAY!

the great variety of articles, too numerous to
tion, is a tine line of

Printing Presses, Conjuror's Tricks, Domi-

*

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

In

Magic Lanterns, Rocking Horses, Tool
Chests, Games, Puzzles, Drums, Bird
Cages, Sleds, Music Boxes,

1872.

HAVE

Ag't,

67 Exrhause St.

HOLIDAY

Napkin King.-. Jet Jewelry, Children's Plated Knife,

prices

(near Post Office.)

E. WOO»,

Sept 5-dtfis

GOODS!

Goods for the Holidays !

selling

I WM.

Bracelets, Jet
Gold Thimbles,

C. H. LAMSON'S,
NO. 77 MIDDLE STREET,

del2

!

by four members of the Portland Cadets. Tide Drill
will comprise nearly all the movements of the Boston
Champion Zouave, and is said to surpass anything of

ta the

after above

Fine Parlor Suits at Auction.

The Ladies and Gentlemen ot the 2d Parish haying
comulcted their arrangement* will hold a FAIR at
the City Hall on the 20th aiid 21st inst., during the
afternoon and evening of each day. A large variety
of useful and Fancy Articles have been prepared ^and
visitors will have a goori opportunity to purchase
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS for their children and
friends.
ICE CRAKAM and a variety of other Refreshments for sale. Also, Flowers, &c.
In connection with the Fair there will bo on each
evening a Pleasing En teriainment.
On Friday evening, 20th ihst., will be presented the
amusing exhibition of

91 Îxcliauge Street.
CtlAKLGS DAY, JR., & CO.

Holidays at

Immediately

Double Sleigh. built by J. M. KimbaJl & Co., co
$225; 1 Double Sleivh, eity built; 5 single Sleighs; 2
second-hand Sleighs, S new Harnesses, 4È<\
doc20
td

FESTIVAL·!

CITY

speed.

iaformatiou, enquire of C. P. MATTOCKS, Assignee, at 87 1-2 Middle Street, or of
F. O. BAKLK1 êc CO., Aactionecr·.
For further

tf

Glasses. Steriescopes, Microscopes, SpecMagnifying
at lowest
at
&q. All

a

and shows

·

dol2

Dec. 20th.

ON

HALL!

Dances will be taught.

Friday,

O. BAILEY Λε CO., Auctioneer*.
decl7—td

Assignees Sale of Fine Colts at
Auction.
MONDAY, Doc. 23d, at 12 M.. in Market
Square, we shall sell by order of C. P. Mattscks,
Assignee of N. W. Lowe and N. W. Lowe & Soil.
One Colt, said to be four years old·
sired
weight 900 pounds,
by
Brandy, well broke and a good
driver. One Colt, said to be five
years old, weighing 1IOO pounds,
sired by Black Hawk, well broke,

!

o'clock. P. M.
the fashionable

Patand

Forks, Silver Cups, Soup and Cream Ladles. Cake
Knives, Thimbles, &c., together with Plated Forks,
Table and Teaspoons, Pie Forks, &c. Every article
will be sold without reserve and guaranteed as represented whether c> in, sterling, silver or plated. On

5t

Dancing Academy

Terms, Turee dollars for the

80 US.

Silver & Silver Plated Ware

of

Spoons, Fruit Knive*, 'thirty
Napkin Rings, Card Cases. Fish Knives

terns

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON,
DEC. 18th,

in great variety, Plain, Cbascd, Carved and Seal.

—

Silver and Plated
Ware at Auction,
SATURDAY, Dec. 21et, at 11 o'clock, A. M.

PicKlo Forks and

Col. A. W. Bradbury,
Lieut. C. J. PenneUj
Dr. S. C. Gordon,
II. W. Gage,
John E. Dow,
L. H. Varney,

ver

line selection of

BY THE

ON

Bracelets,
Silver Thimbles, Gen•
tlemen's Gold
Pins,· Silver
Fruit
Kniv.s, Sil-

JEWELRY,
Sets Bracelets, Sleeve Buttons, Studs, &c.

GUARANTEED

td

SATURDAY, Dec 21»t, at 10 a. m.. we «hall
sell at Knight's saloon on Union St., 1 counter,
saloon and other tables, candy jar-, water tanks,
tobacce case, window curtains, dining room chairs,
scales, glass and crockery waie, cutlet y, silver platea
ware. Mott's patent cooking range, oyster ranges, refrigerator, coj>per hot water tank, gas fixtures, &c.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
dec 16
td

MR. J. W. RAYMOXD. will commence a
class for the instruction of Jnvenilesiu the
accomplishment of Dancing on

'/if,

A—til·!if.

Suloou Furniture and Fixtures at
Auction.

HALL

X. AN CASTEE

#

dec20

li:VE.\lLE CLASS.

CHAINS,

Dec.

By F. O. BAILEY A CO

Gen. Sam'l. J. Anderson,

Cleaves,

B.

de20

Julian Hotel, Bronze Din-

Street, under St.

ing Room Ornaments, Fancy Boxes, Writing Desks,
Bohemian Glass Wave, Fancy Cases, Pocket Cutlery. Toys, an general assortment of Fancy Goods.

COMMITTEE OF AEANGEMESTS:

Sewall C. Strout,
Cant. Geo. W. Parker,
Nathan Cleaves,
Col. JohnC. Cobb,
Chas. F. Libby;
S. F. Merrill,

Lockets, Charme, Seals, &c.} Gold and Gold plated

decl3

we

Chandler's Band.

bv

at Auction.

Fit I DAY ami SATURDAY, Dec. 20th and
ON21st,
at 7 1-2 o'clock,
shall sell at store 92
Mi>ld!e

Refreshments sarved at "Webster's an.l Saunders.

Gold Vest, Opera, Leontine and Neck

tacles,

Holiday Cioode

and the fol-

WEDNESDAY Eve. Dec. 20th,

WATCHES,

OPERA

F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer·.
dec19
td

FOlt SALE BT

CHRISTMAS

see our

we

onpo. Boston-Depot. At same time the Horses,
Carts, Sle ls, &c-, belonging to E. Scammon, consisting of tlireo large w. rk Horses, two «(légers, two
Platform Carts, two Sled», three Harnesses, Hay
Cutter, &c. Sale positive, as the owner is leaving
the business.

Grand Christmas Ball

FLUENT

Drays,

FRIDAY, Dec. 20th, at 11 o'clock, A. M..
ONshall
sell the two-story Stable, next to Walker

MONDAT EVENING, DEC. 30,

largest stocks to be found in the city, consisting of
Ladies' Work Baskets,
Writing: Desks.
Ilaudk'f aud Glove boxes,
Nice Porte-Monies,
Work Stands,
Children's Chairs
(both Bocks and High)

FOR

costume,

Horses, Jiggers,
Sleds, at Auction

House,

Mrs. Caroline Richings Bernard.
LEONORA,
Miss Allies Palmer.
MANRICO,
Mr. Pierre Bernard.
COUNT DI LUNI
Mr. H. H. Stewards^.
Admission* Afternoon at 2.30—50 and 75 cents.
Evening at 8—50, 75 cent and $ 1.00.
Seats secured
at Box Oifice on and after Dec. 19th, from 10 a. m. to
2 p. m,
decl9-20-21-23-24-25

One of the

(Oppo. head

Stable,

—AT—

FOB THE COMING HOLIDAYS!

del2

we

au

beautiful shells together with a lot oi Fancy
Boxes. Writing Desks. &e.
Κ Ο. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer·.
declT
td

AZUCENA,

FANCY GOODS and TOYS

Toys

shall sell
FR1DAV, Dec. 20, atJi o'clock,
ONand
at store, 9 J JIi«ldle Slreel,
^asonment of

rare

Concert. Part II. The
Martha, (In costume.)
PART III. The Evening's Entertainment to conclude with the Fourth Act of Grand Opera by Verdi,
in

to

J^t

Part I. Miscellaneous
second act of the Opera of

—

Just received from importers,

the estate of George J. Ordway, deH. M. BEARCK, Admlnisirator.
F. O. BAILEY dc CO., Auctioneer».
declJ

belonging

Shells of the Ocean al Auction.

CAKOLI.KB KICHIKICH BEBiKAltD,
The Gifted Prima Donna.
Î1I88 AONfiM PAL.TIF.K,
The Great European Contralto.
ÛIR. PIERRK BERNARD,
The Favorite Tenor.
JIB. H. STKWARD^ON,
The Popular Baritone.
MR. FRANK OILDBR.
The Eminent Pianist.

TROVATORE,
lowing splendid cast ;

a t

Co. I «hïll «ell

ceased.

HAYDN ASSOCIATION

QUARTERS
—

j

Mrs. Jarley's Wax Works.

Ε \ GKAVI HT G S.

Jewelry

!

M USIC HALL·. L)ec725tl^
CHRISTMAS AFTERNOON & SIGHT.
The Richingfs' Concert and Opera.

—

—TOGETHER

HALL·

Music by CHANDLER'S FULL BAND.
Floor tickets §1.00; Gallery 25 cts. Band Concert
u< 1 M arch
8J.
8}.
declS-11W

entitled IL

Bailey &

Furniture, Carpets, Beds, Bedding
Crockery, Glass Ware, Stores,
&c.,

On Christinas Eve, Dec. 24th.

1

Sale.
20th, at 10 o'clock A. M.,

FRIDAY. Dec,
ONsalesroom
uf F. O.

GRAND PROMENADE CONCERT

—AT

Presents !

on

Administrator*'

Blues,

—WILL GIVE A—

were
mer

112J

Paintings

Painting· and Frame* sold together.
Ν. B.—Catalogues ma ν l>e had at the stores.
iil.O. W. IMltKEK, Auctioneer.
declGdtl

ITlouey TEnrkM.
New Youk, Dec. 19—Morninn.—Gold at 111}.—
Money at 7 per cent. Sterling Exchange 109 Q 110}.

the centre of interest and very active; the foradvanced from 53} to 57J. closing at 57}. The
advance was based on a settlement of the company's
suit wi*h Gould. Fluctuations were wide and frequent. Pacific opened at 81}, advanced to 82}, but
finally declined to 76}. On other stocks there was an
advance of } @ 1 per cent., which was partly lost late
in the day. The market closed quiet.
The following were the quotations of Government
securities:
Uidted States coupou 6's, 1881
1173
United States5-20*8 1862
112}
United States 5-20's* 1864
112*
United States 5-20's 1865, oM
112*
United States 5-20's 1865, new
115
United States 5-20's 1867
116}
United States 5-20's If68
116
United States 5's. now
11
United States HMO's*coupon
....lo9#
Currency 6's
The; following were the closing quotations 01

Oil

22 EXCHANGE STREET,

ATSTORE.NO.

lfork Stock an«l

steady.

European

THCRMDAY AND I'KIDAV, December 19th and 20tb. Sale to commence at 24 and 7 p.
m., each day. In this collection may be tound pictures in'
great variety, such as Landscope, Cattle,
Figure, Fruit and Flower Pieces, the whole, It is believed. forming one of the Beet collections, as well as
most pie sing varie! ies ever offered for sale In this city ;
besides affording all in want of good pictures, an opportunity to purchase, never before offered. The store
will be open for free exhibition, on;TUESDAY MORNING, Dec. 17th. both day and evening, until the time
of sale.

Îress

Stocks firm. State stocks dull and
New York. Dec. Vd—Evening.—Money

SALE

—

I,. Α.. TOLMAN. ot Boston.

department for the sale of Vegetables, kindly furnished by friends from the
this evenings cuicrtainmeut will consist ot a county,
Tableaux and

or

To settle the ostato of the late

to commence at 7 1-2 o'clock.
Tickets 25 cents or3live tor $1.00, tor Sale at Colesworthy's, Exchange Street, C has. Custis* & Co., CouStreet, Isaac Knight's, Cor. of Middle and Inia St*., \V. H. Sargent's, Cor. of Cumberland and
Smith Sts. and at the door.
dciatf

ESoaton Stock Li«t.

_

|

and

(.Sale* at the Broker's Board, Dec. 10.1
Boston and Maine Railroad

Europe.

Prop-

Railroad»

Grand T&ûnk Railway—9 cars sundries, 3 do
potatoes, 1 do Boston freight, 2 do headings, 1 do
pork, 1 do shingles, 6 do iron, 27 do steamship freight,
14 do St John do, 7 do Halifax do, 25 do lumber, 1 do
hay, 2 do bark, 2 do flour.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

now

register

deciedlf

ft

at

301

Congress Street.

Call early for Oral choice.

decl4tl3w

in

»

MISCELL ΑΝΕΝ Ο U&

POETRY.
Unexpressed.

Love
BT

|

Orer all

the world wo go, an army marching
With lis ening ears,
£ach longing, sighing, for the heavenly music
He never hears;
Each longing, sighing,,for a word of comfort,
A word of tender praise,
A word of love, tu cheer the endless journey
Of earth's hard, busy days.

through

They love us, and

1MEKICA,
KXGLASilf,
ANDJ

know it; this suffices]

we

FRANCE.

For reason's share.
pause to give that love expression
With gentle care?
should they pause? But still our hearts are

now

OF

Have been

a horror of those black emithe face called mol*·. Even homely men dislike them, but there they ordinarily
rjuiain as guides in giving a description of an
applicant for a passport.
on

a thickening of the epidermis, or
skin, probably induced by an obstruction

A mole is

in the outward ends of a cluster of sudorific
ducts or sweat-tubes. To be clear of theni
readily. ru a fine needle through »ne of them
from one side to the other.
jUjt an assistant take hold of both ends of
the needle and pull so as to make a neck of
It is neither painful
clear skiu at the base.
uor difficult, and attended with hardly a tinge
of blood. Next ligate that neck behind the
out-dragged mole with a delicate, strong, waxed silk thread, that cut· off the circulation;
clip away the unused thread and await the reÀ slight local inflammation ensues,
sult.
which is the gluing together of the new surface of the stretched skin.
In a few days the old offonse drops off, deprived of nutrition, leaving no scar. If a little reddish by means of a subsiding inflammation, wash the spot occasionally with cold
water.
Proceed to the next, and the next, seriatim. Before aware of it, any mole-disfigured face'may become as good as new.

•onceded to be

We eall espeeial attention to

which are, in every particular, the finest instruments
of their class manufactured, and second only to the
Grand Piano, for which they are a good substitute.
Every Piano warranted for live years.

BAILEY & MOVES, Agents.
PORTLAND, ME.
Dissolution of

nership business.
Portland,

dec 14

hours,

two

Gout and Rheumatism,
and cured in a few days,

celebrated Knglian Medicine,

Blair's Gout and Rheumatic Pills.
They require neither attention or confinement of
any kin 1 and are certain to prevent the disease attacking any vital parte.

in

our

bring

Soft,

ALL DESIBE

North

IT,

ALL

eodlyi

JOUVEN'8
INODOROUS

NORTON MILLS CO.,
Lumber Manufactures,
Norton Mills and Island Pond, Vt.
Island Pond, Sept. 5,1872.
de7tf

Coasting

Cleaner

1. C. WELLS & CO., New York,
Wholesale Agents.

no20

a

BARBOUR,

large assortment of

AND

—

—

Rubber Boots & Shoes,
8 EXCHANGE ST.
nov36

tFebl

Patent Weather

Strip

found at

LIBBY'S FURNITURE STORE
Corner of Federal and Market St».,
and a good mau to apply them.
nov26

THE

BY M. V. B. STIMSON.
Is a pass book designed for the use of all classes of
dealers in every department of trade, and is an invaluable medium for encouraging cash payments for
As an economical measure it has no equal in the
interest of both buyer aud seller. Its adoption will
save 20 per cent in the cost of living.
Price $1.20 per dozen. Sent post-paid in packages
of any number, to any part of the United States or
British Provinces on receipt of order with price inclosed. Full particulars on application. Sample
copies bv mail post-pai I for 10 cents.
H. A. itlcK£lVNE¥ A CO., Publisher·,
129 Middle St.. Portland, Me.
»ep2iJ-d»&wtf

.A. NEW C -A. R IP 3D Τ
The Great Wonder.—The New England Carpet
Co., established over a quarter of a oentury ago, having expendod much time, talent and money, to produce a stylish and durable carpet at a low price, after years of experimenting with the best artizens.
have brought out a carpet which they have named
and will be known as OEBMAN ΤΑΡΒ8ΤΒΪ
oeing exact imitation of Solid Brussels, the first
thousand pieces of which in order to introduce them
will be sold for 37J cents per yard.—Samples sent by
mail in receipt of 10 cents, or 5 different patterns 50
NEW ENGLANB

CARPET CO.,
373 Washington Street, Beaten, mass.
*
decl3
d4w

PINE LUMBER!

IMPROVED HOWE
and all other First Class

OF ALL KINDS
furnished by the cargo, at short notice, at lowest
prices.
—

BY

Argus Copy.

Com'l Street.
ée9eodlm

Sleighs

Style, Finish

_"or Sale at
"ft

bought in

the

and

ten

Nov, 21et, 1872.
Valuable

and

s«pl0'72

Durability

are

not

surpassed be

choaper than

can

be

JOHN ADAMS, Sacearappa.
nov22eocLim*

Property

for Sale at
Hall Price.
CABINET Shop, 24 χ 54 ieet, two stories
high,
with all kiu !s of
machinery for manufacturing
Cabinet Furniture, situated cη

A

Moose Brook, jn Denmark, Me., four miles from P. & Lgdenaburg R. K.
Good dam «ith a light
oua~ inehos of
water with average head of 7 feet.
Building nd machinery only 3 year» in use. Lumber plenty and
in the
The subscriber being obliged
cheap
vicinity.
%o sell on aocouut
of poor health.
EDGAR O. TVATSON.
Denmark, Nov. 22,1872.
nov25eod4w·

Cumberland National
ol" Portland.

subscriber would respectfully announce that
be is already organized in another Mill and
ready to fill all orders for Bar Mills Oak as promptly
as before the fire.

THE

Carriages,

Bank

notified
T^.?'.<ï!,?,<?der'°f '•""'bank thehereby
election of Di
itn™ Λ "ï*1 Meefinsi«r
an.l the transection of
>ι'»Γ
^thereD8ul»R
th('n
before tbem,
will hi lwldÎ th£ î£ "!".y
bank,ng

Casco National Bank.
Annual meeting of the stockholders of th·

THE
Casco National Bauk of Portland for the
Directors and the

«hoice
transaction of such other business as may legally come before
them, will be held ai
their Banking House on TUESDAY, the fourteenth
day of January, 1873. at 10 o'clock a. m.
WM, A. WINSRIP, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 13,1872.
decl4dtd
of

The National Traders Bank.
Shareholders of The National Traders
THofE Portland,
hereby notified that their
al
will
are

Portland,

Γ

Tb

e0,ne
foom
n

January, 187.'!, nt
Portland, Dee. 13th, m2M

3

TUESDAY,

o'clock p.m.

1βΓ·

Vaccination in the Public
Schools·
are
being perfected by the

PREPARATIONS

School Ominittee to have all children
attend ng
the public Schools, vaccinated at an
early day, by the
aity Physician, unie»» they otherwise
procure the
but
and
•aine;
parents
guardians may if they
prefer
employ their own familv physician.
Failure to comply will the above will
under
law, exclude children from the puWic school».
del*

ANNUAL MEETING.
Stoe'iholJor. of the Occan Insurance Company ar î hereby notified w> meet at the oiuce or
said Company on
MONDAY, the 6th day of January,
lS'.S, at 3 o'clock in the
afternoon, for the purpose 01
choosing seven Directors
f>r the ensuing year, and
tor the transaction of
other business which may
any
then <>e
legally actad unon.
ëaclfrUw
GEO. A.WRIGHT,

THE

Secretary.

A.

ARTISTS' MATERIALS.
A.
WALKER, IMPORTER,
127 Tremoiit

Street, Boston.

Material» of the beet
quality f >r Oil and Water
Calor Painting,
Drawing, Wax fluwer malting,
Dcealcomalne, &c.

HOLIDAY

decl3

PRESENTS.

4w

EDWAKD GOULD, Cashier.

13th,

1872,

lmo

THE
ion of

seven Directors, and for the transaction of
such other business that may legally comc before
hera, will be held at their Bankiug House, on Tumlav t.he 14th, day of January 1873, at 11 o,clo«k

».

B.

C. SOMERBY, Cashier.

Horse and Sleigh for Sale
FINE driving, well broke and stylish
old COLT, with Sleigh, Harness and
ale at a bargain. Apuly at

4

four year
Xobes for

Worthless imitations are on the market, but
only scientific preparation of Carbolic Acid tor
when chemically combined with
othei weU known remedies, as in these tablets, and
all parties are cautioned against
using any other.
In all cnseM of irritation of the mucous membrane these tablets should be finely used, their
cleansing and hea ing properties are astonishing.
Be warned, never neglect a cold, it is
easily
cured in its incipient state, when it becomes chronic
the cnre is exceedingly
difficult, use Wells' Carbolic
Tablets as a specific.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St,· New York,
•
Sole Agent for United States.
Price 26 cents a box
Send for circular.
dec2-4wf

TVOTICE

Ef#. ΙΟ Ploni Strw.1.

Notice.

is hereby Riven that the Atlantic & St.
L®wr«n«e Railroad Company will apply to the
ft lu next Mission la Janua τ
iJra
Ix1*"5 ;,f
s'*'lor
of oapital sto«k.
For order of the DirMtws.
nocrn^w
p. K. BARRETT, Clerk

l'or Sale.
MKDXCAL PRACTICE in a small vII]a<k>
A. cation about twenty mllesfrora
Portland'
Office and
ome about $1500.
fixtures navbt
Address 1>. J.
ilre<l if esir»d.
LARRAR^TC
8 Middle St., Portland.
A

*_

ιΓ
sîl
κ!5

d'&HwA

A Fine Bnsiness Opening
a yonng or middle aged man of
unexceptionable character. Expericowdacemintantand one
liaaatuid dollars capital.
InyestitfatiMi is invited.

FOlt

LiUcc» B« |»15 Portland Me.

nor

octavefir8t

$973,211

uwjitf

84

Stocks,

*

*

$!4.>*>6.ftl2 37

interest on the outstanding certificates of proiits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
égal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
The outstanding certificates of the issue of 1868, will be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their
égal representatives, on aud after Tuesday the Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereon
Bvill cease. The certificates to be produced at the time of payment, aud cancelled. Upon certificates which
were issued (in red scrip) iorgcfld premiums; such
payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
A <livi«l<n<l of ForlyPer Cent, is declarafon the net earned premiums of the Company, for the
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which certificates will be issued on and after Tuesday the Seeond oi
next.

Worth

County, Book 379, page 377, mortgaged to me the following described real estate, viz :
A piece of land situated in said Falmouth, bounded
as follows : Beginning at the most southeast ooroer
of land formerly of Samuel Hicks on the old road
leading to Piscataqua Mills, thence by said road
southerly to land formerly of Peter Lunt, thence west
by said Lunt's land aboi^t eighty-live rods to the new
county road, thence north seven and one-half degrees east on said county road to said Hick's land,
thence north eiehty-slx and one-haif degrees east by
said Ilick's lana to the first mentioned bounds con-

WITH THE RIGHT COMPANY

THE
Mutual Life Insurance Co
OF NEW YORK.

twenty-five acres more or less.
$56,000,000 taining
Also another piece of land in said Falmouth

Cash Assets,
Policy No.

421

on

life of

the

CYRUS W. FIELD
by this Company in 1843, (not by
EQUITABLE COMPANY as advertised by
Agent) and now stands as follows, viz :

the
its

Amount of Policy,
l>iv.'e added to Dec.

OO
Ο»

was

issued

$10,000
10,015

1879

$90,615 09

Total,

Premiums paid iu 28 years,
95,749 OO
Should this Policy now become a claim, hi« heirs
would realize upon this investment nearly $2500.00
more than 7
per cent, compound interest for all
the money

paid to

Company.

the

Kesulfc of Policy No. 14,47υ

of the

the life

on

late

HORACE GREET,EY
issued April, 1855.
Amount of Policy,
Dividends added thereto,

$8.000 Οβ

6,108

33

914,108 39

Total,

The trustees have decided to issue Policies for th«
sum
$30,000 on approved lives and liereaftei
to discontinue the tone of TONTINE POLICIES
this plan having proved unsatisfactory.
Old Policy-holders and all other» desiring Life Insurance or any information on the subject are requested to call at my office for documents which we cheer-

fully furnish.

W. ».

the buildings thereon bounded as follows:
Easterly
by the new county road leading from Gray to Portland and land of John C. Newcomb and land of one
Marston, northerly and wester,y by land of said
Libby and southerly by land of said Marston and land
ot said Newcomb containing twenty acres more or
less—said two pieces of land being the same
conveyed
to said Libby by Lorenzo Cre«sey by deed dated Dec.
36th, 1870 and recorded in said Reglstiy Book 383,
paee 53.

Also a certain piece of land situated in said FpImoutli bounded and described as follows, viz : Westerly liy the west branch of the Piscataqua river,
northerly by land now or îormerly owned by Albion
W. Hieks and John West, easterly by the
county road
leading to Portland and southerly by a lot of land
moitgaged by Isaac Huston to A. W, Cogswell and
land formerly owned by Lorenzo
Creseey, containing
acres more or less being the same C( neighty-five
veyed to said Libby by Nathan L. Huston and Asa B.
Huston by deed dated Sept. 28th, 1865 recorded in
•aid Registry Book 338, ι age 194.
Also a certain piece of land in said Falmouth
bounded as follows: Commencing on the Westerly
side of the Piscataqua river at the Northeasterly corner of land formerly owned
by A. W. Cogswell,
thence North eighty-live degrees West
twenty-seven
rods and four links to land
formerly of Jeremiah
Hall, to a stake, thence North two degrees East
eighty-six rods to a stake, thence North seventy-eight
degrees East eight rods to a stake, thence South
sixty-seven and one-half degrees East five rods and
seventeen links to the abovo named river, thence by
said river in a southerly course to the bounds
begun
at containing fifteen acres and
thirty-five square
rods being the same conveyed to said Libby
by
H.
William
Jerris by deed daled Aug. 27th 1867 recorded in said Registry Book 354, page 5t>2.
That the condition of said mortgage is broken by
reason whereof I claim a foreclosure of the same.
HENRY PENNELL.
Dec. 11th 1872.
decl3dlaw3w

Gen'l Agent for Haine & New Hampshire.

491-'2

dec!3

dtf

$50
Ύ

will send

a

PER week to Agents, Male

To all who will write for
"
Wonder of
copy of that

or

Not

Agency
Wonders,"

an

At the Old

An

important enterprise, designated

the

to

THE

A

DR. LIVINGSTONE IN AFRICA-His Adventures-THE STANLEY-LJVINGSTONE EXPEDITION to Africa. Large octavo volume just issued.
Contains Incidents of the Wonderful Career of the
Great Traveller, the Country. Animals, Natives,
Huuting, &c. Full Account of this inoet interesting part of the Globe. Outfit sent for$1. Adirés UNION PUBLISHING CO.,
111.;
Philadelphia, Pa. ; or Springfield, Mass.Chicago,
dec3-4wt

777

AGENTS

WANTED.

For most Important Book ever Published
"Every
Dorse Owner's Cyclopedia." New Horse
biszase and all others of which the horse is
subject,
fully explained with sucsessful treatment, every j
horse owner should buy it. Also New
Maps of
U. S. and World, Ν. E. Township, and
Charts,
Threads and Pictnres, Largest Assortment
for
Agents in New Eng and. Apply at once for terms to
D. L. GUERNSEY,
Publisher, Concord, Ν. H.

Cheap Farms !

Free Homes !

On the line of the UNION PACIFIC KAILROA D
13,000,000 acres of the beat Farming and mineral
Lands in America.
3,000.000 Acres in Nebraska, in the Platte
Valley, now for sale.

Mild Climate,
'or Grain
my In the

Fertile Soil,

and Stock
growing
Raising unsurpassed
United States.

by

Cheaper in Price, more favorable terms
given,
md more convenient to market than can
be found
;lse where.
Free Homesteads for Ac tna 1 Settlers.
The best location for Col >nies—soldiers entitled
t·
Homestead of 1 βΟ Acres.
Send for the new Descriptive
with new
Pamphlet,
naps, published^n English,
German, Swedish and
Danish*,
ish, mailed free everywhere.
every*'here.
Address,
0. F. DAVIS,
Laud Com'r U. P. R. R.
Co., Omaha, Neb.
de!7

φ agents from $75 to $250 pei month and expenses,
vf.or a commission irora which twice that amount can
®vi>o made. Address Secomb & Co.,
Boston, Mass.;
^5 Pittsburg, Pa. Chicago, III., or St.
Louis, Mo.
del7
t4w

£ ameng

•f\

classes. Old people, tbe middleV aged, those who are .just
entering life, and
of
both
youth
*g
sexes-buy and read with the
greatest profit.

^

*

-tar
w*

al It is meeting with the greatest success ;
Mand4here's MONfiY IIV IT.
Send for our circulars,etc., which are sent
^

Z,

to

m

all

MY JOLLY FRIESD'S SECRET
D10 LEWIS' last and best book,

free. G*co. MAcLean, Boston. del7t4w

The great, discovery for the relief of pain and a sure
n<l immediate cure for Rheumatism—Chronic and
.cute, Sprains, Sore Throat, Bruises. Chilblains,Pain
Chest, Back or Limbs, Crouo, Stiff Joints, Strains
iflammat ion,Neuralgia, Burns and Scalds, Bunions,
rosted Feet, Catarrh, &c. It has a pleasant and
3freshing odor and will not grease or st in the most
elicate fabric, which makes it a luxury in every
amily. Price 25 cents per B»ttle. For sale by all
ruggists. REUBEN HOYT, Prop., 203 Greenwich
decllt4w
t., Ν. Y.
OENT» WANTED. ACT AT ONCE. Tbere
a PILE of money in it. The people
everyrhere are EAGER to buy the authentic his»ry of

jIvingstone's „rrv.
id THRILLING AD ΙΈ IV TURK S during
! years in
AFBIt'A, with account of the Staujy Expédition. Over OOO pages, only &I.50.
selling beyond parallel. CAUTION. Beware of inrior works. This is the only
complete and reliable
ork. Send for circulars, and see
proof and great
loccHg agents are
HUBBARD
having.
BROS., Pnbther·, Boston, Maw.
d««Ut4 »

Fairbanks & Co.,
3111

BROADWAY NEW YORK.

nol6

dGw

W. P.

HASTINGS,
ORGANS
—AND—

MELODEOKS

BY

MANUFACTORY &
ROOM,

AMOS WEBSTER,

EXCHANGE

Boston,

ST.

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New
England and State Fair» in
IMS.

OFFICE:

No. 50 School St.,

SALES-

144 1-2

50 Cents Discount

when paid in Advance.

Mass.

All luetrumenti Warranted.

FIRST CLASS

A

Price lists sent by mail.

$6.00 CHROMO,
—The Best ever offered by any Paper,—
Given to every new subscriber
a
eub-

paying

de7

Will sell to be paid lor in Installments.

year's

also have the Agency for this State ior the

scription in Advance.

»

AGENTS WANTED.

CELEBRATED

2w

McPhail

CONVERTIBLE

MIDLAND

Pianos,

s

The leading insti tiiient manutactured in the United
States.

Remember 111 1-2 Exchange St.

BONDS.

dc20

A 7 per cent,
mortgage bond for sale on one
of the great roads
running; from New York City—on
the third largest road in New York State. The
most
desirable bond of all the Midland issues. aôording tbe
largest income and promising the greatest proiit.
Price, 85 and interest
We believe them one of the safest and most
profitble iuvestments offered in this market for
years.

eodlv
THE

Cheapest Security Now Offered.
FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS
—OF ΤΠΚ

—

Northwestern
Southeastern R. R.

BANKERS,

Bearing interest at 7 per cent, in Gold Coin, "of or
equal to the present standard."
Coupons payable in New York, London, or Frank-

W PINE ST.
New York.

uiio

Registered

Municipal

Mam,

Farmers' Loan and
and July.
This road is now

City and County Bonds
MISSOURI
der the laws passed at last sessionregistered
the Legisun

or

50 Exchange Place, X. Y.
ileoil&wiw
w51

declo

MUSIC BOOKS FOR THE HOLIDAYS !

Middle St.. Up Stairs.

of Mendelssohn [$1.751.

arriving at this port, having sickness
ALLof vessie
any kind
board, will report the
without

These records of the

same

are

delay to the undersigned, and wait for orders
before hauling to the wharf.
BENJ· W. JONES, Harbor Master,

ceeding.

Moore's Encyclopedist of Manic
ta ns "all that is worth
about

Street.

declldlm

knowing"

musical people.

age nt selling
HORACE GREELEY & FAMILY
V fine engraving, 22x28 in., sent
by mail for $1.00
We also mail Button hole & Sewing
Machine Thread
Gutters,

|

con-

music and

OEM*OF STRAUSS. 250 Urge pages, fu
of the best Strauss Music. B'ds $2.50;
CI. $3.00.

OEMS OF «ERMAN SONG. 212
nages
The very best German Songs with Gorman and EnWords. $2 50 in Boards; $3.00 iu
Cloth; $4.00

Broadway, v. γ.

4lOTCN"TS,

now

is your

t4w

on

the

iartford, Conn.

subject that tells the whole

humbugged

OUTFITS FREE !
Agent* Wanted Everywhere for

GUIDE,

best, opportunity now offered
to agents
for a live book. Every Mother
needs anil
jants it. It soils rapidly. Experienced
canvassers
•ronounee it the beet, selling book In the
market,
end for circulars and see our extra
liberal terms.
LddressCoXTISESTAL PUBLISHING Co., 4 Bond
St.,
I. V. City.
ο eauvass

|

dci.Ht4vr

AGENTS WANTED for

IÎOSTON AN?rs Destruction

history of this renowned city, from its earliest set|
lenient to the present time. Sample copies bv
man
D cts.
WM. FLINT & CO., Springfield, Mass.
|
t4w

hereby given that the subscriber has
duly appointed Executor of the Will of
ELIZA C. MORRISON, late of Portland,
fei the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and has taken
upon himseli that trust by giving bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate
of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same
;

NOTICE

decl4t4w

A. M.

P. M.

and all pereons indebted to said estate
on to make payment to

are

called up-

ANDREW JACKSON, Executor.

Portland, Dec. 3,1872.

dec6F3w*

Sale·

STORE

Commercial Street.

Piano for Sale·
first-class,
terms.
NEW,

eep281/

7 oetave

„.THE SUPERIOR SEA-GOING

FOREST

ATLANTIC WHARF, Portland,

I*amplxlcts Free.

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
AT 7 O'CLOCK -p. 31.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 5 P. M. Fare $1.50. Freight taken

SETH YV. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors,

TRAINS.

ARRANGEMENT.

low rates.

Calai»*

etations at 5.00 P. M.
»
From Montreal, Quebec, Island Pond, Gorham
and Sout h Paris at 2,50 P. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A. M,
Pullman Palace Drawing Room and Sleeping Cars
are attached to t he Mail Trains between Portland and

Montreal.
Express trains run through to Montreal without
change of cars at Island Pond.
The Company are not responsible for baggage te
any amount exceeding §50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
O. J. RRYDGES,
Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Juno 20 1872.
jnn21tf

Piano for sale
M.

and

81.

Digby,

John.

wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY and
URSDAY, at 6 P. M. for Eastport and St. John,
ctnrning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
same day.
Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Frederick ton,
Shediac, Amherst, Charlottetown, P. Ε. I., and Sum-

merside. P. Ε. I.
griT"Freight received
o'clock P. M.
sep23-t30 then old

Winter Arrangement·

Passenger trains Kkve Portland
Ifor Rochester and intermediate etations
'at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with
Great
Fall s and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M. and 1» M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down train on
Portsmouth, Great Falls and Conway Railroads, and
the 12 o'clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
at 7.30 and 8.30, A. M., via Boston & Maine, and at
8.30 A. A, Via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Sfeco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at δ.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows :
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny
Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro' for Limerick,
ParNewfield,
sonsliçld and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

urdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro'for Limerick,
Parsonefleld,
daily.
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

ington. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston for St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jett'erson and Whltefield, Mondays,
*
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Wa.doboro' for North
WaldoDor·', Washington,
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Peiuaquid. daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at low rates.
Jy20dtf
C. A. COOMBS. Suu't.

WEST!
on each

Ticket

\o

Insurance

►

one

Chicago, Saginavr,

West, Northwest and Southwest !
ΤΠΕ GRAND TRUNK is iu splendid running conion, is fully supplied with first-class rolling stock,
including the

di«

CELEBRATED PULLMAN PALACE CAR,
and is making the best connections and quickest
time of any route from Bangor,
Baggage checked from Bangor to Chicago, and not

subject to Custom Uouse examinai on.
For full particulars enquire at Railway Station
er any of the Companies agents in New
Engl nd.
D. H. BLANCHARD, oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress St., Portland Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
aug28-tf
Bangor, Me.

PROCURE TICKETS

Freight
by connecting lines
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
70

Loue Wharf,

Bouton.

Steamships of this Liuesail

F. A.

IEAVITT»

Yacht & Boat Sails,

Awning's, Yerandahs,

(TENTS

A!*»

FLAGS.

Q3T Canvas Signs, Flags and
--nine Borders made and
tered in the best manner.

j^-Wagwn, Box and Boat
Covers, Canvass

S3F~Tcnta

Steamships :—

William Lawrence," Capt. W. A. Hallett
William Crane" Capt. Solomon Howes.
"George Appold," Capt. Winslow Loretand.
··

"Blaclcstone,"
Capt. Geo. H. Hallett.
"
William Kennedy," Capt, Henry D. Foster.
%iMcClellan"Capt. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg a
Richmondj by river or rail; and by the Va. & Ten
Air Line to all points in
Virginia, Tennessee, Al
bama and Georgia ; and over the Seaboard and Ro

R. R. to all points in North and South Care'ino
the Bait. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and

noke

by

places West.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger accommocations.
Fare includiug Berth and Meals to Norfolk $15.00
ime 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time 65 hours.
For further information appl7 to
E.
Agent.

&c

Allan

THE

easy

G. PALMER"

Jj.nl

73

PRINTING
office.

JOB

neatly

at

tht*

a new

en

cause»,conséquences and treatment of diseases <1 the
reproductive system, with remarks on marring rud
the various causes of the toss of manhood, with 1» 11
instructions for its complete restoration ; also a eh τ
tfïr on venereal *Wecfia||toud the means of
cure, bi :
inîi the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising l">u pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

Dr. Jourdain'» Consulting Office,
61 Hancock Street, Iftovtou, Itlaai.

ROWN'S BRONCHIAL*

FOIt COUGHS, COLDS. *c.
ONLY
35
CENTS.
Sept 5-<16mos

CARRYING OF THE

Canadian and United States .Hail·.

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool.

to

London

Return Xiokets
granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship

Ayer's Cathartic Pills,
For all the Purposes of

Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to aecommodations)
#70 to §80
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H.&A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and lor
SHght Drafts on England for small amounts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Stieot.

1872.

nov20tf

sy, Tet ter, Tumors a
Salt Rheum, Worms.
Gout, Neuralgia, as à
Dinner Pill, and Puri-

fying

the

Blood,

are the most congenial purgative
Thei
yet perfected.
effects abundantly show hov much
they excel all other Pills.
They are sale and pleasant to take, but %
powerful to cure. They-purge out the foul humor*
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disorderedl orgai
organ into action, and they impart health and
tone to the wholo being. They euro not only the ev
**-*·
but*formidable and
ery
day
complaints of "everybody, but
■pwpwmpi^^—p^p
iroue diseases.
dangerous
Most eminent
ut cclergy men, most
skilful1 nby
send certiflitize
physkians, and our best eitizeus
...

FARE

CÛHARO

—

cat es or lilies performed and of grei benefits tl.ey
_great
have derived from these Pills. They arejthe safes· t
and best physic for children, because mikPas well as
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are eat-y to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are entirely

harmless.

PREPARED BY
C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists every where.
janl-e3dwly
DR. J.

SAIUNC^iffi%WEEKlY
^ÎOîta? LIVEBPQfi
STEERAGE

EGETABLEnULMONARïDALSAM

OOUHTLESSI
COUCH'
ΤΗΓ
TH? BP
I MEDIX5IN e
BP ST I
Cl/Tl εκ BROS. Se CO.

I

PASSAGE !

WHARF,

Ε 1ST

THE BANK

at

BOSTOX.

OF IRELAND.

novl

Jn-Mly

or

Hysteria, etc.
Apply to GEORGE W. RHODES, M. D., Amherst,
to F. E. FAXON, ESQ.. A g nt for the Institute

No. 1 Pemberton square, Boston.
ocH.Wl>Srwl2w

Consolidated

Fire

man

The three points ot excellence which I'
st; constant anil thorough circulation of I urfrnir
nd; dryness, no dampness monld nor taint, *rd, no
"·
ntcrailngllnz of odors; purity wnd
lements of Its success.
Çail.or MfcKKlLL, be4UI sale by J. F.
UlilU II liVClUliiuit
w
and lor
Manufactured
»·

t Co.'s Ice House, Portland, Me.

uoinpauy's rights---against
—the Oxnard Sugar Refinery.
Boston, Ea;le Hotel, Concor.l. and oilicre; and all
parties are warned against buying or using t ire Extinguishers of any kind, in which water impregnated
Carbonic Acid Gas i· used as the
those manufacture* I by our Company,or others duly licensed and arihorized by us.on
tain of immediate prosecution Dr infringement.

with

Extinguishing

dement, except

\inericnn Consolidated rire Extinguish2* *>etk Market
?r Company.
Street,
Boston.
dccî

Cleansed and Repaired at short notice,
and all kinds of goods
CLOTHES
dyed in thorough
Also

Leavitt, Eurnham
j«4<jtf

Extinguisher I

Bills in Equity have been
filed and suits commenced
against the Gaudnkk ami
National Extinguisher
Company as infringing ot this

Works,

Cleansed.

and

BABCOCK

ALEXANDER,

near

w4g

Â9ÎEHÏCA1V

17 PLUM STREET.
We have bought out the above
establishment, with
all the machinery and good will of the
same, with all
the admirable facilities, eonductod
by a practioal
chemist and dyei s : fully confident of
turning out
work that cannot fail ot
giving satisfaction.
Ladies' dresses colored and finished in
a
style. Gent's garments cleansed and colored superior
without
Deing ripped,and warranted not to smut,aud pressed
m a superior
style. Piano and table covers, Marseilles covers bleachod and framed
; blankets scoured
nd the wool raised. JOHN S. MILLER
& CO.,
sep'26
Proprietors.

Cross and Cotton sts.,

Cored

cers,

General Agent.

Clothing

d&w12w

The Orient Springs Health Institute is located near
the town of Amherst, Mass., for the treatment and
euro of Paralysis in all its
forms. Spinal Diseases.
Contracted C rds an I Limbs. Crooked Feet and
and Hands, Enlarged «lolnts, Wry Net#. Curvatures
of the Spine. Hip
Diseases, Rickets, St. Vims'*
Dance, and all deformities. Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
and all Lameness, Nervous Diseases, (lout, Convulsions, Diseases of tho Brain, Heart an.I Lungs, Can-

For Cabin Passage
pply at the Cabin Office. 80
State street, and for. ccrage Ρε stage at the Steer99
state
street, Boston.
age Office,
J A.UK S

AL

Paralysis and Deformities

EITHER WAY.
Passengers tainted and embarked

||wbRL"5;·

PKOPHieroRSi -Boston.

§30 CURREKCY

ween

Family Physic,

CoFtivencsa, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache, riles, Rheumatism .Eruptions and Skin
Diseases,
biliousness,
Liver Complaint, Drop-

on

SATURDAY, Dee. 91at,
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the
previous day from Montreal.

Portl^l. Nov. 10th,

a

CURING

PRUSSIAN, Capt. Dutton,
Will leavo this port for Livqft)ool

ηαι«

executed

Boston,

ju*t published
edition of hie lectin en,
HAScontaining
nioet valuable information
the

junl4dlyr

|f;

orders by mail promptly attended to.

Parisian Gallery of Anntomjr,

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
UNDER CONTRACT FOR

K. J. JOIKDAIS,
PROPRIETOR OF Τ If BP

Line.

Near the Park

i&fMiiw

Dr.

53 Central Wharf. Boston.

tanford's Improved Refrigerator?.

Street,!

PORTLAND.

J. W. PERKINS & CO., Agent.
epl6-MW&F Aweow 6m
Portland. Sic.

SAMPSON,

june2tf

a

let.

49 1-2 Exchange
Al!

on

to

_

from

Second-hand Clothing for sale.
All orders will receive prompt aud faithful atten
ion
WILLIAM BROWN
Federal st..

Advertising

Posters, Transparencies,

TO

of

1er.

I

LKADXNQ

Semi-Weeklv, 2.30

NO.

manufacturer of

DISEASES

Central Wharf, Boston,
p. m. fer NOR
FOLK and BALTIMORE.

end

W. I>. LITTLE & CO. Sebago Dye
SElF^Reliable information cheerfuliy furnished at
all times.
w!5
aptid&w
is4t

ALL

_

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

DRAFTS FOR £1 ODI PITIRD* OX

Office, 49 1-3 Kxchange Street

ACT,

The cffacts to bo looked for by t-aUirxj tho
Jrnrp Pecron-Loro, a soothlngnnd controlling
TnfJnenco over ary ron^h, promoting sleep,
•Ul.iving t'.io dry tickling *«· sutlon iu ll" throat,
creating u healthy »c:nw i \ or evp:»ctu· atlon,
increasing tno interval* bot'.vorn the ια;„\>*βηιβ
»f coughing, ia%i#or&tt:ig tho v.holb system,
curing tho cough, r:i I V.· pMihîn·.» to por-terity
one of 1U greatest bl·--.
sound lunge;
thereby insuring immunity from Consumption.

WHITNEY Α ΝΑ.ΙΙΡβΟΝ, Agent»,

Jn23-ly

!

Travelers for CALIFORNlL
and the West, So nth and NorteIwcut, may obtain through Tickets
uc
best
uvHi and
una most
'by
uj the
mom rcuaoie
reliable
ronte from Portland or Boston, or New
York, to
any point desired, at the lowest rates, at the ol
and roliable Union Ticket
Agcccy of

f

CQiraUB'TPTTON,

by tho Penn. R. R., and South
forwarded free of Commission.

Passengers booked from or 10 London, Bristol, Londonderry, Glasgow, or Durry, for $30 currency.

Passenger Ticket Agency

IN

for the West

CriVARD

OLD

ASTHMA,

half the rate oi

'sailing vessels.

REDtJCE».
Paul, Walt l ake City, Dearer,
San Fraaciaco, and all points

RAISING OF BLOOD,
WHO Ο ΡIS G -C Ο U G H, CttOU F,

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
From

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
Caunda, Detroit,

CATARRH, BRONCHITIS,

Wharfage.

STEERAGE

by buying via

Coaiïs, colls, Hoarseiessj

Steamship Line.
LeaYe each port every WedVy & Sat'd'y.

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoinvillet North port, South Thomas ton and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Wash-

sailing until 4

of

R. STUBBS, Agent.

PHIL· A DELPHI A

decie-tc

Direct rail route to Wiscasset. New
...__Jastle, Damariscotta,
Waldoboro,
Warren and Rockland.
No cliang· of cars between Portland
and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Macliias, Mount Desert Yinal Haven,
*
Hurricane and Dix I si audi:.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at T.00 A. m., and 1.00

days
A.

—Α3Π>—

Portsmouth,

Liraington, daily.

on

BOSTON

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

St.

d&w eodl

On and after MONDAY, Sept.
30th, the Steamer New Yook,
Capt. Ε. B. Winchester, and the
►Steamer New Brunswick, Capt
rS. H. Pike, will leave Railroad

South Parie at
i.30 A. ΑΙ.; for Island Pond, Quebec,
Montreal, and the west at 1.30 P. M. Stopping; at all

To

or. ne iiall*.

ARRÂN GEMENT.

FALL

after Monday, Not. 4th

$4

Dkloc:s is

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Passenger

can save

1 Milton Place, Boston.

by

nov!2

BVLLINGH. Agent
J. IS. COTLE JR., General Agent.mch30tf
W. !..

as follows :
ÎEiiSpP^STrains will run
train for

ϋϋ

PCo.
Sold

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

Ticket Office in Portland at Depot of M. C. R. R.

Ton

STEAMERS
and
IIORTBEAL,

CITY

Havins commodious Cabin and Slate Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

will be Freight

ton.

and

vcak, sickly, suffering creatures, to strong, healthy, and
happy men and women; and
invalids cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
See that each bottle has PERUVIAN SYRUP blown in the glass,

Windsor and Halifax.

For Cornish, Kezar Falls, Porter, Freedom, Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell,and North Lovell.
The 8.30 a. m. from No. Conway connects with
afternoon trains for Boston, via Eastern or Boston &
Maine R. R's., and the 1.00 p. m. train arrives in
Portland in soason to conuect with Steamers for Bos-

On

Agent.

__

No. 90 Market Square, with Stable in the
rear.
Pri ilege in the passage way to Centre
street. Inquire ol
THOMAS SHAW.

dec7d3w

—

STAGES
Connect daily with 3.15 P. M.,

OF

Atlantic Wharf, or
JOHN PORTEOU8.

FOR BOSTON.

Eastport,

7.15
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.30
1.00
The 7.15 a. m. and 1 00 p. m. Trains
with passenger cars attached.

is

For

COYLE, Jr.,

Leave Portland,

been

PUBLISHING, CO.,

MOTHERS'
the

TIME.

at 4 P.

at 4 P. M.

oc28tf

On and after Monday, Nov. 4th, and
notice, trains will run

further
juntil
9 is follows :

•LIVER D1TSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
dec7d&w2w
w50
tc

Don't be
with any other. This
800 pages. QgST'ïO foil
En·
and
Price §3.50,page
The ProsKctus will sell it at
For first, choice of
sight.
territory
i/ddress, at once, MUTUAL

lory.

nearly
;ΐ'(ΐτ!η»
ins

OGDENSBURG R. R.

Slish
nely gilt binding.

chance!

LITINGSTON LOST AND FOUND.
only book

F. CHASE,
Supt. Portland Division.

■

[$6.00]

THE MUSICAL
TREASURE, 225 pages
Needle Threading Thimble,
price 25 I of the most popular Vo:a and Instrumental Music.
Circulars of various other Novelties $2.50 in
B'ds; $3.00 in CI. ; $4.00 Finely Gilt binding.
to all

nailed frequently

dec!4

life of the great masters
intensely interesting. Finely bound, like the proinner

one

old and new
americas novelty oo., 302
dec 14

tAccommodation train.
$Fast Express.
SËlfTho Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from tne Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
Ν. B. The 7.U0 A. M., and 3.20, P. M. trains
frein Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.

OF

rhoea, Bolls, Nervous Affect ioi*s,

Fare, including State room,
$7 00
For freight and further information apply to J

B.

·

Chills and Fevers, Humors,
Loss of Constitutional Vigor,
Diseases of the Kidneys and
Bladder, Female Complaints,
and all diseases originating in
a bad state of the blood, or accompanied by debility or a low
state of the system. Being free
from Alcohol, in any form, ita
energizing effects arc not followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent, infusing strength, vigor, and neu>
life into all parts of the system,
and building up an Iron Co>¥e'.itution.
Thousands have been changed
by the use of this remedy, from

FOB HALIFAX DIRECT.
Making close connections with the Nova Scotia.
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, i»nd steamers foi Prince Edward's Inland ; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with
Liudsey &, Co.'·
Stages for Cape R-eton.
t3T RETURNING leaves Halifax on TUES-

DAYS,

assimilated

and

with the blood as (Ιψ simplest
food. It increases the quantity
of Nature's Own Vitalizing
Agent, Iron in the blood, and
cures "a thousand ills," simply
by Toning up, Invigorating and
Vitalizing the System. The enriched and vitalized blood permeates every part of the bod\Λ
repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid cccrctions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the U'otiderful s uecess of this remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diar-

ARRANGEMENT.

Every Saturday,

morning.

biographies.

LETTERS of Mendelssohn
Γ$1.7"]; of Mozart,
[$1.75]; of Beethoven [$2.00]; Poiko1^ Reminiscences

Commercial

M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at 17.30
A. M.,t8.30 A. M, H2.30P. M., t3.l5P. M., *8.00P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at tlO.OO A. M, ?10.
35 A. M., t3.00 P. M., t5.40 P. M., *10.05 P. M.
Leave Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at 4.35 P. M.
♦Pullman sleeping car express tram. Ν. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, doe$ not run Monday

LIFE OF Π AN DEI, [$2.001 ; of
Chopin,
IS 1.501 ; of Beethoven, [92.00]; ol Mendelssohn
[$ 1.751; of Rossini [$1.75] ; of Mozart [$1.751 ; of Schu
of
Oottschatk
mannTS1.75];
[$1.50] ; of FKekrr[$1.75].
These books are elegantly bound and are
charmlDg

NOT I C 11

This is

wncn

GIBSON, CASA NOYER & CO., Bankers.,

Patterns of Garments
PLDMMSB~4 WILDEE

ΓΗΕ

tue aoiaer.

curity.
Pamphlets and further particulars may be had by
applying to

ANDBUTTEBJCK'S

Πιο

οι

We have personally examined
every deCompany, and have gone repeatedly over
the entiie line. We are
enabled to recconsequently
ommend these bond· as an
absolutely perfect se-

Sewing Machines

and
sents each.

υμιιυιι

searching.
tail of this

ELIAS HOWL·

Porlland, Doc. 10,1872.

·lays excepted) at *1.30 A. M. t7.00 A.
M., 9.55 A. M., 13.20 P. M., t 6.45 P.

registered by the Trustee—the
Trust Co. Interest payable Jan-

ing

inquiries promptly attended to.
CHABLCS iVI. DAWKEN,
mch22dtf
!t8 Exchange St., Portland.

39© made Dec. 3d by

Passenger trains leave Portland daiPortsmouth and Boston, (Sun-

£!rf!lly, for

CHANGE

easily digested

leaves Portland

Commencing Monday, Dec. 2d, 1879·

PORTLAND &

The Peruvian Syrup, a Protected Solution of the Protoxide of
Iron, i3 so combined r~. to have
the charûctcr of an aliment, as

The favorite steamship CARLOTTA. Capt. E. D. Mulligan,

ARRANGEMENT.

be

upon the completed portion tmty/, that bonds amountto $000,000 are now offered at 83 and
accrued interest in currency. Bonds
upon the remaining portion of the road will be sold «ta much
higher
price
and will be ottered only
upon completed road. This
road traverses the garden of the
crosses all the
State,
most important roads, controls the enormous
coal
mines at Verden, and its bonds are most
esteemed by those whose investigation has highly
been; most

lator. Semi-annual Interest
Coupons and Principal
provided for by State taxation, and
State Treasurer in New York. There ispaid by tlio
no expense
for collecting and no tax deduction.
Preseut indebtedness is small and therefore easily
and must repaid
main so under the
registration laws of the State.
Bonds recommended tor safety as well as
profitableness, bearing ten per cent interest, and
selling at
rates that give prospect of a
profitable advance in
prices. This is a good opportunity to convert Government Bonds into those more
remunerative. Orders and

on

WliVTEïî

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

completed from Jacksonville to a
junction with the CHICAGO & ALTON R. R. at
Verdin, a distance ot over 30 miles. The road, so far
as completed, is
thoroughly equipped, ENTIRELY PAID FOR, and in full operation, and it is

BONDS.

55

uu mo

desired, boude will
uaiy

173

and

HAVING ΤΗΙΚΤ5Γ YEABS TO RUN.

SOLE AGENTS FOR THIS LOAA,

jy!5dtf

Lewiston^
&c.^it

no30tf*

Nova Scotia.

MAKES TI3E WEAK STRONG.

DIRECT!

3:12 p. m.
From Augusta and
6:35 p. m.
From St. John, Bangor,
1:20 a. m.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland and ba|
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John,
fax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN, Acting Superintendent.
dec3tf
Augusta, Nov 30, 1872.

WINTER

Halifax,

For

p. M.

ALLEN, STEPHENS & Co Jacksonville,

t4w

β $75 to $250 per month
male
φ and female, to introduce the everywhere,
GENUINE 1M
^ PtOVKDCOMMON
SENSE FAMILY SEWING
£3 MACHINE. This machine will stitch, hem, fell,
çg tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid, and embroider in a
^ most superior manner. Price only $15. Fully
^ licensed and warranted for five years. We will
I pay $1,000 for any machine that will srw a
strongI er, more beautiful, or more elastic seam than
Φ eurs. It makes the "Elastic Lock Stitch." Every
M second stitch can be cut, and still the cloth
can55 not be pulled apart without tearing it. We pay

—

LARGE

93.00 per Year.

dec3-d4w|

I|« Aumra want absolutely tbo beet selling
" Books? Send for circulars
of Vent's Usabbidged Illustrated Family Bible.
Over lino
pagos 10 bv 12 in., 200 pages Bible Aids, &c.
Arab;sque 36 àS; Gilt Edge, 1 clasp, Î8 25; Pull
Oilt^for2
;lasp», #11 00. "Beldev: thk White Chief,"
Winter
Evening. 3#th 1000 ready. The America v Fakmkr's Horsk Book: The Standard.
46tli
lOOOIh ready, Eiiizeotic
Treatments, &c. C. F.
VENT. Ν· Υ. Λ Cinsiunati. Vent <SS Goodrich, Obllago.
dt<e3-4wt

and

—

CHRISTIAN ERA,

PUBLISHED

DISCOVERED

,

CO.,

11S MILK STREET,

Eight-Page Weekly Paper,

supply

m.

(stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
^
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate

Supply ford ere.

&

Steainei-H Dirigo and Franconia
will, until further notice, run a*
follows:
Leave Gait's Wliarf, Portland,
'every MONDAY au I THURS)AY, at 5 1'. M., and leave Pier 3b E. R., New York,
very MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are tit ted up with fine
icconnnodationsfor
passengers, making this the most
onvenient and comfortable
route for travelers beween New York and Maine.
Passage in State Koom §5. Meal? extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippe
ire requested to send their freight to the Steamers ae
jarly as 4 P. Μ.,οη the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage applv to
HENRY FOX, Gait's Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 3Ϊ, E. R., New York.
May 9-dtf

stations.
Mail train

prepared to take

A

with leading professional men in the United
^ States by wnich Medical and
Legal Advise, Relei ceipte, Formulas, and directions for manufectur^ ing any article required may be promptly suppli d at trifling cost. This system has proved
highly successful in Euro» ean countries where
certain classes could not aflord to pay the high
prices charged for nrofessional services. Oar re^ ceipts will be the latest aud best discovered,
while our inedioal and legal instructions will
have the indorsement ol gentlemen of wide
rep^ utation. Branch offices are about to be estabin otner State·. All correspondence that
^ liahed
we receive will be regarded as
-Γς
strictly confiUJ dential. Each letter asking advice, whethsr
u Legal or Medical, ffnould enclose One
Dollar with
W stamp ; Receipts and Formulas, Fifty Cents
® with stamp. If the questions asked are com^ plex, requiring an extended reply, a small addibill will be sent.
H ional
Η Send for cir ulars. Address all letters to the
M AMERICAN ADVICE
AOENCY,
rlec3-4wt
CALAIS, Maine.
AGENTS WANTED.—Address for the most libsral terms ever oifered. THE DISCOVERER

to

Stand,

Fairbanks, Brown

UTATH'L F. DEERINO, Agent.
Portland, Nov. 29th, 1872.
no30d3w

long ijglt, has been established by
Hathepublic
undersigned. Higagements have been made
want

Out,

subscription of ove

SAMUEL GOULD, Attorney.

we

this

cars on

Due at Portland.
From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 9:45 a. m.
From St. John, Bangor, and North and East at

n™

AT CURRENT RATES.

ILLUSTRATED HORN OF PlJiANTY. It contains over fifty beautiful illustrations, and will bo
sent FREE to all who
may write. Address I. GARSIDE, Patterson, N. J.
de2t4w

LEGAL ADVICE!
Receipts, &c.

Burned

FIRE A!ND HIARIXE RISKS

Female.

day

and

are

ALTERATION

BOSTON.

the IMPROVED AMERICAN FAMILY
KNITTING MACHINE. The simplest anΊ best in
the World. Address American Knitting Machine
Co., 345£ Washington St., Boston, Mass.
defit4w

(sleeping

train.)
For Bath, Lewiiton, Rockland and Augusta at 7:00

WINTER

$250,000,
are now

■

SCALES,

[Beady

illustrations,
are meeting with unprecedented
success, Address, statiug experience, etc.. and we will show yon
what our agents are
doing, NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO. Phila., Pa.
doc2 4wt
WANTED AOJE>-r.r»,$2ûOpftrmonth to sell

KULKOAD.

Winter Arrangement, Commencing Dec.
a,îsra.
Trains leave Portland for Bangor,
P;?*?°?^?H??|Houlton, Calais and St. John at 12:15
111

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

■

dec3tf

MAINE CENTRAL

STANDARD

59 State Street.
a

PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent,
Street, Portland.

353 Commercial
Dec·. 2, 1872

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
nov4tx
Portland, Oct. 2,1872..

Insurance Association.

ASSOCIATION, having

Boston.

J,

MANUFACTURERS

THIS

I

MERRITT, Superintendent,

W.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

St.

Exchange

tFast Express.

witli

FAIRBANKS

L.ITTLE,

NEW ABBMfiKJIENT.

♦Accommodation.

Trains

NOTICE

Life Insurance

Boston, Hay market Square.

in

OLIVER,

Steamship Co

Vlainc

Freight station in Boston, Causeway street.

Halifax at 1:00 p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath aud Augnsta at 5.30 p.
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:25 p. m.

Correspondent,

Notice of Foreclosure.
is hereby given that Wilson
Libby of Falmouth in the County ot Cumberland
by his
mortgage deed, dated December 26th. 1870 and recorded In the Registry of Deeds for Cumberland

Knowing!"

CAPTAIN A. S.

on leave the cii'l of Custom Huum» Wliarf dally for
une»' Laii'limr, oil anil afterOct 10, 1672, at Ï.45 A.
I and 3.15 P. M.
Returning leave Jones' Landing at 9.15 and 3.45 P.
I.
Fare down and back 25 ccntu, «liildren half iirice.
Special ari angemcnta can be made by ai>i>)yi»E to
oclQiltf
he Capt.

For Bath, Lewistou, Rockland, Augusta, Readtield.
Winthrop, Skowhegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and

Office. 166 Fore St., Portland, Me.

dlm-eodllm&wOw

"Something

agents

—

STKAMliB

EXPRESS,

a. m.

J, II. «TllAPÎTIAIf, Secretary.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vice-Pres't.

FREE TO BOOK AGENTS.

AN ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING BOOK

—

Six per cent

cloc2-4tct

for the best and cheapest
Family Bible ever published
will be sent free of charge to
any book agent. It contains nearly 500 line Scripture
and

Iron in the Blood

Peak'· lalnml Steamboat
Company·

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. StaPortland, for Boston, at *7.00,
A. M., aud t3.2U and *t>.45 P.M.
Tta—
τι"
Returning, leave Boston for Portland
it *7.30, t8.30 A. M., and *12.30 aud ·3.15 P. M
For Rochester and Alfcon Bay, *7.30 A. M. aud t3.20
?. M.
For Manchester and Concord, Ν. II., via C. & P. R.
i. «function. t3.20 P. M.
For Manchester aud Concord, via Lawrence, *9.55
M.
For Lowell, *7.00, *9.«5 A. M., and t3.20 P. M.
For Miltou aud Uuiou, *7.00 A. M. and t3.20 P. M.
NOTE.—Tl·» *7.00 A. M. and t3.2U P. M. traiu connects at Boston with trains for New York. Passengers ticketcd and baggage checked through.
E3f~Freight traiu.» out ween Portland and Boston

iaily.
Passenger station

$8,113,240 00
3,379,050 CO
217,500 CO
38(5,73'J 41
2,405,937 u5
271.315 01

Total Amount of Assets,

class

Music Merchandise.

$5,375,793 24

63

teal Estate and Bonds and Mortgages,
interest, and sundry notes and claims due the Company, estimated at
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable
2asb in Bank.

PIANOS, modem improvement, for
9279 cash. Now ready a CONCERTO PARLOR
ORGAN, the most beautiful style and
perfect tone
tcervip.de. Illustrated Catalogues mailed. Sheet
Music
and

$2,735,980

same

Bank and o'Ler

69

uisconnected with

upon Fire Risks

January, 1871, to 3lst Decendfcr, 1871,

i>eriod
ieturns of Premiums and Expenses,
Phe Company has the following Assets, viz :
Jnited States and State of New York Stock, City,
^oans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,

disnote of 100 PIANOS, MELODEONS. and
0 RG ANS, of six first-class makers, including Waters\ at very low price for cash, or part cash and
balance in small monthly instalments. New-7-

»ÀIN, PAI5, PAIN, CAIVPKIOKINE.

PLUM STREET STABLES,
dec!3

TABLETS.

Lung diseases is

M

del3dtd

lw

Occan Insurance Company.

Dec.

The Canal National Bank.
annual moeting of the Stockholders of The
Canal National Bank, of Portlaud, for the elee-

fnr

l?h

Bank
annuon

bo hold at their Bauking Rcom,
meeting
TUESDAY, the 14th, day of January next, at 3
o'clock P. M., t) chooscfive Directors ior the
ensuing
vear, and to act on any other business that may
legally come before them.

are

thH
1
(lov
the 14th
of
day nf

B. €. JORDAN.

nov28dtf

CARBOLIC

the

stock of

per cent

city.

R. Warburton. 165 Middle Street.

OUT OF THE FIRE.

SLEIGHS !
a

Machines

GOOD MACHINE THREAD 2 spools for 5c.
152

have

Sewing

—

CURTIS & DAVIS,

I

BENEFIT ACCOUNT BOOK,

cents.

lm*

SOUTHERN

CIIAS. CLARK, City Marshal,

goods,

CHILDREN S'

may be

Dec.

ter, and on none others. If detected in coasting on
other public street· the penalty of the law will be enforced.
On Anderson, from Cumberland to Munroe.
4'
Boyd street.
"
F χ, from Washington to Back Bay.
"
from Oxford st.
Chestnut,
"
Elm, trom Oxford st.
"
Now High, below Cumberland at.
'·
Mellen st.
"
Pleasant to Center.
"
Atlantic to Fore.

MUTUAL

MENS', WOMENS', BOYS'

or

yon

DONT!

L

12th, 1872. J
ΓIIHE following streets have been designated on
JL which boys can coast with sleds during the winPortland,

eodlyr

Fine

weakness of the Uterine or
Urinary Organs ? You must procure instant relief or you are liable to suffering worse than death.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life becomes a burden.
Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malaùal, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St., New York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send forCircular
dec 13
4wt

in the Streets.

doc!2d'2w

paid during the

mosses

LOOK ! FREE TO ALL !

W. PIERCE of Portland, retires from our
and his iuterest and responsibility ceases

CIIAS.
firm,
date.

from this

thoroughly. Price 25 cents per
Druggists and Fancy Dealers.

II.

doelîtf

WOOD

Marshal's Office.

ABE VEBY STYLISH WHEN NOT SOILED.

Ε.

Dec. 2,18Γ2.

Me..

of

LIGHT COLORED KID GLOVES

Glove

as

HARD

Hair !

Price, 25 and 50 Cents per Bottle,

will renovate them
bottle. All sold by

rapidly

and SOFT WOOD for sale at No. 13 Li»;
coin street. Also Dry Edgings.
WM. HUSE.

MAY HAVE IT

by constant use

Brldgton,

WOOD !

eodlyr

THOMPSON'S POMADE OPTIME

Improved

Havf

Notice.

Powder.

Glossy

as

LUKJE & F. II. BROWN.

THUESTOX'S

Beautiful,

elope

Liberal inducements will be given. A fine opening
is here presented to a good party wishing to engage
in Couutry trade.

TEETH!

Price, 25 and 50 Cents per bottle,

a

transportation facilities.

LL MAY HAVE BY USING DAILY

Ivory Pearl Tooth

our

Years as may be agreed upon. The stand is an excellent one, commanding a large trade, and good

LONDON, ENGLAND,
and sold by all Drnggists.
nov20
eodlyr

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND

attenshall

wo

circumstances will allow, and therefore offer for sale
our extensive stock of Merchandise, fresh and in
good order, comprising all varieties of Goods usually
kept in Country Stores, and also to Rent tbe Store,
newly finished ând furnished, for such a Term of

PBOUT & HARSANT,

Marine Risks.
Remiums marked Off trom 1st

777 51

2,033',675 18

$7,446,452

Policies have been issued upon Life Risks;

A Great Offer ! 48? Broadway4 N'f y!',
will

future to devote exclusive
tion to
INTENDING
Manufactnring Dopartment,
Store Business to
final

BT

PREPARED

9th,

EDWARD NIXON,
GEORGE W. S. NIXON.
1872.

Special Notice.

GOUT and RHEUMATISM
exccuciating pain of

Dec.

manufacture the Celebrated
French Eclectic Laundry, and various brands nf family Soaps, and Candles at the old stand, cor. Greenleaf and Everett sts.
Orders left at 229 Congress St., or at the Factory,
will be promptly attended to.
del2d2w
GEO. W. S. NIXON.

d3w

have

the

I will continue to

ABNER LOWELL,
301 Congress Street

&

that

of said Edward Nixon and George W. S. Nixon, is
hereby dissolved by mutual consent, and said George
W. S Nixon is hereby authorized to settle the part-

Perregaux, Borel & Coorvoissier,

J.

Have yon weakness of the Intestines?
You are in uanger of Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward off tendency to
infiam ations.

name

and other Foreign manufacturers, which with my
usual Bt jck of Home made, will furnish excellent opportunity for selection. Terms satisfactory. Call
and see

liid

Canker, Pimples, &c., &c.%
Take Jnrnbeba to cleanse, purify and restor·
the vitiated blood to healthy action.
Have yon a Dyspepstic Stomach ? unless
is promptly aided the
digestion
system is debilitated
with loss of vital force, povert y of the Blood, Dropsi-

copartnership
hereby given
of Hoheretofore existing under the firm
NOTICE
WELLS'
ward Nixon & Co., Soap M:inufacturers, composed

Patek, Phillipc & Co.,

no20

retains all the medicinal virtues peculiar to the plant
and must be taken as a permauent curative agent.
Is there want of action in your Liver Ac
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretions, producing scrofulous or skin diseases, Blotchcs, Felons, Pustules,

Be deceived, but for coughs, colds, sore throat,
hoarseness and bronchial difficulties, use oui j

Copartnership.

is

Extract of Jurubeba

Dr. Wells

$5,412

"otal nmount of Marine Premiums,
ϊο

weakening

2md&w

nov7

Nardlu,

no20

Sons,

354 Washington St., Roston.

Jurgensen,

A

&

11 E. 14th St., Ffew York,

—FROM—

by

ear

PIANOS,

Chickering

It is not a physic which may eive temporary reliei
to the sufferer for the first few do es, but which, from
continued use brings Piles and kindred diseuses to
aid in
the invalid, nor is it a doctored liquor
which, under the popular narue of "Bitters" is so
extensively palmed ofi on the public as sovereign remedies, but it is a moil powerful Tonic and
alterative* pronounced so by the leading medical
authorities of London and Paris, and has been long
used by the regular physicians of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

cal Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without reaction, it will
impart youthful vigor to the weary sufferer.

A. CARD.

OF

relieved in
ΤIIΚ
the

universally

is more than one-third larger than auy other PianoForte Manufactory in the world, and is, in every respect, the meet complete as regards machinery and
the facilities tor doing the very best class of work.
Messrs. C. & Sons have, since the establishment ot
their business in 1823, made and sold 41,000 Pianos,
an 1 these Standard Instruments are now offered at
Re luced ltates upon the '-One-Price System," tree
from all discounts and commissions: and they are,
beyond all refutation, the vbry best and very
Cheapest First-Class Pianos now offered.

Watches Suited to the Season

on

Feb. 7, 1872.

Chickerin? & Sons' Mammoth Hannfac'y

Variety

'remiums

JOHN W. MUNGER,

are so

UPRIGHT

on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st December, 1871,
Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,

'remiums received

By order of the Beard,
D. JONES, President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres't.

pronounced by all the great artiste.
I>r. Franz Liszt says: "I consider the Chickerinq Piano superior to any made in Europe or Arner
ica, and am fully c onviaced that they were justly
entitled to the First Prize.

and

η

Firm

and

For Peaks' Island.

f§*i#ii>flJi#il*ition,
r_^^rv;'J»y.55

The Trustees, in Conformity to the Charter of the Company, submit the following Statement of its affairs
the 31st day of December, 1871.

J.

The Standard Instrnments of the World»

WATCHES!
A very Or eat

regarded

still

are

COMPANY.

STREET, Corner of William, New York.

)1 WALL

Premiums
onr

MEDICAL.

Γ

April

Fortes

COMPETITORS.

OVER ALL

Ladies have

women wanted everywhere.
Intelligent men
get good territory, exclusively assigned, send
for
circular
and
! J. B. FOltD & CO.,
terms
arly
few York ; Boston, Mass. ; Chicago, 111. ; San FranCal.
isco,
decl4fd4w

Β08Γ0Ν & MAINE RAILROAD.
Winter Arrangement, December 9,1872.

1844.)

(ORGANIZED IN

made and sold since 1823. and

Have been awarded to

These Pianos

Wanted-

THESE

Eighty-one First

Mole3.

Agents
and

Ο

Standard Piano

tread, aad thus each heart in silenee
Its fat· fulfils,
music
Waiting and hoping for the heavenly
disîaiit h dis.
Beyond the
of
the
love
in
heaven
difference
The only
From love on earth below
Is : Here we love and know not kow to tell it,
And there we all shall kn w.

outer

System

41,OO

Thi s year our offers are even more profitable.
for the premiums. The Subscriber
TIIEM WHEN HE PAY8 HIS SUBSCRIPTION.

waiting

INSURANCE

MUTUAL

STEAM EHS.

RAILROADS.

ATLANTIC

Fo

offered at Reduced Bates at

One-Price

we

nences

ay.
No

Good

These Standard Instruments
Are

We love them, and they know it; if we falter,
With tiugers numb,
Among the uuused siring* of love's expression,
The notes are dumb.
We shrink within ourselves in voiceless sorrow,
Leaving the words unsaid,
And, side by side with those we love the dearest,
In silence on we tread.

illed "JPet's Paradise." (Oleographs are
te clioi est class ef French Art-printing in oils—the
*rfaction of Oil-chromo)— We also give the superb
ΙΟ pair of Genuine French Oil Chromos, " Wide
Lwake»& "Fast Asleep," subjects LIFE-SIZE
i&rniiiig/uc similes of original Oil Paintings. This
uper lias the largest circulation in theioor/d. It will
ext year be made better than ever.
Serial tales by
orld famous authors, L. M. Alcott, Edward Egest on, Harriet
BeecherStowe, etc. New and
rilliant contributors.
Illustrated Holiday Number
nd back nos of Miss Alcott'a story free. The most
iking ''Combination !" The largest commissions paid !
me Agent made $800 in 3 months; another $537 in
5 days; another $94.40 in one week; one $37,60 in
ne day. and many others from $5 and $10 to $40 per
ETS

[achiag

With all the gnawing pain
Of hungry love that longs to hear the music,
Aud longs and longs in vain.

Henry Ward Beeeher's
reat LITERARY, FAMILY NEWSPAPER, with
liicb is given away the largest and best Premium
Lcture ever offered, the new and exquisite $1£.00
FRENCH OLEOGRAPH

Competition

Why should they

Thus on

ORGATCOIIBINATION

lave Taken the First Premium

Ave clogged with dust;
music
pipe and pipe agaiu our dreary
strain·,
Upon the self-same
While sounds of crime, ani fear and desolation,
Come back in sad refrains.

INSURANCE.

id the very beat business opi>ortunity ever offered,is
be found In an Agency for taking subscription* to

PIANOS

We

Why

Sons

dickering &

OON8TANOS FKNIJiOttE WOOLtOff.

The sweetest notes among the human heart-strings
Are dull with rust ;
The sweetest chord», adjusleJ by the anjels,

On

MISCELLANEOUS.

D&W4wgQ

JDeetriietive

JFipes !

Involving the loss

of millions

of dollars occur too often in this
country. We submit to every
sensible, prudent man, that
they can be prevented by the
iutroducti η of the
\ A RDN ER EIRE EXT1Ν-

Scneral

GVISHER.
This machine stands upon its
merits, having made for itself.
BY SOLID WORK, a record
that commands attention.
Send lor descriptive circular to

!. M. & Η. T. PLUMPER,
7 UNION STREET,
norSOdtimTtii&P-taw
POUTL11D, .He.

«

